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FOREWORD

In recent years the study of the ancient Greek novel, a once neglected and
fringe genre, has found reputable entry not only into the work of scholars, but
also into the classroom. The five canonical novels, sophistic or not, are now
studied as vehicles through which one can gain important insight into that
turbulent period of the Graeco-Roman world that spans from the end of the
first century BC to the fourth century A.D. This bilingual edition of Niketas
Eugenianos’ Drosilla and Charikles now similarly affords us sound access to
the literary fictions of the twelfth-century Byzantine novels and the charac-
ters, events, myth, customs, ideas, social norms, and history in which this
type of literature developed.

Joan B. Burton has created a text that will help bring to completion the
ongoing transformation of modern opinion on the Byzantine novel.
Previously, most views of these fictions were similar to the one famously
expounded by Ben Edwin Perry, who stated that the authors of these novels
were “miserable pedants . . . trying to write romance in what they thought
was the ancient manner. Of these no account need be taken” (The Ancient
Romances: A Literary-Historical Account of Their Origins [Berkeley and Los
Angeles 1967, 103]). This text shows that Roderick Beaton was right in writ-
ing that the “Byzantine romances of the twelfth century are works of remark-
able, and surely deliberate, refinement . . . Rhetoric and the power of artifice
(whether verbal or visual) become the central props of the stories” (“The
Byzantine Revival of the Ancient Novel” in Gareth Schmeling’s The Novel in
the Ancient World [Leiden, New York and Koln 1996, 716]).

This text, the only English translation of Niketas Eugenianos’ Drosilla and
Charikles, faithfully adheres to the Greek narrative. Drosilla and Charikles is a
story that includes “flight, wandering, storms at sea, abductions, violence,
robbers, prisons, pirates, hunger, dreadful dark houses full of gloom under a
bright sun, iron fetters wrought with the hammer, a pitiable, unlucky separa-
tion from one another, and in the end bridal chambers and nuptials”
(Summary.2–8). The plot is equal to or surpasses most modern stories of love,
intrigue and adventure—Burton’s translation does an excellent job of convey-
ing the action and pace of the Greek original. If one prefers to read the Greek,
the explanatory notes help nudge the translator in the right direction.

EDMUND P. CUEVA
Xavier University 
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INTRODUCTION

The popularity of the ancient Greek and Roman novels has increased greatly
in recent years, and courses on the ancient novel are now becoming standard
parts of undergraduate and graduate programs around the world. The rise of
interest is in part due to the rich forum these novels offer for discussions of
such topics of contemporary interest as gender relations, social customs, nar-
rative technique, and ethnic diversity in the ancient world. Encouraging the
growth of scholarly and classroom attention to the ancient novels are the
many translations into modern languages, including English, available in
affordable volumes for classroom and personal use.1 Western medieval
romances, such as Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, have long been part of
school curricula. Yet in the upsurge of world interest in the ancient and
medieval novels and romances, the twelfth-century Byzantine novels have
received little notice. 

These four Byzantine novels represent a rebirth of the genre of the novel
after a hiatus of eight centuries. Written in Christian Constantinople under
the Komnenian dynasty and during the time of the crusades, these remark-
able novels both revive the pagan Greek world with its pagan gods and
beliefs and also reflect customs and beliefs of their own time. Three of the
four Byzantine novels survive in their entirety—Niketas Eugenianos’s Drosilla
and Charikles, Theodore Prodromos’s Rhodanthe and Dosikles, and Eustathios
Makrembolites’ Hysmine and Hysminias—and one survives in fragmentary
form: Constantine Manasses’ Aristandros and Kallithea.2 Recent scholarly

1. Translations into modern languages (including English) began appearing in the sixteenth
century and include an excellent, recent collection of new English translations of ancient
Greek novels (Bryan P. Reardon, ed., Collected Ancient Greek Novels [Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1989]), as well as a fine volume of facing-page translations of the frag-
ments into English (Susan A. Stephens and John J. Winkler, eds., Ancient Greek Novels: The
Fragments [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995]).

2. Modern editions of the Greek texts are Fabrizio Conca, ed., Nicetas Eugenianus: De
Drosillae et Chariclis amoribus, London Studies in Classical Philology 24 (Amsterdam: J. C.
Gieben, 1990); Miroslav Marcovich, ed., Theodori Prodromi de Rhodanthes et Dosiclis amor-
ibus libri IX (Stuttgart: Teubner, 1992); idem, ed., Eustathius Macrembolites: De Hysmines et
Hysminiae amoribus libri XI (Munich: Teubner, 2001). A reconstruction of the fragments of
Konstantinos Manasses has also been published (Otto Mazal, Der Roman des Konstantinos
Manasses [Vienna: Hermann Böhlaus Nachf., 1967]). For a useful collection of all four
Greek texts, with Italian translations, see Fabrizio Conca, Il romanzo bizantino del XII seco-
lo (Turin: Unione Tipografico-Editrice Torinese, 1994). 
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publications reflect an increasing interest in these novels;3 heightened interest
is also shown by their recent translations into French, German, Italian,
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, and Spanish.4 But English translations of the
Byzantine novels remain long overdue. 

This English translation of Eugenianos’s Drosilla and Charikles is a first
attempt to address that need. The translation is intended for use by students
and teachers of ancient and medieval literature, the novel, as well as medieval
culture and society. A Greek text is provided to make the volume also useful
for students and teachers of ancient Greek who seek attractive alternative texts.
I hope that this will be the first of a series of translations of the Byzantine nov-
els. My aim is to make these exciting novels available for use in the classroom.

I have taught my own English translations of these novels repeatedly
with great success in a course on the ancient novel at Trinity University. I have
also taught these novels in an upper-division course in Greek language.
Students in both courses have expressed delight to be reading a text outside
the usual run of classical literature. They were entranced with the Byzantine
novels in their own right and felt that these novels offered a fascinating
bridge from the pagan to the Christian world and also to the Western
medieval novel. Class discussions were lively and rich. 

Ancient novels—extended, mostly prose narratives of fictional love and
adventure—seem to have arisen in the late Hellenistic or early imperial peri-
ods (first century B.C.–first century A.D.). It is difficult to speculate about
causes for the rise of the Greek novel. Chronology would be important to
such a discussion; yet most of the novels cannot be definitively dated, some
even to the century. Still, different factors have been emphasized in different
discussions: for example, an increasingly privatized society, an increase in
literacy, the rising visibility of women, a desire for escapist fiction.5 Persistent

3. See, for example, Roderick Beaton, The Medieval Greek Romance2 (London: Routledge,
1996); Suzanne MacAlister, Dreams and Suicides: The Greek Novel from Antiquity to the
Byzantine Empire (London: Routledge, 1996); Panagiotis A. Agapitos and Diether R.
Reinsch, eds., Der Roman im Byzanz der Komnenenzeit, Referate des Internationalen
Symposiums an der Freien Universität Berlin, 3. bis 6. April 1998, Meletemata 8
(Frankfurt am Main: Beerenverlag, 2000); Ingela Nilsson, Erotic Pathos, Rhetorical Pleasure:
Narrative Technique and Mimesis in Eumathios Makrembolites’ Hysmine and Hysminias
(Uppsala: distributor, Uppsala University Library, 2001). For annotated bibliographies of
recent scholarship, see C. Jouanno, “The Byzantine Novel,” a report that has appeared
annually in The Petronian Society Newsletter since volume 30 (2000). 

4. Theodore Prodromos’s Rhodanthe and Dosikles is available in Italian (1994), Serbo-Croatian
(1994), German (1996), and Spanish (1996); Niketas Eugenianos’s Drosilla and Charikles in
Russian (1969) and Italian (1994); Eustathios Makrembolites’ Hysmine and Hysminias in
Russian (1965), German (1989), French (1991), and Italian (1994). 

5. Some ancient Greek novels center on heroes and heroines from outside the Greek and
Roman world. For example, in Heliodorus’s An Ethiopian Story, the heroine is an
Ethiopian princess, and in Ninos (we have only fragments), the hero and heroine are the
future founder of Nineveh, Ninos (at 17), and (probably) his cousin Semiramis. On why
“the search for origins which dominated much earlier scholarship has now few practi-
tioners,” see E. L. Bowie, “The Greek Novel,” in Oxford Readings in the Greek Novel, ed.
Simon Swain (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 44–45 (quotation from p. 44). 
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topics addressed in the novels include conflicts between love and society,
social instability, the chance nature of the universe, dangers of travel, the
loneliness of persons set loose in the world, the problems of adjusting to an
expanded world. 

Three of the ancient Greek novels (Achilles Tatius’s Leucippe and Clitophon,
Longus’s Daphnis and Chloe, and Heliodorus’s An Ethiopian Story) are com-
monly associated with the Second Sophistic (early centuries A.D.), a period
known for rhetorical display and philhellenism.6 Although these novels share
typical plot elements—young hero and heroine, love, abductions, pirates, sea
storms, threats to chastity, separations, reunions, and marriage at the end—
there are also striking differences. For example, Achilles Tatius’s comic novel,
presented from the hero’s limited first-person perspective, features a hero
who fails at first to win the girl’s love (she runs away with him to spite her
mother). In Longus’s pastoral novel, travel is not important; instead the novel
focuses on the psychological process of sexual awakening in young adoles-
cents. In Heliodorus’s novel, on the other hand, travel and differences of race,
language, and ethnicity are central themes (the heroine is a white girl born of
black Ethiopian parents). 

When the genre of the novel was revived in twelfth-century
Constantinople, after an interval of some eight centuries, the Greek novels
associated with the Second Sophistic were the primary models. Along with
basic themes and plot elements, the Byzantine novels’ literary inheritance
from the sophistic novels included the use of Atticizing Greek (based on the
Greek of fifth- and fourth-century B.C. Athens), an emphasis on rhetoric,
experimentation in narrative form and techniques, as well as extended
descriptive passages (ekphraseis) and allusions to ancient Greek literature of
many kinds. Thus both the sophistic and Byzantine novels seem to have been
aimed first at well-educated audiences, able to grasp literary allusions and
comprehend Atticizing Greek. 

We have more information about the immediate context of the Byzantine
novels than that of the ancient Greek novels. At least three of the four authors—
Theodore Prodromos, Constantine Manasses, and Niketas Eugenianos—were
closely associated with the Komnenian court at Constantinople.7 Although
Makrembolites’ novel has been variously placed in the relative chronology,

6. The other two “ideal” ancient Greek novels (sometimes referred to as non-sophistic) are
Chariton’s Chaereas and Callirhoe and Xenophon’s An Ephesian Tale. 

7. On this association, see, e.g., Alexander P. Kazhdan, “Bemerkungen zu Niketas
Eugenianos,” Jahrbuch der österreichischen byzantinischen Gesellschaft 16 (1967): 102–8;
idem, “Theodore Prodromus: A Reappraisal,” in Studies on Byzantine Literature of the
Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries, in collaboration with Simon Franklin (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1984), 87–114; Elizabeth M. Jeffreys, “The Attitudes of
Byzantine Chroniclers towards Ancient History,” Byzantion 49 (1979): 202–3 (on
Manasses); idem, “Western Infiltration of the Byzantine Aristocracy: Some Suggestions,”
in The Byzantine Aristocracy IX to XIII Centuries, British Archaeological Reports
International Series 221, ed. Michael Angold (Oxford, 1984), 204–5; Paul Magdalino, The
Empire of Manuel I Komnenos, 1143–1180 (Cambridge 1993), 350–51. 
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there is general agreement that all four novels were written around the mid-
twelfth century.8 Perhaps the comparative political stability and economic
prosperity of the Komnenian period (A.D. 1081–1185)9 helped encourage the
blossoming of literary activity during the mid-twelfth century. This period
also saw the rise of professional literati—Theodore Prodromos and John
Tzetzes being prominent examples—as well as a rise in Hellenism, as shown
by the resurgence of ancient genres such as the satire and novel.10 The fact
that all four novels were written in a strong Atticising Greek reflects a desire
at court to uphold high standards of purity of speech, a desire exemplified
by Anna Komnene, daughter of Alexios I Komnenos and a distinguished
writer herself.11

The women of the Komnenian family, prominent figures in the cultural
world of the twelfth century, may also have played a part in the revival of the
genre of the novel. Eirene Doukaina (wife of Alexios I Komnenos, the founder
of the Komnenian dynasty) was a patron of Theodore Prodromos; her daugh-
ter, Anna Komnene, encouraged the writing of new commentaries on
Aristotle.12 The sebastokratorissa Eirene Komnene was also patron of at least
two of the four Byzantine novelists, Theodore Prodromos and Konstantinos
Manasses.13 Thus it is not unlikely that educated, elite women were part of the

8. MacAlister argues that Makrembolites’ novel was written first (Suzanne MacAlister,
“Byzantine Twelfth-Century Romances: A Relative Chronology,” Byzantine and Modern
Greek Studies 15 [1991]: 175–210). Magdalino links Makrembolites to the early years of
Manuel I’s reign (Paul Magdalino, “Eros the King and the King of Amours: Some
Observations on Hysmine and Hysminias,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 46 [1992]: 197–204).
Beaton places the four romances between 1140 and 1160, in the order Prodromos,
Eugenianos, Makrembolites, with Manasses “somewhere in the 1150s” (Beaton, Medieval
Greek Romance2, 80–81, 211–12). For useful recent discussions: Panagiotis A. Agapitos,
“Narrative, Rhetoric, and ‘Drama’ Rediscovered: Scholars and Poets in Byzantium
Interpret Heliodorus,” in Richard Hunter, ed., Studies in Heliodorus (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1998), 144–48 (dating the novels to 1145–55); “Poets and
Painters: Theodoros Prodromos’ Dedicatory Verses of His Novel to an Anonymous
Caesar,” JÖB 50 (2000), 181–85 (tentatively dating the novels to ca. 1130–45).

9. See, e.g., Magdalino, Empire of Manuel I Komnenos, esp. 140–42: “If the Byzantine lands
were relatively prosperous for most of the twelfth century, this was demonstrably
because the succession of Comnenian emperors provided a century of internal peace and
long periods of relative security from invasion” (quotation from p. 141). 

10. On the rise in Hellenism, see Magdalino, Empire of Manuel I Komnenos, esp. 395–97, 400–1.
On the Timarion as “a satirical dialogue in the style of Lucian,” see Margaret Alexiou,
“Literary Subversion and the Aristocracy in Twelfth-Century Byzantium: A Stylistic
Analysis of the Timarion (ch. 6–10),” Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies 8 (1982–83): 29–45
(quotation from p. 30); for an English translation, see Barry Baldwin, trans., Timarion
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1984). 

11. On Anna Comnena’s “insistence on the correct use of language,” see Magdalino, Empire
of Manuel I Komnenos, 385, with references. 

12. On Anna’s “Aristotelian salon,” see Magdalino, Empire of Manuel I Komnenos, 332; N. G.
Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983), 182–83.

13. See Elizabeth M. Jeffreys, “The Comnenian Background to the Romans d’Antiquité,”
Byzantion 50 (1980): 478–81 (with parallels drawn to Eleanor of Aquitaine); idem,
“Western Infiltration,” 204–7. See too Michael Angold, The Byzantine Empire, 1025–1204:
A Political History, 2nd ed. (London: Longman, 1997), 246–49.
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Byzantine novel’s early readership. Direct flattery may also have played a role
in a novel’s reception: for example, in a wedding poem Eugenianos uses the
same lines to describe the beauty of a bride usually identified as the wife of
the sebastos Stephen Komnenos that he uses in his novel to describe the beau-
ty of the fictive heroine Drosilla.14

The proliferation of commentaries in the twelfth century suggests that
members of the aristocracy may have been seeking more accessible routes to
culture. For example, Manuel I’s first wife and an outlander (formerly Bertha
of Sulzbach) commissioned John Tzetzes to write a verse summary of Homer’s
Iliad which would have helped her appear educated among the Byzantine aris-
tocracy.15 The romance novel would also have offered easier avenues to Attic
culture than Aristotle and Demosthenes. 

Increased contact with the West also characterized the twelfth century, in
particular through the crusades, which could have caused some Byzantines to
want to assert their Greek identity against the Latins. Further, the West was also
experiencing an intellectual renaissance in the twelfth century, and romance fic-
tions were being written there too by the mid-century.16 Elizabeth Jeffreys has
proposed the interesting thesis that the novels of Prodromos and Manasses
were already written at the time Eleanor of Aquitaine came to Constantinople
in 1147 with the Second Crusade and that through Eleanor these novels could
have influenced the rise of the French romances of antiquity.17 Literary influ-
ence might have moved in the other direction as well. Manuel I Komnenos
(emperor 1143–80), during whose reign some if not all of these novels may have
been written, was highly influenced by the West: for example, he married two
Western princesses, jousted, and hired Western military fighters. The Byzantine
novels sometimes seem to reflect Western customs as well, for example, the
trial by fire at the start of Prodromos’s novel (a Western not Byzantine practice
in the twelfth century) (1.372–404).18 In any case, the court of the notoriously
amorous Manuel I Komnenos would have offered a welcoming context for the
new novels with their focus on erotic love.19

14. Drosilla and Charikles 1.126–32=Epithalamium 2.67–73. For discussion, see Kazhdan,
“Bemerkungen zu Niketas Eugenianos,” 108; cf. Herbert Hunger, Die hochsprachliche pro-
fane Literatur der Byzantiner (Munich: C. H. Beck, 1978), 2:136 n. 114. 

15. On the aim and style of Tzetzes’ Iliad Allegories in relation to patronage, see Michael J.
Jeffreys, “The Nature and Origins of the Political Verse,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 28 (1974):
151–57. 

16. For a useful, brief overview, see Roberta L. Krueger, “Introduction,” in Roberta L.
Krueger, ed., The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Romance (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2000), 1–9. 

17. Jeffreys, “The Comnenian Background,” 455–86. 

18. Carolina Cupane, “Un caso di giudizio di Dio nel romanzo di Teodoro Prodromo (I
372–404),” Rivista di studi bizantini e neoellenici, n.s. 10–11 (1974): 147–68. See also Michael
Angold, “The Interaction of Latins and Byzantines during the Period of the Latin Empire
(1204–1261): The Case of the Ordeal,” Actes du XVe Congrès international d’études byzan-
tines, Athènes septembre 1976, 4 (1980), 1–10; Robert Bartlett, Trial by Fire and Water: The
Medieval Judicial Ordeal (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 16, 46, 131. 

19. Magdalino, “Eros the King,” 197–204. 
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Perhaps too, among sophisticated writers, the revival of the genre of the
novel reflected a sense of literary rivalry with the old Hellenic world.
Although ancient novels apparently ceased to be written after Heliodorus’s
An Ethiopian Story (third or fourth century A.D.), they continued to be read
and discussed. Byzantine writers from the fifth century on attest to the
enduring popularity of Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus, both of whom were
transformed into Christian bishops, perhaps to make them more acceptable
to a Christian reading public.20 Even less “ideal” ancient novels, such as
Iamblichos’s Babyloniaka, continued to be read, as shown by the patriarch
Photios (ninth century) in his Bibliotheca, a summary of his reading (for
Iamblichos, see codex 94).21 There seems to have been an ongoing debate
regarding the relative merits of Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius; both
Photios in the ninth century and Michael Psellos in the eleventh express a
preference for Heliodorus but admire Achilles Tatius’s style.22 Psellos attests
to the continued popularity of Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius while stress-
ing the importance also of more serious writings in the education of a writer.
Again, in the twelfth century, Gregory Pardos (who becomes metropolitan-
bishop at Corinth) features these novels among his suggested readings for
beginning writers.23

But if the ancient novel per se seems to have stopped being written in the
fourth century, if not sooner, nonetheless the themes and motifs of the Greek
“ideal” novel—ordeals, travel, chastity, trials, separations, reunions, miracle
rescues—continued to thrive in writings of saints’ lives and the apocryphal
Acts of the Apostles (for example, Paul and Thecla).24 By the twelfth century,
however, there had been a significant decline in the writing of saints’ lives in

20. For discussion, with references, see, e.g., Hunger, Hochsprachliche profane Literatur,
2:121–22; MacAlister, Dreams and Suicides, 109–12. For Heliodorus as bishop, see Socrates,
Historia ecclesiastica 5.22 (fifth century) and Photios Bibliotheca, codex 73 (ninth century).
For Achilles Tatius as bishop, see the Suda (tenth century). 

21. Iamblichos’s novel is available to us now only in fragmentary and summary form. For an
English translation of Photios’s summary (as well as the fragments of Iamblichos), see
Stephens and Winkler, Ancient Greek Novels, 179–245; for Photios’s summary, see also Nigel
G. Wilson, Photius, The Bibliotheca: A Selection (London: Duckworth, 1994), 104–13.

22. Photios Bibliotheca, codices 73, 87, 94 (for English translations from these codices, see
Wilson, Photius, 78, 93–94, 104). For Psellos’s essay comparing Heliodorus and Achilles
Tatius, see Andrew R. Dyck, ed., Michael Psellus: The Essays on Euripides and George of
Pisidia and on Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius (Vienna: Der österreichischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, 1986), 75–118 (facing-page translation, 90–99); see also discussion, with
substantial translation, in Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium, 174–77. 

23. For translations, with discussion, see Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium, 172–74 (Psellos’s short
essay of recommended readings) and 186–87 (Gregory Pardos’s recommendations).

24. For discussion, see Tomas Hägg, The Novel in Antiquity (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1983), 154–65. For an English translation of The Acts of Paul and Thecla, see Ross S.
Kraemer, ed., Maenads, Martyrs, Matrons, Monastics: A Sourcebook on Women’s Religions in
the Greco-Roman World (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988), 280–88. 
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Byzantium, and this decline may in part have provided an opening for the
novel to reemerge and reclaim those themes.25

Archaizing fiction, particularly if it shared themes with saints’ lives,
might also have seemed to offer a safer forum than philosophy per se for
approaching issues of love, friendship, war, morality, and religion. Despite
the sophistication of the Komnenian court, prominent heresy trials would
have provided cautionary examples for Hellenizing intellectuals, particular-
ly regarding philosophical inquiry. In 1082, near the start of the reign of
Alexios I Komnenos, founder of the dynasty, the distinguished philosopher
John Italos (director of Constantinople’s school of philosophy) was con-
demned for paganism and heresy.26 Then in 1117, another philosopher,
Eustratios of Nicaea, who wrote commentaries on Aristotle under Anna
Komnene’s encouragement, was also convicted of heresy. Later, the reign of
Manuel I Komnenos, the period when most (if not all) of the novels may well
have been written, was particularly marked by heresy trials.27 In Theodore
Prodromos’s novel, when the hero Dosikles declaims upon the nature of Eros
to his friends, they admonish him to stop talking that way, “for philosophy is
dangerous just now” (a' prÒsforow gaÅ r êrti filosof¤a, 2.434). Dosikles’
friends interrupt the hero’s philosophizing to urge him to proceed with the
business of abduction (a safer enterprise).28

25. H.-G. Beck, “Marginalia on the Byzantine Novel,” in Erotica Antiqua, Acta of the
International Conference on the Ancient Novel held under the auspices of the Society for
the Promotion of Hellenic Studies at the University College of North Wales, Bangor,
Wales, U.K., 12th–17th July 1976, ed. B. P. Reardon (Bangor, 1977), 63. Saints’ lives were
generally simpler narratives, written in a more accessible language than the scholarly
Greek of the twelfth-century novels. In the thirteenth century, when Byzantine novels
begin to be written again, they are in the vernacular. About a dozen vernacular Greek
romances (five of them originals) survive from the 13th to 15th cent.; for an English trans-
lation of three of these, see Gavin Betts, Three Medieval Greek Romances: Velthandros and
Chrysandza, Kallimachos and Chrysorroi, Livistros and Rodamni (New York: Garland, 1995). 

26. See Lowell Clucas, The Trial of John Italos and the Crisis of Intellectual Values in Byzantium in
the Eleventh Century (Munich: Institut für Byzantinistik, Neugriechische Philologie und
Byzantinische Kunstgeschichte der Universität, 1981). 

27. See Magdalino, Empire of Manuel I Komnenos, esp. 276–81: “The first half of Manuel’s reign
thus witnessed a dramatic increase in the number of trials for heresy, and in the number
of patriarchs who left office under pressure, which it is tempting and plausible to attrib-
ute to an authoritarian and interventionist outlook on the part of the new emperor” (quo-
tation from p. 281). 

28. The word “dangerous” here can also be translated as “unsuitable.” Either way, this pas-
sage seems double-edged. The fact that this may recall a passage in Achilles Tatius (1.12.1:
“We were philosophizing in this way about the god [Eros]”) makes it no less pointed in
the highly charged context of twelfth-century Constantinople, when philosophy had
indeed become a dangerous enterprise. Prodromos’s fondness for Plato emerges else-
where in the novel as well: for example, in book 7, the barbarian king Bryaxes initiates a
Socratic dialogue with his captive Dosikles regarding human sacrifice (400–45). For other
evidence of Prodromos’s strong and lively interest in Plato, see, e.g., Giuditta Podestà, “Le
satire lucianesche di Teodoro Prodromo,” parts 1 and 2, Aevum 19 (1945): 239–52; 21
(1947): 3–25; for discussion, see Magdalino, Empire of Manuel I Komnenos, 332–34. 
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Similarities between the Byzantine and ancient novels include plot, char-
acter, themes, descriptions, gods, geography, and narrative technique. Just as
the ancient Greek novels are set in an older (pagan) Greek world, so too the
Byzantine novels recall the older, pagan Greek world, and Tyche (Fortune)
and Eros (Love) continue to play prominent roles. Differences include the use
of verse rather than prose29 and topical elements in characterization and inci-
dent: for example, in Theodore Prodromos’s novel, the “frogmen” who attack
enemy ships from underwater (6.7–38),30 the impressive throne scene among
the pirates (esp. 4.16–29), the trial by fire mentioned above (1.372–404), and
the heroine’s heavily guarded bath (2.178–87, 440–48). So too contemporary
social and political issues color the exploration of certain themes in the nov-
els. For example, Prodromos’s and Eugenianos’s striking introduction of the
theme of the hero’s forcible, non-consensual abduction of the heroine is relat-
ed to a contemporary controversy between church and state regarding con-
trol over the institution of marriage.31

An important difference between the ancient and the Byzantine novels, of
course, is the primary target audience. Although the Byzantine novelists still
wrote of pagan gods and pagan themes, their contemporary audience was,
for the most part, deeply Christian, and the writers too were steeped in
Christian modes of thinking and reading. Thus in addition to the tremendous
number of allusions to ancient literature—Homer, Euripides, Plato,
Theocritus, Achilles Tatius, Heliodorus, and so forth—there are also allusions
to Christian writings and themes.32 In addition, the striking emphasis on male
gods as patrons and guarantors of weddings in the Byzantine novels may be
a reflection of the Christian environment in which the novels were written. In
the ancient novels female divinities predominantly serve in these roles.
Eugenianos’s insistence on describing Dionysus, the patron of his hero and

29. Only one of the twelfth-century Greek writers uses prose: Eustathios Makrembolites,
who is also unusual in presenting the whole story from the hero’s point of view and fol-
lowing Achilles Tatius more than Heliodorus. 

30. Herbert Hunger, “Byzantinische ‘Froschmänner’?” in Antidosis: Festschrift für Walther
Kraus zum 70. Geburtstag, ed. Rudolf Hanslik, Albin Lesky, and Hans Schwabl (Vienna:
Hermann Böhlaus Nachf., 1972), 183–87. 

31. Joan B. Burton, “Abduction and Elopement in the Byzantine Novel,” Greek, Roman and
Byzantine Studies 41 (2000): 377–409; on the motif of abduction, see also Corinne Jouanno,
“Les jeunes filles dans le roman byzantin du XIIe siècle,” in Les personnages du roman grec,
Actes du colloque de Tours, 18–20 novembre 1999, edited by Bernard Pouderon, with
Christine Hunzinger and Dimitri Kasprzyk (Lyon: Maison de l’Orient Méditerranéen,
2001), esp. 335–36. 

32. On Christian themes and motifs (including the resurrection and the Eucharist) in the
Byzantine novels, see Joan B. Burton, “Reviving the Pagan Greek Novel in a Christian
World,” Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies 39 (1998): 179–216. Certainly an author writ-
ing in such a context might expect at least some of his audience to read erotic language
and episodes as allegorical; for an example of a recent strongly allegorical reading of a
Byzantine novel, see Karl Plepelits, trans., introduction to Eustathios Makrembolites,
Hysmine und Hysminias (Stuttgart: Anton Hiersemann, 1989), esp. 29–66 (“Das Werk:
mystische Deutung”). 
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heroine’s marriage, simply as “son of Zeus” (as if Zeus had no other sons)
also seems to bring the pagan deities closer to the Father/Son of Christian the-
ology. Further, the weddings in both Prodromos’s and Eugenianos’s novels
take place inside temples with priests presiding, which reflects common
Christian practice in Byzantium.33

Sometimes the novels are described as parody. Like Achilles Tatius,
Longus, etc., the Byzantine novelists had fun with the genre. But their novels
were also able to broach serious and sensitive topics, such as the resurrection
and the Eucharist, with a degree of freedom that might not have been possi-
ble if the writers were not reviving an ancient genre, imitating the ancient
Greeks in a safely distanced world.34

Niketas Eugenianos was either Prodromos’s pupil or friend; his writings,
particularly his monody on Prodromos’s death, show his indebtedness to his
predecessor.35 Like Prodromos, Eugenianos wrote his novel in twelve-syllable
verse and nine books. Eugenianos too began his novel in medias res with an
attack on townspeople celebrating a festival outside the town walls. Other ele-
ments, familiar from the ancient novels, include stern parents, pirates who
capture and separate the lovers, and a best friend with his own tragic love
story. But the sheer density of literary allusions as well as the prevalence of
love songs, letters, and pastoral motifs set Eugenianos’s novel apart from the
rest. In fact, for the first time in the history of the Greek novel, a novel has a
character directly refer to other novels. An inn-keeper’s son attempts to woo
the heroine with a courtship speech that names as models of reciprocated love
such couples as Heliodorus’s Arsake and Theagenes, and Achaimenes and
Charikleia (highly unsuitable choices), Longus’s Daphnis and Chloe,
Musaeus’s Hero and Leander, and Theocritus’s Cyclops and Galateia (Eug.
6.382–551). Like Cervantes’s Don Quixote, the amorous inn-keeper’s son looks
toward a store of romantic fiction for models of courtship and decorum.36

33. On Christian aspects of representations of male deities and wedding practices in the
Byzantine novels, see Burton, “Reviving the Pagan Greek Novel,” 198–200, 205–8 (which
includes discussion of linkages between Jesus and Dionysus in Byzantine texts).

34. For example, in his novel, Prodromos has the hero’s friend explicitly and at length deny
the possibility of resurrection (6.423–35), a speech that would have had special resonance
for Christian readers (for discussion, see Burton, “Reviving the Pagan Greek Novel,”
190–95). 

35. For discussion of their relationship, see Michael J. Kyriakis, “Of Professors and Disciples
in Twelfth Century Byzantium,” Byzantion 43 (1973): 108–19; Louis Petit, “Monodie de
Nicétas Eugénianos sur Théodore Prodrome,” Vizantiiskii vremennik 9 (1902): 446–63. 

36. For discussion of this intertextuality, see Joan B. Burton, “A Reemergence of Theocritean
Poetry in the Byzantine Novel,”Classical Philology 98 (203): 251–73; see also Corinne
Jouanno, “Nicétas Eugénianos: Un héritier du roman grec,” Revue des études grecques 102
(1989), 346-60. On how the novels “show that they conceive of themselves as not merely
imitative of the ancient novels, but rather creative and original,” see Joan B. Burton,
“Byzantine Readers of the Novel,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Greek and Roman
Novel, ed. Tim Whitmarsh (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, forthcoming).
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Christian themes and imagery also come into play in Eugenianos’s novel.
For example, a kindly old woman’s description of the lovers’ embrace (“Who
could separate those whom a god has joined?” 7.264) echoes Jesus’s response
to the Pharisees regarding the issue of divorce: “Therefore what God has
joined, let no one separate” (Matthew 19.6, Mark 10.9).37 So too passages of
dense, extended imagery of erotic consumption seem to recall the Song of
Solomon. For an abbreviated example, compare the blandishment of an
amorous woman in Eugenianos (4.285–288):

I am the tree; come cling to me,
for you have my arms in place of branches.
I am the tree; climb me 
and pluck my fruit, which is sweeter than honey.

with a lover’s description of his beloved in the Song of Solomon (7.7–8):

You are stately as a palm tree,
and your breasts are like its clusters.
I say I will climb the palm tree
and lay hold of its branches.38

Dense webs of allusion throughout Eugenianos’s novel provide forums for
meaningful dialogues with earlier Greek literature and culture as well as the
biblical tradition. 

Eugenianos places his hero, Charikles, in the midst of a vibrant song
culture: he and his comrades cavalierly tease promenading women with
impromptu songs at a festival; when courting, lovers send letters and sing
serenades; enslaved, Charikles beguiles his master with the story of a nympho-
maniac gardener. The heroine, a lissome dancer when the hero first sees her,
later falls from a cliff into the sea and makes her way alone through a wilder-
ness. Other notable characters include an amorous Parthian queen and her
willful son, a gracious Arab king, a kindly old woman who dances raucously
at the lovers’ reunion, a rival suitor who takes the Cyclops as a model for woo-
ing, a traveling salesman who offers salvation, a “best friend” who turns out
to be the most “romantic” character of all. But an introduction should not pre-
empt the joy of discovery for its readers. Enter the adventure world of the
Byzantine romance novel. Discover its special pleasures for yourself.

37. Cf. Eugenianos 3.12. For discussion, see Kazhdan, “Bemerkungen zu Niketas
Eugenianos,” 116; Burton, “Reviving the Pagan Greek Novel,” 203–4.

38. For discussion, see Burton, “Reviving the Pagan Greek Novel,” 201–3; cf. Fabrizio Conca,
“Il romanzo di Niceta Eugeniano: Modelli narrativi e stilistici,” Siculorum gymnasium 39
(1986): 124–25. This scripture quotation is from the New Revised Standard Version Bible,
copyright 1989 by the Division of Christian Education of the National Council of the
Churches of Christ in the U.S.A., and is used by permission.



NOTE ON THE TRANSLATION

The modern edition of the Greek by Fabrizio Conca (1990) served as the basis
for my translation. I also consulted the Greek texts of Boissonade (1819,
1856) and (rarely) Hercher (1859), as well as Boissonade’s commentary and
translation (1819, Latin) and Conca’s translation (1994, Italian).1 My aim was
to translate the Greek into a natural, readable English that also preserves the
spirit, style, and thought of the original Greek. I also aimed at an accuracy of
translation that might help readers of the Greek.2 As for the spelling of
names, I use Greek forms unless a name is already in common usage in its
Latin form.

1. Jean François Boissonade, ed., Nicetae Eugeniani Narrationem amatoriam et Constantini
Manassis fragmenta, 2 vols. (Lugduni Batavorum: Apud S. et J. Luchtmans, 1819); Jean
François Boissonade, ed., “Nicetas Eugenianus,” rev. ed., in Erotici scriptores, ed. Wilhelm
Adrian Hirschig (Paris: Ambrosio Firmin Didot, 1856); Rudolf Hercher, ed., Erotici scrip-
tores Graeci, vol. 2 (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1859); Fabrizio Conca, ed., Nicetas Eugenianus,
De Drosillae et Chariclis amoribus (Amsterdam: J. C. Gieben, 1990); Conca, ed. and trans., Il
romanzo bizantino del XII secolo (Turin: Unione Tipografico-Editrice Torinese, 1994). 

2. Useful dictionaries include A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961); A
Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, 2nd ed.
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1979). Other useful aids include Evangelinus
A. Sophocles, A Glossary of Later and Byzantine Greek, Memoirs of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences, n.s. vol. 7 (Cambridge, Mass.: Welch, Bigelow, printers to the uni-
versity, 1860); Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods (from B.C. 146 to
A.D. 1100), Memorial ed. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1900). The reader might also
find helpful (in addition to grammars of classical Greek) F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A
Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, a translation and
revision of the ninth–tenth German edition incorporating supplementary notes of A.
Debrunner by Robert W. Funk (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1961). 





CHARACTERS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

In parentheses, line in which name first mentioned

Barbition, one of Charikles’ friends at the festival of Dionysus held
outside Phthia (3.257)

Chagos, lord of the Arabs (5.279)
Charikles, the young hero, Drosilla’s beloved, from Phthia (1.74)
Chramos, Maryllis’s dead son (7.311)
Chrysilla, Kratylos’s wife and a rival of Drosilla for Charikles (1.222)
Drosilla, the young heroine, Charikles’ beloved, from Phthia (1.74)
Gnathon, merchant from Barzon (8.188)
Hedypnoe, Drosilla’s mother (7.135)
Lysimachos, Kratylos’s satrap (1.170)
Kallidemos, Xenokrates’ son and a rival of Charikles for Drosilla (6.263)
Kalligone, Kleandros’s beloved, from Lesbos (2.50)
Kallistias, Kleandros’s father (2.59)
Kleandros, the hero and heroine’s friend, met in a Parthian prison; from

Lesbos (1.274; character first appears, unnamed, at 1.260)
Kleinias, Kratylos’s son and a rival of Charikles for Drosilla (4.73)
Kratylos, Parthian king (1.168)
Krystale, Charikles’ mother (3.51)
Kydippe, Kleandros’s mother (2.59)
Maryllis, old woman who helps Drosilla when she reaches an unnamed

village (6.667; character first appears, unnamed, at 6.236; on her
name, see “Explanatory Notes” 6.667)

Mongos, Chagos’s satrap (5.282) 
Myrtion, Drosilla’s father (7.135)
Phrator, Charikles’ father (3.51)
Xenokrates, inn-keeper in the unnamed village (6.254)





CHARACTERS BY RELATIONSHIP

In parentheses, line in which name first mentioned

Charikles, the young hero, Drosilla’s beloved, from Phthia (1.74)
Krystale, Charikles’ mother (3.51)
Phrator, Charikles’ father (3.51)
Barbition, one of Charikles’ friends at the festival of Dionysus held   

outside Phthia (3.257)

Drosilla, the young heroine, Charikles’ beloved, from Phthia (1.74)
Hedypnoe, Drosilla’s mother (7.135)
Myrtion, Drosilla’s father (7.135)

Kratylos, Parthian king (1.168)
Lysimachos, Kratylos’s satrap (1.170)
Chrysilla, Kratylos’s wife and a rival of Drosilla for Charikles (1.222)
Kleinias, Kratylos’s son and a rival of Charikles for Drosilla (4.73)

Kleandros, the hero and heroine’s friend, met in a Parthian prison; from 
Lesbos (1.274; character first appears, unnamed, at 1.260)

Kydippe, Kleandros’s mother (2.59)
Kallistias, Kleandros’s father (2.59)
Kalligone, Kleandros’s beloved, also from Lesbos (2.50)

Chagos, lord of the Arabs (5.279)
Mongos, Chagos’s satrap (5.282)

Maryllis, old woman who helps Drosilla when she reaches an unnamed 
village (6.667; character first appears, unnamed, at 6.236)

Chramos, Maryllis’s dead son (7.311)

Xenokrates, inn-keeper in the unnamed village (6.254)
Kallidemos, Xenokrates’ son and a rival of Charikles for Drosilla (6.263)

Gnathon, merchant from Barzon (8.188)





GODS AND LEGENDARY FIGURES
MENTIONED MORE THAN ONCE

Aphrodite, goddess of love, was married to Hephaestus, the crippled god of
blacksmiths. The name “Aphrodite” appears in the Greek text only once,
4.314. Instead, Eugenianos commonly uses the names “Cypris” (13 times)
and “Paphia” (2 times) to refer to this goddess (see below). 

Ares, god of war, was also Aphrodite’s lover. 
Artemis, chaste goddess of the hunt, also served as a model of maidenly

beauty.
Charon was the ferryman who transported the dead across a lake or river into

Hades. 
Cypris, “the Cyprian,” is another name for Aphrodite; the large

Mediterranean island Cyprus was a center for worship of Aphrodite. 
Dionysus, god of wine, was the son of Zeus and Semele (a mortal). In

Eugenianos’s novel, Dionysus is often referred to by his parentage alone:
seven times as “son of Zeus,” once as “son of Zeus and Semele,” and once
as “son of Semele.” 

Eros, god of love, is often represented as a beautiful winged youth, with bow
and arrows. He is sometimes regarded as Aphrodite’s son (as in our novel
at 2.232–34, 4.157–83, 4.313–24 [cf. Moschus poem 1]; see also Apollonius
Rhodius esp. 3.85–157, Simonides 575 PMG). For Eros as a primordial
being, along with Chaos, Earth, and Tartarus, see Hesiod Theogony 116–22
(see also Longus 2.5.2–3); this is the tradition recalled at Eugenianos
3.115. For the theme of a plurality of Erotes (Loves), see Eugenianos
5.135–45 (cf. Anacreontea 25; see also Theocritus 15.120–22; Apollonius
Rhodius 3.452, 687, 765, 937; Herodas 7.94). 

Fortune (Tyche), goddess of luck, fate, or chance, is frequently invoked by
characters in the ancient and Byzantine novels. To the heroes and hero-
ines of the novels, she often seems unhappily fickle. 

Furies, primordial female creatures, often represented with snakes in their
hair, pursued and punished wrongdoers. They were invoked in curses
and linked with death. 
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Graces, usually three in number (after Hesiod Theogony 902-11), were minor
goddesses often found in association with Eros and Aphrodite. They rep-
resent such qualities as charm and beauty. 

Helios was god of the sun. 
Herakles, the son of Zeus and Alkmene (a mortal woman), was perhaps the

greatest of the Greek heroes. He was famous for his labors as well as his
sexual potency and gluttony. His second labor was to kill the Lernaian
hydra, a many-headed water serpent (Eugenianos 5.315–19; for the story
of this labor, see Apollodorus Bibliotheca 2.5.2). 

Niobe, a mortal woman proud of her many children (twelve or fourteen),
boasted that she was better than Leto (who had only two). In response,
Leto’s children, the gods Apollo and Artemis, killed Niobe’s children.
Niobe turned into a stone in grief, but even as a stone she kept weeping.
(For Niobe’s story see Homer Iliad 24.602–17, Ovid Metamorphoses
6.148–312, Apollodorus Bibliotheca 3.5.6.) 

Pallas Athena, goddess of war, wisdom, and crafts, was born from Zeus’s
head. “Pallas” alone also refers to Athena (Eugenianos 6.629, 8.107). As a
chaste goddess, she contrasts with Aphrodite, the goddess of love (6.629).
She also competed against Aphrodite and Hera in the famous beauty con-
test judged by Paris (6.622–25, 8.107–9). 

Pandion, a legendary Athenian king, had two daughters, Procne and
Philomela. He married Procne to King Tereus in exchange for his help in
war, and Procne bore Tereus a son, Itys. Tereus, however, raped Procne’s
sister, Philomela, and removed her tongue to keep her from telling any-
one. Philomela informed Procne through a weaving, and in revenge the
sisters killed Itys and served him to Tereus for dinner. Tereus, Philomela,
and Procne were all turned into birds afterwards, Tereus a hoopoe, and
Philomela and Procne a swallow and a nightingale. For this version of their
story, see Apollodorus Bibliotheca 3.14.8, Ovid Metamorphoses 6.424–674.

Paphia, “the Paphian,” is another name for Aphrodite; the city Paphos, in
southwest Cyprus, was the site of a famous sanctuary of Aphrodite (see
Homer Odyssey 8.362–63). 

Selene was goddess of the moon. 
Semele, one of King Cadmus’s daughters, conceived Dionysus by Zeus. 
Zeus, ruler of the Olympian gods, is also called father of the gods. He begot

many other important gods, including Apollo, Ares, Artemis, Athena,
Hermes, and Dionysus.



SELECT PLACES AND PEOPLES

Arabs (5.279). The Arabs, having conquered the Persian Sasanids in the mid-
seventh century A.D., became major military rivals of the Byzantines until
the eleventh century when the Seljuq Turks took over that antagonistic
role. Rather than disparage the Arabs as savage barbarians, Eugenianos
characterizes his fictive Arab leader, Chagos, as generous, brave, and
kindly. 

Barzon (1.6). The novel opens with a fierce Parthian attack on the unknown
city of Barzon. 

Lesbos (2.57). This large Aegean island, close to northwest Asia Minor, was
home to the Greek poets Sappho and Alcaeus, and the setting of Longus’s
novel, Daphnis and Chloe. In Eugenianos’s novel, Lesbos is Kleandros and
Kalligone’s home. 

Parthians (1.6). Parthia, an ancient realm in southwest Asia, boasted fine
horsemen and archers. The Parthian empire, traditionally dated from 247
B.C. to the early third century A.D. (when replaced by the Persian
Sasanids), at its height extended from the Euphrates to the Indus and was
a major rival to the Roman empire in the East. Eugenianos characterizes
his fictive Parthians as savage and intemperate. For the suggestion that
Eugenianos could be using an archaizing name to refer to the Seljuq
Turks, major rivals of the Byzantines from the eleventh century A.D., see
Corinne Jouanno, “Les barbares dans le roman byzantin du XIIe siècle:
Fonction d’un topos,” Byzantion 62 (1992): 266. 

Phthia (3.52). A city of this name in southeast Thessaly was home to Achilles,
hero of Homer’s Iliad. In Eugenianos’s novel, Phthia is Drosilla and
Charikles’ home.
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3TRANSLATION, BOOK ONE

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS

Here are the contents of Drosilla and Charikles’ story: 
flight, wandering, storms at sea, abductions, violence, 
robbers, prisons, pirates, hunger, 
dreadful dark houses 
full of gloom under a bright sun, 5
iron fetters wrought with the hammer,
a pitiable, unlucky separation from one another, 
and in the end bridal chambers and nuptials. 

BOOK ONE

The morning star, bringer of light, leader of the stars, 
had just risen from the hemisphere below,
after bathing in Ocean’s streams, 
and climbed over the peaks of the land, 
which extended over a vast distance, 5
when Parthians invaded the city of Barzon. 
They did not come to fight a battle against the city, 
to hurl against its wall stones that could 
knock down battlements, from rock-throwing machines, 
or to tear down the wall from above 10
with rocks, tortoise shields, and bronze-tipped battering rams 
(for the city was bound tightly on all sides by a cliff 
and thus not easily taken),
but to carry off Barzian men 
captured outside the confines of the city, 15
with all available property. 
A band in the Parthian commander’s service, 
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which had spread out and scattered
far from the walls of the city, 
suddenly despoiled the surrounding area, 20
and the barbarians quickly ran together 
and made what they found at the gates “Mysian plunder.”*
They pierced with their swords some wretched men 
whom they saw trying to resist 
and seized others and led them forth in chains. 25
They greedily tore down every tree
although they saw it laden with good fruit. 

They seized the goats and cows 
that had not already run inside the wall. 
They dragged away women with their babies, 30
the unhappy mothers wailing, 
and their babies along with them, 
for the mothers could not nurse easily 
since the nourishing flow from their breasts 
had become a shower of blood. 35
Ears of corn were cut before summer 
to feed the barbarians’ cavalry, 
and dense bunches of grapes were pressed before vintage, 
foully trampled by horses’ hooves, 
as the cruel, hostile Parthians, with their strange speech, 40
despoiled the surrounding countryside. 
What else besides? The men outside the walls 
who had escaped the sword in the meantime 
were placing their necks, alas, 
in a heavy yoke of hateful servitude 45
and weeping aloud for their terrible fortune. 
And the men who had run inside the walls, 
escaping the Parthian sword, 
had hurried up to a secure position 
on top of the wall and were lamenting loudly 50
over their fellow-countrymen, driven from their homes. 
“What malicious, savage Fortune,” they said, 
“has again torn apart kinsfolk? 
What Fury, what avenging Deity, what Fortune, alas, 
enslaves free men to villainous barbarians? 55
For whom of these shall we lament loudly? 

* Explanatory notes for asterisked items begin on p. 195.
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For those slain? For those captured and chained? 
For widowed women? For unmarried maidens? 
For the throng of babies ignorant of evil? 
For ourselves? Oh, what terrible misfortunes!” 60

These men endured their sufferings thus, 
and a loud, mournful lament was raised by all together—
men, women, maidens, and lads. 
But the barbarians did not forget their booty, 
for they were preoccupied with plundering 65
(a savage and cruel enemy 
typically considers robbing innocent men 
superior to any pleasure). 
Then, after chaining together their captives, 
they turned at last to revelry and drink. 70

The captives also included this unusual prize, 
shackled with the others by unbreakable bonds 
and moaning along with the rest: 
beautiful Charikles and Drosilla even more beautiful. 
And so the barbarians sat together in a level field 75
and ate the food set before them. 

In the middle of this field was a very pleasant meadow, 
with lovely laurels all around 
and cypresses, plane-trees, oaks, 
and, in the middle, delightful fruit trees, 80
along with an abundance
of lilies and lovely roses. 
The roses’ calyxes, being closed 
or rather a little opened, 
shut the flower within like a maiden in her chamber. 85
One must certainly regard the sun’s warming ray 
as the cause of this, 
for whenever the sun’s ray—at a fitting time—
penetrates with its heat among calyxes, 
the calyxes open to reveal the rose’s fragrant beauty. 90
Water from a spring was flowing there, 
cold, clear, and sweet as honey. 
In the middle of the spring stood a pillar, 
skillfully hollowed within, 
like a long pipe, 95
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through which the flowing water rose. 
But an eagle received this water
(for a bronze eagle had been artfully placed on top)
and released the liquid from its mouth to flow back down again. 
In the middle of the lovely spring’s white rocks 100
stood a circle of well-carved statues, 
the works of Pheidias,* 
Zeuxis, and Praxiteles, 
the finest creators of sculpture. 
On the right side of the garden, 105
outside the wooden fences, 
an altar for Dionysus had been built, 
where the Barzian people were holding his festival 
when the crowd of lawless barbarians 
suddenly made their breaths felt upon the inhabitants, 110
who were outside the protective walls, 
with their wives and children, 
celebrating the festival of the god Dionysus 
and feasting together 
under the shelter of tents. 115
Because of this festival, the maiden Drosilla too, 
with girls and maidens of her own age, 
had just come out from the city’s wall 
and begun a lovely, circular dance. 

The girl was like a starry sky, 120
for she was dressed for the festival 
in a splendid purple-white cloak, adorned with gold. 
Graceful and young, she had hands as white as a sardonyx, 
and lips and cheeks as red as a rose. 
Her dark eyes were well-outlined, 125
her cheeks rosy, her nose aquiline, and her hair shining, 
soft, and well arranged. 
Her lips were like a rose-bud or an opened beehive, 
as they poured forth the sweet honey of her speech. 
She was a sparkling star of the earth, a rose of the sky. 130
Her neck was long and graceful— 
her whole body a delight. Her brows were arched,
the torches of her cheeks sent out 
a gleaming, rose-white fire,
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and the rest of her face was like snow. 135
Her hair was golden-yellow, and her plaits 
blond, honey-sweet, golden, well-ordered, 
long, and fragrant with perfume. 
Her cheeks and neck were gleaming, 
nectar flowed from her lips, 140
and her breasts glistened with morning dew. 
Her youthful body was like a young cypress.
Her nose was well turned, her teeth 
like a set of white pearls, 
and her brows curved 145 
like the bow of joyful Eros. 
It seemed as if Nature, like a painter, 
had mixed milk with rose 
and thus colored the girl’s body white-red, 
and the girls who were dancing with her in the meadow 150
of Dionysus’s temple wondered at her. 
Her fingers and ears 
were adorned with rubies that gleamed like fire, 
gems set in pure gold. 
Her hands glittered with gold, 155
and her silver feet glittered too. 
Thus the maiden Drosilla was extraordinarily well blessed 
with beauty’s grace. 

The enemies reveled in long drinking-bouts, 
which lasted until sunset and late into the evening. 160
Then, rejoicing over their booty
(for the barbarian by nature delights in drunkenness 
and enjoys abandoning himself to revelry and drinking-bouts, 
especially if he’s easily carried off 
an abundance of property belonging to others) 165
they stood up with effort from the table
so that they might turn directly to sleep. 

Then Kratylos, the Parthian king, 
having recovered a little from the confusion of drunkenness, 
said the following to his satrap Lysimachos: 170
“We’ve now had enough of wine and food 
and also drunkenness, 
which puts sleep into the eyes. 
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It’s time, then, Satrap, for us to turn 
to sleep, after our enthusiastic revelry. 175
But you, most wakeful heart, 
don’t sleep with the rest (you alone among us)
but take with you the army’s best men 
and ride among the captives—
observing, guarding, watching, moving quickly about— 180
so that they may not somehow secretly escape 
and make us great laughingstocks 
or perhaps even commit some violent act 
against our men in their sweet sleep.” 

When the satrap Lysimachos heard 185
this unwelcome speech from his king, 
he at once shook off sleep 
and hurried to guard the captives. 
Then, when the shining Sun in his chariot 
shone his torch over all the earth, 190
thus illuminating the day, 
the Parthian king at once rose from sleep,
marveled at Lysimachos for his careful watch, 
greeted him with splendid words, 
and fulfilled the many promises he’d made to him. 195
Indeed, the king proclaimed that he would give 
the greater share of the booty to Lysimachos and his men, 
“for those who work more than others 
ought to be honored with greater gifts.” 

After he said this, the king rose from his couch, 200
and the barbarian host rose too, 
eager to return speedily home. 
They gathered together all that they had seized—
the goats, the oxen, and the captives—
and by command of Kratylos, their ruler, 205
they headed straight for their fatherland. 

When they arrived home on the fifth day, 
they put their captives into prison, 
where they joined unhappy prisoners 
confined from a previous raid. 210
These captives, thrown into prison, 
cast themselves to the ground, fell to their knees, 
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and bitterly lamented their cruel fortune, 
proclaiming only those slain by the sword 
happy and worthy of praise, 215
and calling their slaughter a kindness 
(for a spirit that’s often fallen into limitless grief 
is not a lover of life). 
But Drosilla, who’d been unluckily and unhappily 
separated by malicious Fortune 220
from her promised bridegroom, Charikles, 
was being kept in the women’s quarters of Chrysilla, 
the wife of Kratylos, the Parthian king. 

Charikles, then, who had been confined 
in the prison, as I said, began to groan, 225
saying, “What Fury, O Zeus, Ruler of Olympus, 
has taken Drosilla from the arms 
of Charikles, so very luckless?” 
Then Charikles cried again, even more loudly, 
“Oh, Drosilla, where are you going? Where are you staying? 230
To what slave duties have you been assigned? 
By what fierce enemy have you been killed?
Or do you live obscurely, moving like a shadow? 
Do you weep or laugh? Are you dead or rescued from death? 
Are you rejoicing or oppressed? Are you afraid? Do you not 

fear the sword? 235
Do you grieve? Are you being beaten? Have you suffered? Are you not 

suffering ruin? 
What chief satrap’s bed are you sharing? 
What enemy, now your master, 
takes the wine bowl from your fingers? 
Will he, full of much strong drink, 240
perhaps strike you with a barbarous fist 
for making a mistake, though unintentionally? What bad luck! 
Will this Kratylos also cast a lustful eye 
upon you and grudge us our wedding? 
But before he gains his purpose, Chrysilla’s jealousy 245
will kill you with a cup of poison. 
O Dionysus, Child of Zeus, why long ago 
did you promise me marriage with Drosilla, 
when I honored you with many sacrifices 
for her sake—you, a messenger of evil? 250
And you, Drosilla, do you have a thought in your heart 
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for your beloved Charikles, 
as he wails and laments, a prisoner? 
Have you forgotten the god Dionysus 
and the pledge you made through him to Charikles, 255
because you are oppressed by necessities—
the misfortune of captivity, and suffering?” 

While Charikles thus spoke his tragic lament
to Drosilla, without pause and with many groans, 
a well-born young man appeared— 260
sweet in voice, noble in form, 
a fellow-captive and prisoner, a stranger—
and sitting down by Charikles,
tried to console him, a fellow sufferer, 
by saying, “Charikles, stop your groaning at last. 265
Let me speak and give me a response in turn 
that you may lighten the great weight of your despondency 
through free conversation. 
Talk is a cure for every pain;
a soul could not otherwise 270
quench a fire that burned with grief 
unless it revealed its distress to another 
able to console those in pain.” 

“You are right, Kleandros,” Charikles said, 
“but now your speech alone 275
is enough to soothe most of my sufferings. 
And since night has come, as you see,
and it is fitting, my friend, that I obey night,
let me lie down and rest, then, 
in the hope that a brief sleep may settle upon my eyes 280
and I may forget my sufferings for a while. 
In the morning, when night has passed, 
you shall hear about Charikles’ misfortunes.” 

Thus Charikles turned to sleep. 
Drosilla, meanwhile, groaned bitterly from deep in her soul, 285
as she lay in Chrysilla’s chambers
(for sweet sleep had poured 
over her eyes in vain),
and said, “Charikles, beloved soul, husband 
(though in name only), 290
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you sleep in a corner of the prison 
and are not even a little mindful of Drosilla. 
Your present evils have made you heedless 
of both our pledge to one another, freely undertaken, 
and the god who long ago united me 295
with you, my Charikles—though by promise only. 
Drosilla, however, filled with tears, 
groans much over Charikles, 
and blames you—and even sooner Fortune’s cruelty—
for your forgetting the woman betrothed to you. 300
Fierce Fortune wages so great a war, 
unluckily, against you, Charikles—
or even sooner against me, the maiden Drosilla—
that she tears apart
our unbreakable union, splits it in two. 305
Why, envious Fortune, are you not satisfied 
with the many difficulties that came before
and the punishment that now oppresses me, 
but keep me confined far from Charikles? 
The darkness of prison would be dearer than the light to me 310
if I had been condemned to stay with Charikles 
and yesterday had entered prison with him. 
Even if Fortune fights hard
to separate lovers, Charikles, 
plots to divide us, 315
strives (alas) to part completely 
those who breathe as one through mutual pledges, 
it would be best not to give way or yield to forgetfulness, 
but to put on the greatest courage 
and confront fierce Fortune herself. 320

“But instead you sleep, Charikles, and don’t grieve for Drosilla. 
She, on the other hand, groans and calls the gods to witness
that she should never be torn from Charikles. 
Ivy clings tenaciously to an oak, 
for it is accustomed to intertwinings from the start 325
and takes on form and seems to be by nature
a single body with a double force. 
Thus Drosilla and her bridegroom Charikles 
were one body, one mind, and one soul, 
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even if yesterday, when the table was set, 330
Kratylos clearly nurtured a terrible love for me
and repeatedly cast entrancing glances my way. 

“Oh, Charikles, name that I adore, 
what will be the end to our misfortunes? 
Now, even though I’m separated from you, 335
I consider it a small consolation just to see
the prison in which you’re confined—
yes, a small consolation—and to know
where you now live, sleep, and sit. 
Shake off sleep (if indeed you are able to sleep). 340
Think of Drosilla; she is moaning and weeping for you. 
Weep with her; moan with her; sorrow with her. 
Truly, Charikles, you were not born from oak trees;
you are moaning, I think, and weeping—
not sleeping in the middle of the night— 345
filled with memories of the maiden Drosilla. 
Come, Sleep, take hold of me a while, 
on the chance that a dream may appear and sweeten my sleep 
by placing my beloved Charikles beside me. 
Those who feel desire or love are often accustomed, 350
when they don’t see one another while awake, 
to converse and breathe together in dreams.” 

While the maiden Drosilla was speaking thus, 
with laments and groans, 
day came upon the captives 355
who were unfortunately sleeping in prison,
even if the prison’s profound darkness
defeated and obscured the day. 

BOOK TWO

As soon as the day became bright,
and the giant, light-bringing sun 
through the narrow cracks of the prison
cast a great beam of light upon those inside,
Charikles alone rose up, 5
and when he saw all the men sleeping deeply,
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he groaned at once from the depths of his heart
and said, “Fellow prisoners,
it is fine for you to be still sleeping,
for neither bitter love nor the pain of desire 10
has filled the breadth of your hearts;
love has not prevailed over your souls.
What is strange if you welcome sleep
from start of night to light of sun?
Eros is accustomed more at night 15
to spread his wings and enter into lovers, 
since a lover’s soul is then at leisure
and wholly receptive to love. 
If only you, Eros, who are so strong, 
did not make those who walk the earth fall in love! 20
But since you certainly do, why don’t you also grant them to succeed, 
instead of requiring many to endure many sufferings 
until at last they can attain the objects of their desire?”

Thus Charikles lamented softly to himself
and wept rivers of tears, 25
for Eros certainly causes many tears
when he grievously attacks souls in distress. 
But Charikles’ tears did not escape Kleandros’s notice.
At once he rose, went to where 
Charikles had his ground as bed, 30
and said, “Morning, stranger, fellow-captive;
tell me the things you promised—
your misfortunes, Charikles, and your sufferings—
and I myself will sit here by your side 
and listen to your tragic tale. 35
You’ll ease yourself of your grief
by telling me clearly the things afflicting you 
and ease me, Kleandros,
your fellow prisoner, of my sufferings,
for not alone have you entered this prison. 40
And if even before this prison you were held captive,
inflamed in your spirit with love’s fire,
Kleandros too was not taken captive ignorant of love;
he did not unluckily enter this prison 
without experiencing amorous thoughts 45
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or tasting the misfortunes with which Fortune strikes me, 
entangled in nets of love. 
Do you suffer? I suffer with you. Do you weep? I weep too. 
Do you feel desire? I feel desire, and that for a beautiful maiden, 
Kalligone, who was snatched from me.” 50

“Kleandros, savior of my suffering heart,”
said Charikles, “which one of the Olympian gods
sent you to cheer me up?
Tell of your own experiences, your similar suffering.
It is right that you speak first since you were imprisoned first; 55
then I will, your fellow prisoner.”

“Lesbos is my fatherland, Charikles.
I was born from noble, honorable parents:
Kydippe, my mother, and Kallistias, my father.
The maiden Kalligone was my neighbor, 60
kept secluded from men’s sight
in the inner recess of the women’s quarters.
Her beauty—for I wasn’t able to see it—
I learned by hearsay from her servants.
I’m not ashamed to say these things, Charikles, 65
to one who’s suffering from a sickness like mine. 
But when, after sending gifts through clever messengers,
I beheld Kalligone at last and with effort,
as she leaned unaffectedly out a window, 
I was conquered, for she was still a delicate beauty; 70
the appearance of her face was
just as persistent rumor claimed. 
Ah, by the weaponry of Eros
and by the Graces, too, you’d have said on seeing her—
you too, Charikles, if you weren’t looking upon Drosilla— 75
that she was the child of Selene and Helios. 
She turned to stone the hearts of those who saw her 
and shot with arrows even more those who walked by.
She did not look at those gazing at her insatiably,
but inflamed all with her beauty of form. 80
She was a girl, a delicate maiden, 
but her appearance drew even old men 
(hard to excite due to excessive age) to love—
not just ardent, active young men.
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She was an image of Eros, a child of Helios; 85 
she resembled her father, the sun,
or rather she rivaled him.
You, Eros, child of beasts,
were about to beat and tear my heart—
you who’d drunk milk from a lioness 90
and perhaps sucked the breasts of bears.
When I saw her then, I suffered deep in my soul.
An unfortunate desire afflicted me, distracted me.
I was being struck, I was falling, I was being torn apart,
for not only was fierce desire afflicting me— 95
or rather, Eros himself was tormenting me—
but also much love for her childlike unaffectedness,
and sympathy for her willingness to lean out the window. 
I should have been able from a kiss alone
to wage war against the missiles of Eros. 100
I did not wish to have from her
anything more than a kiss then—
even though this kiss should come from pity alone.
Accordingly I addressed her (for I did not hold myself back),
‘I consider the secondary act greater than the act itself, maiden: 105
to kiss your mouth better than to lick honey.’
But the girl was troubled even by little words,
for she was ignorant still of love.
At once, then, she hid herself (to my horror),
and laughing, she struck the cheeks 110
of her slave women, for shame oppressed her 
and she didn’t know what to do,
the childish, soft-skinned girl.
Maidens who don’t expect to be seen
generally turn pale 115
when someone suddenly approaches them
and more, secretly talks to them. 

“Then, having gone to my own house,
I put myself to bed 
since I was burning with a great fire of love 120
(for Eros, having entered my heart through my eyes,
did not stop at this in his desire to inflame me,
but running about, he set all my limbs ablaze),
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and by myself, quietly, I told my tragic tale:
“‘Let no one fear the sword-sharp darts of desire, 125

even if they are poisoned, 
for in his madness, Eros shot
his entire quiver full of arrows against us.
Let no one be afraid of the noise of wings,
for Eros, as if he’d fallen into birdlime, 130
is held fast by my heart.
Eros, wretched, fire-breathing Eros,
if you’d seen my heart covered with birdlime
you’d not have flown down and been caught fast, poor chap.
All-taming, all-daring, all-ruling Eros, 135
like a fury you pursue me cruelly, a man who’s done you no wrong.
You don’t chop off my hand, cut off my feet,
dig out the pupils of my eyes;
instead you shoot arrows at the very middle of my heart
and you make me die! Strong-handed enemy, 140
you slaughter, kill, burn, inflame,
strike, destroy, poison, and eliminate. 
What great power you have, Eros—with wings, fire, and bow!’

“Thus, in my wretchedness, I was beating myself up, 
when it occurred to me to cure my sickness 145
by sending a written message to the girl,
for the strange thought came over me
that perhaps Kalligone too suffered in turn
when she saw Kleandros in his beauty.
Don’t scoff, Charikles, at the one saying this, 150
because you see him weakened by circumstance,
dark, covered with soot,
shut up in a muddy prison!
When the spirit is distressed by afflictions
and deprived of lovely things for a long time, 155
the whole body surely must suffer too.”

“How right you are, Kleandros,” Charikles said.
“The look of a young man blossoms and stays beautiful
when his spirit has occasions of delight.”

“Then I wrote the note and sent it to Kalligone 160
at once,” Kleandros said in turn, 
“in an attempt to learn from her actions
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whether Kalligone perhaps shared my suffering.”
“May you enjoy, Kleandros, your love

of Kalligone,” Charikles responded to the stranger, 165
“and leave unsaid none of the things
you wrote to the maiden!”

“Listen then,” Kleandros replied.
“‘Remembering, most beautiful girl, 

your lovely appearance (which amazed me the instant I saw it), 170
when I met with Charon yesterday—who said he knew you
before I did—I asked him a brief question:
“Cruel Charon, with no share in joy,
will you take away Kalligone, 
best among the maidens, along with people like us, 175
ruin her renowned beauty 
and tear out such lovely eyes, alas,
which wound me with arrows; 
or will you withdraw when you gaze upon her beauty?”
Thus I spoke, but the noble, 180
thrice-strong, death-dealing Charon replied, “Yes!”
At once, in anger, I answered back,
“Ah, Charon, most wicked of all, what will you do?”
What remains? Nod your consent, Kalligone!
You have me, Kleandros, asking for you.’” 185

“The letter is short but full of art,”
Charikles said when he heard it, 
“so that the girl, reminded now of death and of Charon,
who humbles proud girls,
might yield to you, the writer. 190
What, then, did Kalligone say in response to Kleandros? 
What did she write? Tell me, you who know well!”

“The girl said nothing, Charikles, as it seems, 
either because she did not accept my letter
or because she was busy with her playmates. 195
Then hear my second letter also.”

“But, dear Kleandros, don’t deny me
even your third letter to the girl,”
said Charikles. Kleandros replied,
“Listen; I don’t deny you this, Charikles, 200
for I gain relief from my sickness by talking with you.
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‘Ever since I saw your face, maiden,
I have considered the Sirens’ song a fable.*
You boast of beauty beyond words;
you give me a love-charm beyond nature; 205
you strike, turning men to stone, for you don’t allow them to flee.
Your braids are blond—plunge back into the earth, gold!
Your eye is bright—farewell, splendor of precious stones!
Your complexion is fair—begone, loveliness of pearls!
Remembering always, maiden, 210
that luminous appearance of yours,
I cannot extinguish cruel Eros’s coals,
which burn within me. 
And my mind revolves around your appearance,
asking what you looked like when I saw you then, 215
but within my wretched heart,
cruel Eros, the snake-child,
rolls around obliquely, like a serpent,
and devours my heart and inward parts, alas.
It’s your job to stop this sickness. 220
Quench the coals, sprinkle me with dew,
and draw off the serpent that’s wrapped himself round me,
maiden, with your charms.’”

“Yes, dear Kleandros,” Charikles said,
“these things belong to a person caught and a heart that’s suffered. 225
You’ve suffered, as you say; I understand from my own experience.
The chorus of the Graces fettered
the tyrant of mortals, the absolute master,
Eros, who made me waste away so greatly,
and gave him, a master, as a servant 230
to fair-faced, beautiful maidens. 
Paphian Aphrodite seeks her child
by wandering everywhere, offering countless gifts as ransom, 
and asking many questions besides;
and even if someone is found willing to release him, 235
he does not run away, for he has learnt
from the Graces to remain as a servant.”

“Listen, Charikles, also to my third letter 
to the girl,” Kleandros said. 
‘From you, moon, I think I see my light too. 240
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I move with you, breathe through you, remain with you.
You are my joy and a dart of affliction.
You are my sickness and a cure for sickness. 
You are my anxiety, and instantly, a life without care. 
You give me life when I am dead (an extraordinary thing) 245
and make me dead when I am alive (a wonder). Nature too, 
having brought all charms to your form,
makes you into a white and red, light-giving image. 
What a star, so shining and big, 
did mother Selene, light-giving and fertile, 250
bring forth in our time!
Are you sick? I am sick. Do you rejoice? I rejoice greatly with you.
Do you suffer? I suffer with you. Do you weep? I weep too.
This one thing is cruel; this one thing stings and afflicts me.
As soon as I saw you, I was shot with arrows, wretchedly, 255
but you always remain a girl with a heart of stone,
for you did not at once provide a cure 
for my heart when it was wounded,
and now, when the wound has festered,
the worms that arose are devouring me. 260
Thus Eros always stretches his bow tight and 
slaughters, slays, wounds, mangles, afflicts,
goads, damages, kills, maims, and torments. 
Approach and look at a heart that has been struck 
and a breast hit with a mortal blow! 265
Drop into my breast from your breast 
dew like wine, like olive-oil into my wound.
Bring fingers like crystal,
lay hold of my heart, which has suffered greatly,
spread a finely woven cloth under me, 270
and clear away from me at once 
the wound-eating, heart-stinging, thick worms!
Thus may you benefit from my salvation, 
and thus may I enjoy your great benefaction! 
Make it so. May we lie beneath one cloak, 275
with burning desire in our heart,
and enjoy a splendid coupling!’

“But, Charikles, if you think it best, I will be silent;
if not, give ear to the fourth letter.”
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“Speak, Kleandros,” Charikles said. 280
“Hear then the very painful words
that I sent to Kalligone next,”
Kleandros said and began his tragic recitation: 

“‘Accept the golden apple, uninscribed,
Kalligone with your altogether shapely body! 285
But even if it were inscribed, what quarrel would you have?
Accept the apple, beautiful girl, since you alone are beautiful,
for you are more beautiful than all the maidens in the choirs.
Blame himself bears witness to this, having looked
quietly with us at the maidens’ assembly once, 290
as the girls were walking, heads held high or with downcast eye, 
for he even bit his lip in amazement. 
Don’t knit your brows severely at me!
I wasted away from Eros’s poisons;
I was burnt by his glowing embers. 295
Like a traveler out of the burning sun 
who finally finds a shady tree, I found you.
May I cling to you, like ivy to a tree, all night long! 
I must tell the truth: just as
spring is better by far than winter, 300
nightingale than sparrows, sweet apple than blackthorn plums,
a maiden than thrice-married women,
so great is your beauty—your shadow alone
charmed the man who gazed at you intently yesterday.
Cypris herself as it seems, maiden, 305
put her hands upon your bosom,
and every Grace beautified you.
The thought came to me that you might be Pandora,*
whom mythological stories introduce.
But even if myth itself introduces that character, 310
still truth’s clear authority
presents you to us and shows you, the maiden, 
the beautiful Kalligone, as a statue
like the sun and adorned with stars.’

“Thus, Charikles, since I couldn’t restrain myself at all, 315
I sent her letters, one after the other.
What then? Finally I was told—lovesick lad—
to come during the night to the maidens’ apartments,
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where the sweetest girl resided.
Therefore, when evening came, 320
I took up a silver cithara,
struck the strings most beautifully,
and made my way to Kalligone, playing music all the while, 
starting up (for I thought little of the Olympians)
such delightful songs as this: 325

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light. 
Weeping, Niobe became a stone* 
since she couldn’t bear the loss of her children,
and Pandion’s daughter, who killed her child,*
became a bird when she asked for flight.  330

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light. 
May I become a mirror, Lord Zeus,
that you, Kalligone, might always look at me.
May I become a tunic embroidered with gold, variegated,
that I might be able to touch your body. 335

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light. 
May I become water that I might have the good fortune 
to wash every part of your face every day.
May I become unguent that I might be able to anoint
your lips, cheeks, hands, eyes, and mouth. 340

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light.
Why do I wish for these great things, not easily gained?
It would suffice for me to become a golden slipper
and simply allow myself to be trampled
by the white soles of your feet. 345

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light. 
Zeus gave to life, in exchange for fire, 
another terrible fire: the female form. 
If only that fire, the female race, had not
descended to earth and come to life! 350

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light. 
Fire itself, if it should be kindled, 
could quickly find someone to quench it again. 
But a woman is an unquenchable fire in the heart
if she bears a fresh-faced, youthful beauty. 355

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light. 
Wherefore those whom manliness saved from battle,
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whose heads the sword spared,
whom sickness did not put to bed,
whom a daring mind has saved from dangers— 360

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light—
whom changes of circumstance did not subdue,
whom bonds did not restrain nor weight of prisoners’ collars,
but who always, outside the concerns of the day,
live the old-fashioned, cheerful life— 365

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light—
these men are inflamed by a woman of charming speech,
by the luminous flashes that burst from her
like blazing lightning bolts,
as she consumes the bloom of a young man’s body. 370

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light.
In the middle of your lips a furnace has been lit—
a wonder to those who see you, Kalligone—
producing fire and dew together, 
the one attracting and the other repelling me. 375

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light. 
This furnace burns the one who looks from afar,
but welcomes with a cold drop of dew
the one who approaches your mouth 
or even obtains only a kiss. 380

“‘Torch of the moon, guide the stranger with your light.
O fire that besprinkles, O dew that burns!
Comfort the one who is inflamed,
wasted with fire from the embers of your lips,
by giving him your dew for relief.’ 385

BOOK THREE

“Singing this song, like a nightingale in springtime,
I approached, and I found her and saw the girl herself.
‘Greetings, bridegroom of my dreams,’ she said, 
taking the initiative by speaking first. 
‘Eros appeared to me the evening before last 5
and united you with me in marriage, Kleandros, 
since he was moved, he said, by your tears.
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You must consider—yes, Kleandros—
how to provide for the safety of our affairs. 
I would not fear fire, sea, or sword 10
to have Kleandros as my husband!
Who could separate those whom a god has joined?’

“When I heard these words, Charikles,
I replied, ‘Kalligone, greetings to you too.
Come to the harbor nearby 15
that we may both sail away from Lesbos,
as Eros, the tyrant, decreed, maiden.’
Then we boarded a ship—
for Eros when maddened does not wish to delay—
and sailed together for five days, 20
and when the sun had just begun to set on the fifth day 
and a ship-destroying tempest had started,
unwillingly we retreated to the city of Barzon,
where we came to anchor in the harbor
after barely escaping the violence of the storm. 25
By chance hostile Parthians were then
violently plundering about the city
(for they often inflict injury on the people of Barzon
by suddenly attacking them when they’re unprepared)
and they seized all of us together 30
who had escaped the mouth of the sea—
Kalligone, Kleandros, and the others on board—
and burned the merchant ship.
Kalligone hid in myrtle branches—
for they grew thickly near the harbor— 35
and thus escaped the Parthian violence,
but I, up until today 
from when (oh gods!) I was parted from her,
have been dwelling in this dark prison,
having suffered a grievous, double misfortune, 40
for I was deprived of the maiden Kalligone
and am now in the hands of hateful enemies. 
Now then, Charikles, as you promised, 
tell me of your grievous and tearful life.”

“You are making me speak, truly not without tears, 45
Kleandros, of the things that afflict and distress me,”
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said Charikles as he began to speak.
“Still, since it lightens the heart
to empty out the stories in it,
pay attention, Kleandros, for I do not shrink from speaking. 50
My mother is Krystale, my father Phrator—
both with noble ancestors—and my fatherland, Phthia.
Now, having been reared nobly,
I was coming of age following the custom of youth: 
I took pleasure in my friends, 55
rode horses, played about, as young lads do,
hunted hares, and skillfully handled horses—
for I had very noble playmates—
but I had not yet experienced love,
nor was down yet adorning my cheeks. 60
When the festival of Dionysus came,
we went out together for pleasure’s sake
to the altar, which was just outside Phthia
and covered with colorful marble slabs.

“In this place of the god, then, 65
a tree was always flowering as if in spring—
heavy with fruit and luxuriant with leaves—
for the river Melirroas also flows there,
sweet to see and better to drink.
Most of the herdsmen 70
who graze cattle in this place 
call sweet Melirroas Threpsagrostis (Grass-Nourisher) 
since it flows gently within its bank,
for melted snow does not produce and feed it, 
nor does a great flood-tide descend from a mountain 75
and sweep away the fields with its flow.
This one alone among the rivers of Phthia
always flows at the same rate and in a ring;
every herdsman and countryman is happy 
whom it holds within its streams; 80
and from the sky descends a very sweet dew,
from which this river, with its equal flow, is formed.
By the banks of this river a great, golden plane tree
flourished, with luxuriant, golden leaves—
in comparison, the celebrated plane tree 85
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of Xerxes is nothing.*
The tree’s top reached to the sky,
and the leaves shaded the ground all around,
all that the course of Melirroas enclosed. 
From the roots of the plane tree a stream flowed out, 90
of the sort that would naturally flow there. 
The land thrives and nourishes its creatures 
with a satisfying abundance of food
and with the swell of the beautiful Melirroas,
for the bleating goat becomes inebriated if she drinks, 95
and often leaps on the green grasses. 
The temple custodian, appointed by the god,
stays there guarding the sacred plane tree from travelers,
watchfully and without tiring, so that
a reckless foot may not approach it. 100

“All the people were gathering, then, outside Phthia,
for the festival of the god Dionysus—
men, women, maidens, youths,
lads also, and young girls.
I was watching, being yet uninitiated 105
in love’s arrows. 
If only I had not gone out of Phthia’s gate then, 
together with those noble youths!
My young friends and I went to 
the guard of the place and the plane tree, 110
and, by giving him gifts, we obtained an exceptional seat
for viewing maidenly beauty—
a tyrant of the heart or vengeful fury.
Strong-handed Eros, too,
the old child, the baby born before Kronos,* 115
typically attacks through eyes as if through windows,
burns up inward parts, inflames the heart,
and makes the lover into a corpse as it were.
Then, sitting suddenly beneath the plane tree,
together with friends of my age, 120
I shared in a feast of foods variously prepared,
and I didn’t know, poor me, 
that so great a joy and laughter
would turn into a stream of tears in the end.
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Still, I took pleasure with my friends in our shared delights— 125
such is a heart that does not know,
when experiencing joy, the evil to come!
I listened to amusing words of love, 
and more, to delightful songs.
One of those feasting with me 130
perhaps uttered such words as the following
to the maidens who had gathered together there
or the various companies of women
making their way on this side and that:

“‘Yesterday a fiery thirst held me, and so I took water— 135
for I was thus, by chance, completing my journey—
and drank it up to satiety, as if it were divine.
Remember yesterday, for you gave it to me!
But winged Eros, uncommonly bold, 
hard to face, armed with a bow, 140
appeared to me in the guise of a gnat and slipped within my cup.
When I drank it, I felt tickling, poor me, 
from the wings within my heart,
and even now—what pain and suffering!—
it scratches and bites me, and I am badly off. 145
Meanwhile willful Eros, ruler of men, 
having relented at last and with difficulty,
sends me to you, who alone will cure
my wound, my bite, and my heart.
He sends me; take me in your arms! 150
You’ll be doing nothing strange—yes, take me, take me!’

“Another spoke directly after him:
‘Ho! What about these things? The heavenly girl 
who was on a great rampage with her beauty just now,
like Lais, the Corinthian, before her,* 155
is afflicted by an unhappy sickness—O evil sickness!—
and her well-fed body, I see, has shrunk.
Not this; no, not this! Take strength, Body.
May all the wasting and bad health end, 
for a woman’s body does not perish alone, 160
but also, with it, what a great number of lovers!’
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“Then another youth saw another girl and spoke in turn:
‘You look down (you who love and are loved)
when your lover often walks by,
and you try to hide your breast and face, 165
and you suddenly play with the ends of your girdle,
and with the delicate toes of your feet 
you engrave the dust of the earth beneath them. 
Are these the seemly signs of shame? But it is no use:
Cypris does not know shame, nor Eros hesitation. 170
If, then, you wish so greatly to honor shame,
grant me the gift of your nod alone.’

“Another cried out clearly in turn:
‘How immensely grateful I am to grey hair.
It judges and decides all things well; 175
it is Cypris’s helper, I see,
pursuing like a fury women haughty toward love.
The woman who prides herself on the ornament of her curls
sees her great plait now fall away,
and what was yellow before has turned white. 180
The woman lifting her eyebrows up high
has now lost all the grace of her beauty. 
The girl’s breast, which stood upright before,
has fallen down; time has lowered it.
Your voice is senile, alas, old woman; 185
the lip that was moist before, how dry now!
The brow has fallen, become unpleasant,
and all your beauty has vanished, woman.
What is left for you? Come, be a bawd for me!
You abused me; now be abused, wretched woman. 190
You slighted me, and I slight you. 
You struck me, you know; be struck in return, mortally.
Do you suffer? I suffered first. Do you grieve? I grieved.
Having learned now by suffering, as the proverb goes,
instruct all the remaining maidens 195
to yield to their lovers quickly.’”

“Oh, Charikles, what laughter
has come to me just now from your honey-sweet tales!”
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Kleandros said. “Oh, what evils lie ahead!
But I see you too smiling now, 200
and yet you stated at the beginning of your narrative
that you would tell of your experiences, not without tears.”

“I am leaving out,” Charikles said, “the long speech
given by another of my noble drinking-companions.”

“Don’t, by Drosilla!” Kleandros replied. 205
“Hear, then, words that flow with honey:

‘You love the hermaphrodite, as I’ve heard him called,
you mad, insolent, wretched old maid.
Don’t be concerned about your belly, for you won’t become pregnant
even if you lie with ten thousand men, 210
even if you sleep with Herakles, woman,
and also with Priapos, the mythical lecher.*
Childless, although you had many children over time,
childless you will remain, for Pluto summons you below. 
Stop acting like a girl; cross the water, woman!’ 215

“Suddenly, he spoke these things to another woman:
‘Oh, how mistaken the old story is.
It says the Graces are three, but your one eye, girl,
boasts of countless graces. 
Ah, you burn me to ashes in the furnace of desire; 220
you destroy my bowels and my heart with fire.
Foul child, is this a sign of great love?
Don’t raise your eyebrows! Fear Cypris;
nod assent to your lovers; be modest.
I have learned that a girl’s threats are often, 225
in fact, announcers of Cypris the disturber,
and that her shifting gestures and silence 
are often a wonderful promise in return. 
These signs, which are most beautiful to me, 
refer to you, cruel woman. Farewell, my heart! 230
Oh, what lovely talk, maiden!
Your aversion, relentless perhaps,
would move even a rock to suffer.
What, then, will become of me? But Eros, archer,
you yourself alone, cure my wound! 235
For you I will pass over huge swells of seas,
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and I will go through fire for the sake of coming to you.
Give me a glad-eyed nod and I have everything.
Don’t strike me, don’t crush me in Eros’s 
intricate snares—you gain nothing.’ 240

“After he related this story,
another youth made another girl another declaration:
‘Your eye is heavy and full of desire,
and a great paleness dims your cheeks.
You seem to be in need of sleep, woman. 245
If you frequented wrestling-schools all night long,
how lucky that fellow is—how happy, how fortunate—
who clung to your body with his hands.
But if Eros burns you by throwing fire at your liver,
may you burn more with love for me! 250
You are now Achilles; you look at Telephus, woman.* 
Yes, since you wounded me, relieve the sufferings of my liver.
But if this doesn’t please you, throw another missile at me,
but leave my liver and my heart alone.’

“As the young men jested in this way 255
a friend of similar age approached,
Barbition, who had an excellent voice,
and he sat nearby and said,
‘Friendship is always unbidden, my friends.’
Then he positioned his lyre well in his hands, 260
adjusted it suitably for playing,
and sang a love-song, pleasant and sweet.

“‘Love Barbition, Myrto, rosy mistress.
Rhodope once snubbed the realm of foam-born Cypris*
and consented to live with Artemis for long years, 265
craving dogs, deer, and horses,
and, armed with bow and arrows, striding up tall mountains. 

“‘Love Barbition, Myrto, rosy mistress.
Cypris scowled. She stirred up her son, bow on shoulders, 
and armed him against the girl. 270
Rhodope was wielding a lance against a mountain deer; 
Cypris’s son bent his grievous bow towards her. 

“‘Love Barbition, Myrto, rosy mistress.
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She boasted of success but was hit. Eros’s lance was swifter. 
The deer felt pain in its shoulder and ran to the midst of the woods. 275
Rhodope felt pain in her heart and soul, 
where Eros directed his fatal, unbearable dart.

“‘Love Barbition, Myrto, rosy mistress.
She felt pain, wailed, and advanced toward love nonetheless. 
She loved Euthynikos, and he himself had also been hit, 280
for this child shot arrows at him too and drove him to love her. 
They looked at one another, and Eros at once lit a fire beneath. 

“‘Love Barbition, Myrto, rosy mistress.
The deed was accomplished, and they both came to their desire.
She gave up her insufferable virginity by compulsion of Eros. 285
Pay heed, you too, to Cypris, for you know that she does violence.
Don’t reject my pleas and twist away from me!

“‘Love Barbition, Myrto, rosy mistress.’
“‘You have delighted us, dear Barbition,’

we said at once, ‘Now share in your friends’ banquet, 290
lavishly and richly laid.’
He was persuaded and ate until he had his full. 
And then a second time he positioned his lyre well,
leaned his right elbow on the ground—
for he used his left hand to pluck the strings— 295
and sang a pleasant, honey-sweet song.

“‘Who saw the girl I desire? Sing to me, dear friend.
Syrinx was once a chaste, charming, lovely girl,*
conqueror of souls, with pretty skin and silver foot. 
Pan on seeing her ran towards her with his heart pounding. 300
A good runner, she fled in front; faster, he pursued behind—

“‘Who saw the girl I desire? Sing to me, dear friend—
and Syrinx came first to a reed-bed in a meadow, 
and earth received the maiden within her bosom. 
But Pan was driven mad, for he had lost the girl Syrinx. 305
Yet he grasped the leaves and cut the reeds in half—

“‘Who saw the girl I desire? Sing to me, dear friend—
and joined the reeds with wax, fit them to his clever lips,
kissed them, and blew forth. And his breath entered a reed
and produced a sweet song, which is a remedy for love. 310
And you, do you hate the lover and not desire me who desire you?
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“‘Who saw the girl I desire? Sing to me, dear friend.
Wretched me, how much I’ve suffered! Why do you reject your lover?
If only you were a reed or a luxuriant laurel
(O cypress, with your long shadow and high top), 315
whom Phoebus once wounded when she refused intercourse*—

“‘Who saw the girl I desire? Sing to me, dear friend—
one day, cheering my mind, with its grievous pains,
I too would constantly play on reeds of flesh, 
or, by wearing you as a wreath, I would have dew for love’s fire. 320
Such a force holds you close to my heart. 

“‘Who saw the girl I desire? Sing to me, dear friend.’
“After singing this song, he stood up from his place

and said, ‘Come on! Let’s see the girls of the dancing choir
as they form a graceful circle, 325
with their fingers entwined.’

“He spoke, and the young men accompanied him, 
and first among them was the stranger who’s speaking to you,
Charikles, who’s suffering such terrible misfortunes. 
How do you think my wretched heart felt, 330
dear Kleandros, fellow prisoner, 
when it was struck by tales of love?
I went then, running in front,
in order to have a good place to see
the girls dancing together. 335
There I saw the moon down on the earth,
moving in a circle together with the stars;
such was Drosilla among the dancing girls. 
And since I knew from the stories heard earlier
that lovers feel grief and pain, 340
I said to myself, ‘It would be good, Drosilla, 
if you had not now come into Charikles’ view.
But since this is the will of the god Dionysus—’
what? Kleandros, don’t weep for me!—
‘maiden, you can’t be blamed because Charikles, 345
your god-given bridegroom, suffered hardships
and endured flight, dangers,
and your abduction, before marrying you,
and every other terrible thing 
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that avenging Fortune’s evil thread could weave for me.’ 350
“I said this quietly to myself

and then ran back to my father’s estate,
looked at the statue of Dionysus,
threw myself at his feet,
gasping as if about to die, and cried out, 355
‘Child of Zeus, remember now the sacrifices
and the frankincense I offered to you in time past,
and come help me, Charikles, a boy new to desire,
in my marriage with Drosilla. 
And if I obtain what I desire, 360
I will not fail to make more sacrifices to you.
I went forth, young Dionysus, for your sake, 
and I gained a cruel dart in return, 
for fire feeds within my heart,
and only a kiss can quench it, not water.’ 365

“After I spoke thus to the god Dionysus
I was ready to abduct the maiden,* 
eager to seize her with both hands
and cleverly escape her attendants’ notice.
The heart in love wishes 370 
to seize at once the day on which 
it may be able to delight in the object of its love. 
Then, after judging the plan, assessing the risk,
and realizing that I could not easily and freely
accomplish the whole of what I contemplated 375
unless the girl were privy to my plans,
I made my desire clear to the maiden,
revealed my aim and what needed to be done,
and disclosed the abduction I had in mind. 
When the girl received the messenger I’d sent— 380
a woman most clever in these matters—
she was already betrothed to another by the laws of marriage,
and she told the messenger this with pain. 
I looked to a second method then 
through which, with the help of my friends, 385
I could take my beloved without danger.
But she, anticipating this development in turn, 
showed signs of a soul in love,
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and, through a messenger she sent back to me then,
revealed the secret sufferings of her heart— 390
how she saw, suffered, was conquered,
and was wounded in turn by the sight of Charikles,
and wished to take me as her lawfully wedded husband.
I set a time then, in turn, 
at which I could meet the maiden and talk. 395
I drew near, found her, saw her gladly,
and spoke and listened in turn.
We were bound together by mutual oaths;
Dionysus provided guaranty for our words,
whom we called as witness to our sworn pledges. 400
I ran with the maiden Drosilla
to the harbor of Drakon—
for thus the inhabitants call it—
and there we saw a ship starting to sail,
already unfastening the cables at its prow, 405
and we put ourselves on it
and sailed away, with a good wind behind us 
and the god Dionysus as our escort, 
for he himself gave the girl to me as my bride 
when he appeared to me in my sleep, 410
before we’d conversed with one another. 

BOOK FOUR

“We were traveling then by merchant ship
over the watery path of a smooth sea
on the evening of the fourth day,
when the noise of the rowing of a pirate fleet
fell upon us as we held our course, and struck 5
not just the ears but also the minds
of us within the ship which I mentioned. 
Since the evening, then, was darkening everywhere
as the mighty sun sank beneath the earth,
we were not able to see them clearly. 10
But these men, bent forward to a faster course,
with arms and legs pulling hard 
to make their triremes run more swiftly,
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were rowing with all their strength,
beating the back of the sea 15
with arms naked and strong for a fair voyage.
They approached our merchant ship
and drew their swords.
Then our men, the bravest sailors,
though few in number compared to 20
our bold, sword-carrying opponents,
manfully took up their shields
and fought a sea-battle against the men wielding swords.
They slaughtered and were slaughtered, without trembling
at the endless number of pirates. 25
The water of the sea was turning red,
and until night they were resisting successfully.
But at length they drew their ship away 
since most of them had fallen in battle,
and they disembarked, weakened, onto dry land. 30
They left their ship, full of cargo
and bereft of its commander,
and fled to ravines in the midst of the mountains. 
Together with these men seeking salvation by flight
I too disembarked, wounded from battle, 35
and followed along, with the maiden Drosilla.
I was hurrying, holding and dragging the girl,
leading her by the hand into steep places,
until, finding a thick tangled shade of branches,
we sat there together, hidden. 40
The next morning, when the day shone forth,
we looked over the top of the mountain and saw below
a fire reaching high up,
and we surmised that those pirates, 
pleased with their booty, were burning up our ship, 45
emptied of all cargo and dragged to shore. 
Then we, being at a loss, 
were directing our eyes here and there, 
when suddenly we saw a summit, fortified with towers—
although faintly, dimly, for it was far from us. 50
We ran toward the city
from sunrise until evening 
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and reached it at last and with difficulty.
We slipped into the city together, after escaping
pirate cruelty in the sea. 55
But that city was destined to give Charikles too, 
like you, Kleandros, into Parthian hands,
and throw me, who’d escaped the sea’s dangers,
into a new set of unavoidable troubles,
together with my dearest Drosilla (oh gods!), 60
for when the inhabitants went out from the city
to celebrate the splendid festival of Zeus’s birthday,*
we went out too, in turn;
and the cruel tribe of Parthians
came forth, I don’t know from where, and seized us, 65
carried us off to their fatherland,
and put us into this prison.”

In the course of these long speeches
the young men grieved for one another,
Kleandros together with Charikles, the two strangers. 70
But in the morning the barbarian Kratylos proudly
sat next to Chrysilla, his wife, 
with his son Kleinias also by his side, 
and ordered that the captives
be brought from the prison. 75
The prisoners were led out and stood before them.
Chrysilla at once saw Charikles,
was struck by the dart of desire,
and suffered in her heart,
for he was a smooth-cheeked, golden-haired lad, 80
ruddy in face and broad in shoulder, 
with curly yellow hair that reached his loins.
He had slender hands with white fingers,
and with his beauty and the light of his face
he eclipsed even the countless stars spread across the sky. 85
The Parthian king looked at the prisoners standing there,
and some he distributed to the satraps under him,
saying, “Receive these greatest gifts
of benevolent Fortune, Parthian leaders,”
others he sent forth to look upon the light of freedom, 90
others he unfortunately returned to the prison 
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so that they could be ransomed with gifts from their parents,
and many he handed over for death by the sword 
since he thought the strangers’ blood would be an acceptable sacrifice 
to the gods who helped him return home safely. 95
And he gave Charikles to Kleinias,
not because he’d asked for him—
for Kleinias’s mind was contemplating Drosilla,
the most beautiful of all women—
but as a great gift from a father to a son, 100
for of all the prisoners he was
most comely to see, more beautiful than the beautiful.
After doing all this, Kratylos stood up from his throne
and made splendid sacrifices to the gods. 

Then, wounded deep in his heart, 105
Kleinias, son of the barbarian Kratylos—
for the captive maiden had captivated him—
whispering softly many such things to himself, 
lamented thus, with passion:
“All desire is terrible. But if you desire a girl already loved, 110
it’s doubly terrible; if you desire a young girl,
the sting is threefold; if you’re obsessed with beauty,
the evil is greater; and if you aim at marriage,
a fire within feeds on the heart itself.
There doesn’t exist a force able to escape the archer god, 115
with his fire and feathers.
He overtakes me with his wings, burns me with his fire,
and hits me in the heart with his arrows.
Nectar, the drink of the gods, seems to me a fable 
compared to your extraordinary sweetness, girl with crystal heart. 120
If I see you as a ripening vine,
who will squeeze your breast like a sweet bunch of grapes,
or pour out sweet new wine like nectar 
or essence of sweet-smelling honey?
Your face seems to me like a meadow, maiden, 125
most beautiful slave of my mother, Chrysilla,
your delightful color like that of a narcissus,
the blossom of your cheeks like a red rose,
your eyes like a dark-gleaming violet,
and your locks of hair like entwined ivy. 130
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How will I drag my eyes away 
from your beauty, from the sight of your face?
But when dragged away, they remain fixed
and don’t turn to a sight they didn’t choose. 
Eros seems to rule over plants, 135
iron, and rock—not only over humans. 
Iron runs to a magnet
and seems to me to carry a fire of love within;
it nods, moves, and runs a wondrous course;
this seems to me a kiss of these two— 140
male lover and female beloved (what a strange relationship). 
One plant loves another often;
a palm does not even wish to take root in the earth
unless you plant a female nearby. 
The sea knows the nuptials of Arethusa,* 145
towards whom, with sinuous flow, wide Alpheios
sweetly advances, whose waterflow in quality 
the coupling will not change.
Hear me, girl with breast of stone and heart of bronze,
and allow me to share in your incomparable beauty.” 150

Kleinias, suffering such a love,
quickly turned to music, 
producing with slender, white fingers
this song and harmonious melody 
on a clear-toned, sweet-voiced lyre: 155

“Oh, Drosilla, how you burn Kleinias!
Cypris once cried out after Eros, her son,
in a loud voice in the midst of the streets,
‘If someone seizes my child when he has strayed 
in some narrow passage or in the middle of the street, 160
on informing me, he shall receive a great reward:
he shall have Cyprus’s kiss in return.’

“Oh, Drosilla, how you burn Kleinias!
‘But know that my son is this notorious archer, 
runaway Eros, the troublemaker, 165
and take care that he does not hit you fatally.
Listen to this and learn his ways.
If you see him smiling pleasantly,
then he strikes the most and intends to kill.’
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“Oh, Drosilla, how you burn Kleinias! 170
‘If having seized him, you see that he wishes to play,
then he strikes you and hits you with arrows. Hear this and take heed!
If you see that he wishes to run forward and warmly kiss you,
flee! He burns you and consumes you with fire. 
He is a child but has fire, bow, and wings; 175 
wings are a big part of his appearance.’

“Oh, Drosilla, how you burn Kleinias!
‘He inflames, wounds, pursues, and overtakes;
he smiles while remaining fierce in his heart 
and seems to be laughing while playing savagely, 180
that bold boy who delights in the bow and brings fire.
He who finds him, then, seizes him, and informs me 
will easily receive the reward I mentioned.’

“Oh, Drosilla, how you burn Kleinias!
A fable says that from Zeus’s head 185
Pallas Athena was born, 
in full armor, wise, and chaste. 
But Eros paints you more beautiful
by putting his fingers in your mother’s womb
and depositing twofold color: milk and rose. 190

“Oh, Drosilla, how you burn Kleinias!
And he paints you without giving you weapons,
for he doesn’t give you a bow or a sharp sword—
how much better it would be for you to strike to kill!
But he makes a bow out of your arched brows 195
and a sharp dart out of your eyes’ glances,
and you shoot me in the heart.

“Oh, Drosilla, how you burn Kleinias!
How well-aimed the bow is, maiden,
and how well-made the dart. I’ve been struck, I know. 200
How bitter and great the wound is! 
How new and strange the whole business! 
The dart doesn’t kill (oh, what a tale!),
but when it strikes, it produces a consumption that won’t go away. 

“Oh, Drosilla, how you burn Kleinias! 205
But look, it seems to be night, girl; 
I still have long roads ahead.
Either take me as a companion for dinner and bed, 
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or, if you don’t wish to do this, as a second option
set my torch on fire with your lips, 210
for I know that you’ll light it if you’re willing—

“Oh, Drosilla, how you burn Kleinias!—
and brighten for me the present evening,
illuminate the consuming darkness,
and enable me, O shining lamp, to go quickly home 215
without wandering and stumbling.
I am suffering brain inflammation and delirium—
don’t deny me medicines to end my pain!

“Oh, Drosilla, how you burn Kleinias!”
Charikles, then, having perceived that his master was in love, 220

approached him and spoke with great sincerity:
“You are in love, I know it, Kleinias, my master,
you love my chaste sister,
Drosilla the beautiful, totally beautiful.
What’s strange in this? I too, your household slave, 225
wretched Charikles, the unfortunate, suffering stranger,
fell terribly in love once with a delicate girl,
with whom I couldn’t even converse,
although I wanted to—for I could not look at her,
just as you don’t see Drosilla. 230
At last, while I was leaning out of a window 
into a garden luxuriant with roses and flowers,
I saw her—the one who’s always present in my mind—
as she was dropping delicate dew in the basil
and moistening with rose drops the balsam, 235
lotuses, hyacinths, masses of plants,
white lilies, crocuses, narcissuses,
a great throng of sweet-smelling flowers. 
There I saw her half-naked arms,
which not even snow can challenge; 240
there I saw her crystal fingers,
which even rival white milk.
I saw and was conquered by her infinite beauty,
for I was not born from a tree or descended from rocks; 
and having succumbed, I addressed her (I couldn’t contain myself): 245

“‘Greetings, gardener of so many flowers.
Why don’t you open your door also for me?
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Do you recall the suffering of Narcissus,*
who threw himself into a well for love?
Do you remember the boy Hyacinth* 250
and the unlucky discus throw—
how he endured jealousy after jealousy
because of Zephyros’s love?
Does Cypris come to mind, who once, 
with the streams of blood that flowed 255
from her foot wounded by thorns,
changed the rose’s white color to red 
when she learned of the cruel murder of Adonis,*
who fell at Ares’ hands? Oh, evil jealousy, 
which often kills lovers! 260
The garden is full of joy and tears;
it boasts of having a beautiful maiden as its gardener,
and it is full of love’s misfortunes.
But you seem not to know the strange stories you’re hearing.’

“I spoke thus to the girl, 265
and she replied at once,

“‘How you’ve delighted my suffering heart.
You’re a clever enchanter, I see, poor man,
for you turn sadness into gladness.
Wretched man, what do you say? Come in my door, 270
admire my garden, look at my couch, 
and entertain me with your tales 
since you’ve learned by experience what a great evil love is.
Gather a rose from my rose-bed;
recline and I will lie down with you. 275
But what shall you eat, wretch? There is no fruit here.
If there is no ripe apple in the garden,*
accept my breast in place of the apple;
if it pleases you, unhappy man, bend forward and eat.
If a bunch of grapes from a vine is not ripe, 280
squeeze the tips of my tart breast;
take a delightful kiss in place of a honeycomb.
Instead of embracing tree and branches,
which one knows to do when wishing to gather fruit,
see, I am the tree: come cling to me, 285
for you have my arms in place of branches.
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I am the tree: climb me
and pluck my fruit, which is sweeter than honey.’

“Entrust all your affairs, then, to me,
and you’ll see from what happens that your slave is reliable.” 290

“You shall not be a prisoner or slave, as you said,”
the barbarian’s son Kleinias replied,
“but a free man, a compatriot, 
a friend who shares the satrap’s rank,
and an absolute master of a great estate, 295
if only you can arrange that
Kleinias be united with Drosilla.
Go, Charikles, meet with the maiden
and tell her of my distress.
A sickness is consuming me. Here’s a brief description of what to say. 300
Hades is seizing me before my time.
The bright sun himself, leader of the stars, 
who sends forth rays to all, has set for me. 
Let rivers flow back to their sources,
for I am dying as destined, but before time. 305
Let the bramble-bush too bloom with the fragrant rose.
Let all things now be changed in the world 
since Kleinias dies, unless you save him first,
Charikles, with your strength.” 

“As for Drosilla, Kleinias, be confident,” 310
Charikles said, “not downcast,”
and he added another pretty story:
“Once Eros, sea-born Aphrodite’s son, 
didn’t see a bee that was sleeping
among roses, and he was stung in his finger. 315
He spread his wings, flew to his mother, 
and cried, ‘Mother, I am dead!
A small, winged serpent has wounded me—
which tillers of the earth call a bee.’
But beautiful Kythera, with an amused smile, 320
then replied to her son who’d been stung,
‘If the bee’s little sting distresses you, 
how much do you think those hit
by your cruel arrows suffer, Eros, my son?’”

After saying these things to Kleinias, 325
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Charikles promised to set up marriage with Drosilla, 
and then withdrew a little to think,
not about how to unite Drosilla with Kleinias,
but rather about how to escape a disadvantageous plan.
He wanted to see her privately, 330
to weep with her for their misfortune,
and he found her lying alone in a meadow,
sleeping heavily after all her cares.
She rivaled the blossom of white roses
and seemed to smile as she listened to 335
the honey-sweet sound of lovely swallows. 
What great amazement and also awe
came over Charikles at once
when he saw this girl sleeping in the garden,
for she gleamed brightly like the sun 340
as he lights the flame of spring for mortals.
He sat down near Drosilla—
for he was reluctant to wake her—
and said, gazing intently upon her,
“Here the Graces too, beloved, 345
stand quietly by your side as you sleep,
and watch that something bad 
from cruel Fortune may not befall you.
What a dainty breath you take, girl; 
how sweetly you seem to smile. 350
Nature once dyed your lips and cheeks
so that they seem to contain a flame,
and she let fall to your hips curls of hair
with which not even gold can compete. 
Everything is still since you are still, maiden: 355
sparrows don’t sing, travelers don’t run,
people don’t speak, snakes don’t slither.
The blowing of the winds has also ceased, I think,
from respect for the beauty of the sleeping girl. 
How hushed is every tuneful sparrow! 360
The streams alone are flowing, beloved,
to make your sleep sweeter,
and the murmur of their flow is saying to you,
‘Girl clothed in absolute beauty,
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you are still; the cool breeze is also still for you. 365
You sleep; the family of breezes sleeps too.
Streams alone now murmur to you.’
All the song-birds are silent, then,
since they don’t have you singing in response.
But don’t love the sleep of forgetfulness! 370
You distress the nightingales, it seems,
with whom your sweet mouth contends,
for your words drip with honey, my maiden. 
But you, helpers and dear companions,
noble Graces, girls with breasts of pearl, 375
watch and protect the breast and back 
of the girl sleeping, by keeping 
far away the greedy race of flies. 
There is no other strange remedy for love:
song and music alone offer a rest from love’s cares. 380
Even Polyphemos once, when he was hit*
in the breast by Eros, murderous archer,
and nursed a strong love for a Nereid,
found no other remedy for his sickness
than a song, a reed pipe, and a charming tune, 385
and a rock for a seat, from which he gazed at the sea. 
I think—and I am right—
that sooner would stones fly winged to the sky
and diamond be cut by sword
than Eros cease to shoot arrows to earth, 390
as long as beauty exists and eyes perceive it. 
Even storms at sea, then, cease at last,
blasts of the winds soon stop,
and a blazing fire is again quenched. 
But storm and fire don’t cease at all 395
for those hit in the heart by the archer Eros,
for just as fire melts wax, he can melt 
anyone that he seizes within his furnace.
A nasty creature is the archer Eros,
for clinging closely like a marsh leech he drinks up 400
every drop of blood. What a dreadful plague!
How you inflame those you seize, Eros—
ignite, combust, cremate, and incinerate them!
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How easily from their ashes
whoever wants could kindle a large torch. 405
You often cause a lover to believe 
that he carries his beloved in the folds of his robe.
Thus every lover (how inescapable love is!)
is caught by the nets of Eros,
just like a mouse who’s fallen into a pot of pitch. 410
I think that anyone who could pass by 
and escape Eros, the winged tyrant,
could even count the stars in the sky!”

BOOK FIVE

While Charikles was lamenting quietly to himself 
many such sorts of things,
Drosilla woke up.
When she saw Charikles beside her,
she remained silent for a long time— 5
a soul loving a beloved heart—
and she wiped off with her fingers the fine sweat
pouring down like pearls.
If someone had seen her then when she’d just dismissed sleep,
he’d have said, “Zeus, father of the Olympians, 10
all pleasures of life, I know, delight you:
songs, luxuries, splendid food and drink,
a great house, gold, silver, precious stones,
and a wealth of other goods and possessions.
Yes, these things delight you—who could deny it?— 15
but not so much as a rosy girl 
when she awakes from sleep about midday,
dripping with sweat all over,
like spring grass with morning dew.
If someone should kiss her cheek 20
as it drips with a fine dew of sweat,
he would sprinkle the fire and quench the flame
that burns within his heart—
wretched, wasted with fire, 
burnt to ashes by love. 25
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With the embers of the girl’s lips
he quenches the embers of his heart.”

At last she said the following to Charikles:
“You seem, Charikles, to be beside me. 
But are you yourself now near Drosilla, 30
or does a phantom desire to mock me?
Dip your lip in my lip; stretch out your fingers;
touch both my neck and cheek! 
Allow me to return your love, Charikles.
If you don’t want to love me from the depths of your soul, 35
I think I have only half the life I desire.
How is this good, to grieve the girl who loves you? 
Stick a bird’s nest on a branch 
that neither a winged bird
nor a slithering snake could easily reach. 40
Be ashamed at hearing that I loved you first;
don’t put me in second place behind Chrysilla;
don’t prefer an old woman to a girl!
Know that Eros, who strikes, is winged— 
how could a woman past her prime 45
seize an archer who flies swiftly?”

Charikles spoke, teasing her a little,
not considering the future and looking ahead,
for he didn’t know of Chrysilla’s terrible love for him, 
which Drosilla revealed, 50
“What snide remarks you are making!
I know, since I am clever at love,
how jealous women are by nature.
They are capable of producing false speech,
for they always think that they see before them 55
things that arise from their minds’ preconceptions, 
and they believe that these are substances of reality. 
But when I am sneered at, the sneers are bearable, 
and sensibly despising the rest of women 
I desire you alone. Be master of all my life!” 60
But Drosilla replied, “Yes, Charikles,
I could certainly agree with your words
if Chrysilla were not striving to kill
her husband Kratylos with poisons,
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for love, alas, of the beautiful Charikles.” 65
“Oh, Drosilla,” Charikles replied at once, 

cutting off her speech, “what are you saying?
Your speech is full of joy and tears,
for we who are unfortunately slaves
have prayed for the death of the tyrant Kratylos. 70
Perhaps we’ll have our necks freed from the yoke,
for we have little regard for Kleinias.
But for the wrinkled Chrysilla
now to love Charikles with a keen love,
doesn’t this seem terrible? No, by Themis, 75
no, no, by the furnace of Eros,
you’ll not be united with me, wretched old woman,
sea that’s hateful to my heart, muddy, and savage. 
Your kiss is altogether a penalty, woman,
your lip hard, your mouth dry; 80
time has made your cheeks leathery,
for you’re bleary-eyed now, even if your purple dye is deep,
and you’re pale, even if your rouge is thick.
Even if Chrysilla, now wretched, becomes
in turn more beautiful than famous Artemis, 85
where, Drosilla, will Charikles, if yoked 
to the barbarian woman, put the oaths he swore to you?
Away with you, monarchy! Begone, satrapy!
Wealth, break away from Charikles! 
I’ll not put fame before decency. 90
Love has joined me with Drosilla;
may I never be deprived of you, maiden!
Do you see, beautiful child of Zeus?
You promised me marriage with Drosilla,
and now an old woman, barbarous and savage, 95
seeks to separate Charikles from this girl.
You see the pain and sickness I suffer.
Kill Kratylos and Kleinias;
yes, and kill yourself too, Mistress Chrysilla!
Thus you’ll cheer your slave Charikles; 100
thus you’ll delight your slave Drosilla.
The gods, then, will take care of these things, maiden;
but where in our terrible misfortune
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shall we put the love of Kleinias, my master?
Speak a little, for I’ve been sent here alone, 105
to unite you both and arrange the whole thing.”

The girl wept a little in response to this
and said, “Olympian Zeus, ruler of heaven,
why do you still allow me to live in misery,
exiled from my fatherland, homeless, a stranger? 110
Why didn’t the mouth of the sea swallow me up?
Why didn’t a barbarian sword kill me?
But since you still wish me to live unhappily,
why don’t you transform me into stone?
Why don’t you give me wings, in turn, 115
as you gave to the daughters of Attic Pandion?
Why didn’t a strong, bold-hearted lion
come out of a thicket and quickly tear me apart,
when towards groves and ravines
I was fleeing from pirate cruelty? 120
How much better it would have been, gods, 
for me to have died then and found release from my evils,
than to live in perpetual distress in a land of barbarians,
as a lowly slave and a wretched prisoner. 
But, dear friend and beloved sight, 125
all these things are sweet; don’t cry for me,”
Drosilla said—for Charikles, knowing that she 
had suffered these things because of him, 
was shedding a tear for shame. Then Charikles 
answered, looking towards the swallows’ nests, 130

“You, lovely swallow, when you come
with fluent song in the days of spring,
build one nest for two baby birds, 
and when winter comes in turn, you flee; 
but winged Eros, the archer, 135
always weaves a nest in my soul.
One Love produces thick plumage,
another is not yet hatched,
while another is running out from the egg,
and always the cry of nestlings with open beak 140
resounds within my wretched heart,
for from those who have grown, new ones are brought forth.
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What recourse could there be for my heart?
It does not have the strength always to bring forth
so many young Erotes, and to warm, carry, and nourish them. 145
To love is a terrible thing, but not to love is worse,
yet I judge the worst thing of all would be 
for lovers not to gain their ends easily. 
Nature gave to bulls horns, 
to horses hooves, to timid hares 150
swiftness of foot, to the herd of lions
the strength of sharpened claws,
to the class of mute fish the power of swimming,
to birds flight, and to men wits.
To Drosilla, then, Nature, not having anything else, 155
gave beauty in the place of a shield,
darts, and many spears,
but with it she conquers well-sharpened iron 
and all-devouring fire’s fierce flames.
Drosilla, I promised Kleinias, 160
my master, a happy marriage with you, 
not because I intended such things (may they not happen!),
but to provide some time
for a barbarian heart, passionately aroused, to be quiet, 
and for us to consider at any rate what we should do. 165
And now it is time, and we must start to consider
how we can quench the love 
of Chrysilla and her son Kleinias.”

Charikles and the maiden Drosilla
were engaged, then, in these things— 170
their love was mutual and chaste—
when a rumor breathed its way to them 
that Kratylos had died from a sudden illness. 
They then separated from one another
and, dressed for mourning, went to meet 175
their own masters to learn what had happened.
The subject people quickly came together—
men, women, satraps, and barbarians—
and in the place where Kratylos was laid out 
Chrysilla lamented, in the midst of all, 180
seemingly focused on her husband 
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but in reality focused on the sight of Charikles:
“You have gone before your wife and child, Kratylos, 
my husband, and they are left unluckily behind.
A chief satrap’s hand with outstretched sword 185
in time of battle did not kill you, nor did
another enemy who had power to act against you,
but the providence of the Olympian gods
sent you to Pluto’s cold home.
Who will inherit the rule? 190
Who will be master of me, Chrysilla?
Who will show a father’s tender love
to your wife and your son, Kleinias?”

After this impassioned speech, she sent Charikles 
a message full of bitterness 195
for young Charikles and Drosilla:

“You are able (I know; I speak the truth)
to move even bronze statues of maidens
to inescapable love, wretched Charikles.
But the dead, see how hopeless they are; 200
there is hope among the living, but among the dead no longer.
Honey-sweet Siren, charm the traveler,
you who turn mortals into stone and stones into mortals;
stones too sing to the sound of your feet.
Bright star, shine also for me, the stranger. 205
Sing, swallow, utter an enchanting song,
for the Muses themselves pour nectar in you
and sweeten your honey-sweet mouth. 
But why do I say these things? Learn my goal.
Drought is harmful to a river, snow to a tree, 210
a net to sparrows, sickness to the body,
and to women love for young men. 
Why, when I look at you with affection and joy,
do you look back at me savagely with a scowl?
Cicada is dear to cicadas, shepherd to shepherds, 215
ant to ants; but to me, you alone 
are dear. Eros is blind—not only Pluto. 
Wolf seeks the lamb; goat, green grass;
dogs, a hare; savage bear, a lamb;
hawk with crooked claws, a sparrow’s nestlings; 220
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and I increase my love for you alone. 
But you are always indifferent toward me:
though conquered, you are not of the mind of frogs,
for they are not angry with those who look longingly at their water,
or begrudging. Don’t you be angry and begrudging! 225
There is no reason to fear my husband, 
Charikles, as you see, since he is dead.
Enjoy, then, my goods and me, their mistress;
rule, be satrap, acquire great honor. 
Instead of a prisoner, become master of 230
all my goods in store and my property.
See your sister, the maiden Drosilla,
a free woman, sharing in my power
and married to whichever satrap she likes. 
Who would not choose such great happiness with me? 235
Take all this and promise marriage in return,
Charikles, my husband, my glorious bridegroom.” 

She said these things, took Drosilla 
gladly in her arms (for she was using
the maiden as messenger), and added, 240
“Help me marry Charikles, 
maiden whom I love beyond all women, 
for you have learned that my promises of gifts 
are trustworthy by themselves—what need do I have for more words?”

When the maiden heard these hateful words, 245
a flash of lightning, a thunderbolt burnt her to ashes.
She was torn, then, struggling passionately
with two opposed thoughts. 
“I don’t want now to tell Charikles,” she said,
“the barbarian woman’s aim, 250
for he’ll not bear it if I tell him.
Nonetheless it’s an excuse to meet with Charikles;
I will go eagerly to converse with him.”

She went, then, to Charikles 
when the sun had just turned toward the west, 255
for Kratylos had been buried by his own men 
gathered together, as was the barbarians’ custom. 
She spoke, gave the report with great distress,
and tore Charikles’ heart in two
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with the spiritual sword of hateful news. 260
“Oh, what a terrible day this is!” he said.
“O sweet light, maiden Drosilla,
what a bitter report you’ve come and made to me.
Ah, uncommonly sweet-voiced swallow,
with your golden, honey-sweet, subtle-tongued mouth, 265
you’ve made my soul bitter with your words.”
“Ah, Charikles, what a savage misfortune
oppresses me with great cares!
What will be the end of our dangers
and our varied calamities? 270
What god will give an end
to our adventures, and when?
How long shall you be able, angry Fortune,
to move various torments against us
and tame us with continual troubles?” 275

Thus they lamented greatly together. 
Meanwhile eighteen days had not yet gone by 
since the death of the barbarian Kratylos,
when the satrap of Chagos, lord of the Arabs,
brought a letter of enslavement to Chrysilla. 280
Chrysilla heard and was downcast
on seeing Mongos (this was the satrap’s name).
She was struck and troubled
by his appearance, called her son Kleinias
to her, and took the letter, 285
which read as follows:

“I, thrice-greatest Chagos, lord of the Arabs,
demand tributes and order that they be taken
from Chrysilla, wife of the lord of the Parthians,
and from the Parthian tribe under her. 290
Choose, then, one of two ways:
either be placed among those
who serve Lord Chagos with annual tributes,
and gain at once my 
immediate goodwill, if you obey me, 295
or instead see the army of Chagos
press upon you since you didn’t obey.”

When Kleinias heard these words—
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for he was a bold man and strong in battle—
he ripped this letter in half 300
and with abuse persuaded Mongos, 
Chagos’s satrap, to leave.

On arriving at his fatherland, Mongos 
told all these things to his lord Chagos,
and his words filled Chagos with anger. 305
The army generals quickly assembled,
having been roused to battle
by speedy letters from their lord,
and Chagos stood on horseback in the middle of the army,
which had formed a large circle of foot soldiers, 310
and he was full of pride and arrogance,
clearly destined to raise up a great trophy.
He carried on his left side a golden shield,
which had embossed on it, appropriately for a general, 
a portrait of Herakles killing the Lernaian hydra, 315
which spurred his spirit and mind to battle
(the creator of the picture certainly had
to represent mighty Herakles’ greatest contest 
on the shield of a well-armored man).
Such was the splendid horseman Chagos, 320
as he stood armed with bow, quiver, and sword
and said, “Generals and phalanx commanders, 
who delight in the rites of Ares’ contests,
your fellow-general Mongos was sent yesterday
by my authority to the Parthians, mere ciphers, 325
whose master is now the son, Kleinias,
along with Chrysilla, his mother,
to demand tributes and to order 
the Parthians at once to submit to the Arabs.
But he was not allowed to remain even a little while, 330
not by Chrysilla or Kleinias himself,
but rather he was sent away with abuse. 
What do you say, then,” Chagos thus ended his speech,
“my sword-bearing men, who delight in conflict?”

“Happy lord,” said the army leaders, 335
“at whose power even the ends of the earth shudder—
every army, every barbarian kingdom,
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the chief satraps of the Persian lords, 
every enemy, every lord, and every satrap—
we shall be ruined and objects of total mockery 340
to those far from us, in the area, and nearby 
if we are despised by the Parthian army.
With the gods’ help, we don’t need 
your presence to put them to flight.
We alone, under the command of your 345
tremendous power, must now take the field
to attack the enemy.
Not against these men—peasants without shields,
who live, like pirates, from plunder—
should your strength, feared by all, be moved!” 350

“I praise you for your great courage,”
Chagos, lord of the Arabs, replied,
“my race of shield-bearing comrades in combat, 
sprung from a happy, horse-feeding land.
But when Epaminondas, a noble man,* 355
saw an army full of much manly spirit
but lacking a general,
he said, ‘A great beast, but it doesn’t have a head.’
Then it is fitting that I join in the expedition with you,
my allies and hereditary friends.” 360

The lord of the Arabs spoke thus
and inspected his army.
All the men of the Arab army
assented with a shout to the words of their ruler,
and they waited, not riding yet, 365
accustoming their horses to the noise and sound
of the bronze-mouthed trumpet, cleaning their helmets,
and readying their bodies for battle.

Then the ruler gave the nod to sound the trumpet,
and all the army of Arabs mounted their horses, 370
and reached the wretched land of Parthia
on the eighth day. 
They encamped, then, in the middle of the plain,
near the flowing Saros River.
The opposing Parthian army 375
did not venture a fight outside with the Arabs 
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since there was a large army of horsemen present.
They strategically closed the gates, then, 
and covered the wall with rock boulders
and four-sided, rock-throwing machines. 380
They deployed men to shoot from above:
armed stone-throwers with good aim,
and archers, slingers, and hoplites. 
They raised secure towers of wood 
and bound them fast with entwined flexible branches. 385
They suspended protective coverings from the walls,* 
as defenses against blows,
and fortified all the city with them
against the Arabs’ powerful war-machine.
But the countless Arab phalanxes of shield-bearing soldiers 390
launched an attack against the city
and violently plundered the places all round.
Some of the forts they conquered,
and those they couldn’t seize at once with their weapons—
the surrounding land and the peasant inhabitants— 395
they enslaved, incinerated, and destroyed with fire.
Thus the Arabs with their long lances
accomplished much unspeakable slaughter of men. 
The next day they moved their bronze-mouthed war machines
to the gates themselves, 400
wove a great wall from flexible branches,
and set it up as a shelter against rock-throwing machines 
since it shut out the Parthian discharges of rocks. 
The Arabs sent rocks against the city’s wall,
their archers hit the Parthians with accuracy, 405
and those hit fell from the walls,
together with their arrows and rocks.
The rocks were now bringing down the defenses,
striking them, and tearing them apart with accuracy. 
But the Parthians unleashed a cunning, night-time plot 410
against the machines of the Arabs,
for the Parthian army is clever
at discovering ways and preparing plots
by which to put their enemies to flight.
They stood on high and looked down so as to aim 415
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their throws precisely against the flexible branches
that were intended for the Arabs’ defense.
They sent forth iron that glowed with heat
and incinerated all the machines of the barbarians,
for the leaves of the withes, being dry, were clearly 420
ready for burning by the application of fire;
and thus they easily burned and destroyed
the whole assembly of defense machines.
Then the Parthians arrogantly celebrated
with great noise and the clashing of cymbals. 425
But when the third day arrived,
the Arabs armed themselves and, in fury,
surrounded all the city,
and when the fiercely violent battle had broken out,
they seized the walled city of the Parthians. 430
Bronze-toothed Ares, standing there
between the Parthians and the warlike Arabs,
did not complain at all of the battle being fought.
Chrysilla, then, since Kleinias was dead
(for he had been killed during the battle) 435
snatched a well-sharpened sword,
thrust it into her heart, 
and spit out her soul, unhappily, in company with Kleinias.
Drosilla, however, even in the midst of slaughters,
in the midst of swords, remained free of wounds, 440
for even swords are weak in the face of beauty;
but the majority of those besieged within
received the point of the sword. 

A great and utter ruin overcame
the hostile Parthian army. 445
But Charikles and the girl Drosilla,
and yes, with them also Kleandros, the stranger,
having escaped the Arab sword,
were held together by indissoluble bonds—
alas, all three condemned a third time 450
to share in a third captivity. 
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BOOK SIX

Most powerful Chagos, lord of the Arabs, 
perhaps out of pity, ordered that the women 
and all the property that was easy to move
be put in the covered wagons.
But he separated the male prisoners from the women 5
and ordered them to proceed on foot, alone.
He traveled quickly, then, to his fatherland. 
And as they were passing through a steep place,
thickly covered by deep forest,
a branch clung to Drosilla’s arm, 10
tore her easily from the covered carriage, 
and threw her headfirst from her seat.
First a wild wave of the sea 
struck her with rocks from the shore
(for even around the foot of the mountain, the sea 15
did not have a stretch of sandy shore,
but only crags and chasms of black rock).
But a little later the wave offered 
a piece of oak bark, very large and dry,
on which she sailed without danger until evening, 20
when she came to a deserted land.
Charikles didn’t know this
because a thickly covered forest prevented him
from seeing Drosilla’s fall from her seat,
for truly he’d at once have thrown himself headlong 25
and gone with her to the bottom of the sea.
But a small, soft-hearted boy,
who sat alone with Drosilla
on the same covered carriage, cried out 
when he saw her fall into the depths of the sea. 30
From him Charikles, at the close of day,
learned of the girl’s fall,
and, with heart torn in two,
he said, “Oh, misfortune that stings the heart!
Unlucky you, Charikles! 35
O malicious Fortune, hostile, avenging,
were you intending, then, after so great a wandering,
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after prisons and captivities,
after the varied dangers of the sea,
after the shower of so many tears, 40
after the horrible cruelty of pirates,
after slavery’s yoke following a sudden battle,
to throw against me a yet more grievous misfortune,
which Charikles cannot bear?
Did you intend, alas, to tear apart at last 45
our indissoluble union,
the whole perfect harmony between us?
You brought fire to fire, flame to flame
when you delivered the girl to the depths of the sea
and kept me, Charikles, among the living. 50
I should not have hesitated, delayed, or neglected
to die happily with Drosilla.
Why, then, did you, in anger against me,
deprive unlucky Charikles of such a boon?
I should want to see either Drosilla also alive 55
or myself dead if she were dead.
O my only beloved in life,
my eye, light, breath, and heart,
you’ve burned out, set, ceased, gone suddenly cold. 
How lucky I was just a little earlier, maiden, 60
when I had for solace you suffering with me.
Like a traveler out of the blazing sun 
into the shade I fell into your arms,
beautiful golden plane tree, as I fled the burning heat
of despair and the heavy weight of grief. 65
You lie untended, a tall, young tree,
but now dry and dead, no longer living,
an object of pity for others seeing you from nearby,
if by chance a wave of the sea threw you out
and cast you ashore; I see you lying there, 70
and this brings an abundance of tears to my eyes. 
I have a new doubt; the matter makes me wonder.
How did you stay dry, O tree, in the midst of waters?
How did you fade away, sweet-smelling rose?
If before you, alas, I’d gone, departed from mortals, 75
how quickly after death I’d have returned to life, even if I ought not.
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I cannot bear at all, even in part,
the absence now of the maiden who was my life’s breath. 
Ah, you have gone first, and I wish I’d gone with you! 
Alas, you have been sadly taken from me, 80
like a branch forcibly torn from the sapling that grew with it.
Dearest harmony and natural affinity,
union and concord of two souls,
one spirit, one mind, one reason, and one understanding,
one thought always for two hearts! 85
What swimming creature’s mouth engulfed you?
What sea-monster suddenly swallowed you,
or what swarm of fish gulped you down?
Did you find an end of life in the sea,
or did a cliff darken your eyes, girl, 90
and you lie dead, exposed to wild animals 
and pitied for your unlucky life?
Ah, wherever are you now? I can’t run
to search after you, maiden, since I am held by bonds.”

When Chagos heard these words— 95
for sleep hadn’t yet taken hold of his eyes—
he invited Charikles to come to him, 
since he was softened by pity and affected in his heart. 
Charikles heard and came, dressed in mourning.

Chagos said, “Who are you? Where are you from? Why are you crying?” 100
Charikles replied, “I am Kratylos’s prisoner 

and now your slave. My fatherland is Phthia, 
and I am wailing for my sister, who left me behind 
when she fell, alas, into the water of the sea—
I hate life; I don’t wish to see the light.” 105

“If you are not a Parthian, but your fatherland is Phthia,”
Chagos responded, “how is Kratylos your master?”
“My relatives drew me with their words
to the land of Caria, together with Drosilla,” Charikles said.* 
While sailing away to them we met, alas, 110
with a pirate fleet, destroyer of ships—
both Kleandros and I, who were prison-mates,
along with my sister Drosilla, as I said.
We escaped them with effort, shrewdly 
dragging our merchant ship out of their way, 115
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and we came, unwillingly, to the city of Barzon.
The hostile Parthian army
seized us by the law of captivity,
and until your fortunate arrival 
we submitted our necks to the yoke 120
and endured continuous sufferings.
We were not so much distressed 
in seeing ourselves conquered by force,
as we were feeling pain for Drosilla’s sake
since she was a woman, young, and a virgin. 125
And now, because of her, we hate looking upon the light
and wail aloud in pain.”

“You’ve spoken well,” Chagos answered,
“but where is this Kleandros? Let him come quickly.”

Having been brought in, Kleandros stood there, full of tears, 130
for he considered Charikles’ misfortune 
as his own most bitter misfortune.
A soul that has its own grief
is easily moved to tears
when others tell and loudly bewail 135
their own cruel misfortunes.*
Seeing them share their suffering, Chagos felt pity, 
struck too by the beauty they possessed,
for the young men were somewhat like one another.
He spoke these words, then, in sympathy: 140

“Since you were held earlier in Kratylos’s power
after barely escaping the sea battle
(for even before Chagos, a prison
held you as wretched prisoners),
and since otherwise you are a race of mutual affection, 145
go as free men, with good fortune!
Let Chagos not deviate so far 
from the compassion normal to his character
that he violates the laws of nature
by continuing to detain in strong bonds 150
prisoners who have done him no wrong,
who have not opposed the Arabs’ power—
strangers who have been unlucky for a long time.
Further, I give you gold minas
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for the sake of your lamented Drosilla, 155
who, if the gods preserve her among the living,
will be a boon also of Chagos’s splendid fortune.
And may you keep her as a free woman
if the gods should wish to save her from the depths!”

Charikles and Kleandros, then, the strangers, 160
bent their necks before Chagos’s feet
and made the earth overflow with tears.
Then at last Kleandros stood up and replied,
for Charikles couldn’t yet stop his tears.

“May Lord Zeus himself grant you in return, 165
Chagos, mighty lord of the Arabs,
whatever your heart desires;
may he give you a long and prosperous life,
and may he subdue every enemy to your power.”

Charikles added his own words to these: 170
“May you rejoice, blessed ruler of the Arabs, Chagos,
and may grief not afflict your heart 
since you’re now setting free, with generous heart,
wretched brothers, thrice-unhappy.” 

Thus they departed from Arabia, 175
and they traveled the road back together,
diligently searching
for the maiden Drosilla,
in the hope of finding her dead body somewhere,
for they thought that her fall had killed her. 180
But she had emerged from her fall safely
and for nine whole days
had survived in the lonely wilderness
(for she didn’t have the strength to walk
because of the bruising of her limbs and bones, 185
which she suffered as a result of her precipitous fall),
with only grass on the ground for food,
and the fruits of wild trees,
until at last she was able to come to a town
that had plenty of what was needed for life. 190
There were plants in abundance, seedlings everywhere,
animals of all types with their young,
women, men, children more plentiful than the stars,
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and an innkeeper kindly toward strangers. 
She saw this town from far off, 195
but she felt ashamed to enter alone.
Nonetheless she ran to the edge of the place—
and that with great shame and fear—
and stayed in a house without a roof.
She ate nothing but groans and pains 200
and drank nothing but tears;
indeed, not knowing about Charikles and his affairs,
she raised a great lament
since she thought that he was dead, having been killed:

“Here I am, thrice-unhappy from my birth, 205
weeping many tears, enduring incurable woes. 
I lie here, wasting away, groaning continuously,
for a black, hateful fate has spun her web around me,
nor will she ever cease from her deadly anger. 
But the man whom before I had only to see, wretched me, 210
to gain relief from the sad sufferings of love,
the man whom I desired ceaselessly, Charikles, 
surely lies wrapped in the dark clouds of death,
dead, beyond hope, far from my eyes,
for hateful Fate, always stubborn, black, 215
a bringer of grief, has deprived him of light, through an Arab spear.
Lovely lips, which I often kissed,
were seized by a fierce fire and burnt black,
bright eyes were covered by an ever-tearful darkness,
and hair that shone like the sun was defiled by black gore. 220
Alas for me, unhappy, ever-suffering Drosilla!
I dared unexpected flight from my father,
traversed the immense, loud-roaring sea,
and escaped from pirates by fleeing through tall mountains.
Ah, full of tears for the youth Charikles, 225
I saw the day of slavery; I was abused with violence;
a collar (the work of a blacksmith) tamed me.
On a high mountain I fell, in turn, from a wagon
and tumbled into the swell of the sea, the marine rocks
of the desolate deep, and the terrible whirlpool. 230
A piece of oak bark saved me.
Alas, I am weeping grievously because of you, Charikles,
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whom before I had only to see and I’d passed a happy day.
But now, with you gone, I suffer continual grief
and have no wish to see the sun, the light-bringing star.” 235

A good-hearted old woman heard her
as she wept thus from the depths of her soul,
and approached, found the girl, saw her, stood near,
lamented, embraced her, clung to her, 
led her into her house, 240
and bid her take some food.
She ate a little and turned to sleep—
for night’s darkness was already holding sway—
and lying on a bed made on the ground,
she saw a sweet dream and had her fill 245
of the sleep that relieves grief, the drug that stops pain. 

Light appeared and the darkness retired.
Drosilla arose and said, “Old woman, blessed mother,
how thankful I am for your hospitality
and for this bed made on the ground, 250
in which a sweet dream came to me 
and comforted my grief-filled heart.
But tell me whether there is a certain good man here,
Xenokrates, the innkeeper.”

“Yes,” the old woman said, “but what business do you have with him?” 255
“I implore you, come with me to him,”

Drosilla said, “for I wish to know
whether my dream did not deceive me.”

The old woman yielded, took the girl,
led her to the house of Xenokrates, 260
and, standing before the door of the house
(for that’s where the maiden wanted to wait),
she called Kallidemos to come to her,
the son born to Xenokrates,
and she drew the young man to her with a gesture of her hand. 265
When he came out, he questioned the girl:
“Who are you, where are you from, who’s your father, and what’s your city?”
for as soon as he saw her, he was amazed,
struck by her beauty. 

Drosilla quickly answered, 270
“Let me be, Kallidemos. Tell me this,
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whether there is a young man from a foreign land within,
Charikles by name, noble in appearance.”

But he had fallen in love with the maiden’s fair face,
had clearly succumbed to her incomparable beauty, 275
and, bearing a grudge against Charikles because of the girl,
caused Drosilla countless troubles,
and replied that he didn’t even know the name—
if indeed there even existed a Charikles in the world.
“But why don’t you just stab me to death, 280
Kallidemos, with a dagger? Why don’t you throw me into the sea?
Why don’t you kill me since you’ve shown you are murderous?”
she answered with groans and tears. 
“By greeting me now with cruel words,
you are causing me, alas, to waste utterly away.” 285

“Even if you’ve lost Charikles, girl,
don’t be sick, gloomy, or downcast,”
Kallidemos replied to Drosilla.
“Don’t prefer death to living.
Many of our men are superior to Charikles 290
and cause maidens to feel desire when they see them.”

He said these things, but the maiden Drosilla 
smiled a little and said 
(for even a person clearly overcome by troubles
is liable often suddenly to smile, 295
as if feeling joy, and to weep),
“How could rural strangers, 
Kallidemos, Xenokrates’ son, be superior
to your compatriots, handsome young city-dwellers?”
But my head hurts, Kallidemos, and I cannot 300
talk with you any more right now.”

Meanwhile Charikles, unrecognized,
was sleeping a little in Xenokrates’ house, 
oppressed by fatigue, pain, and cares.
But Drosilla, sighing faintly, 305
sat down far from Xenokrates’ house
and said with groans, “Child of Zeus, 
where will you yet lead this wretched girl
to find Charikles (for it’s not to Xenokrates’ house)?
Or do you mock me with a phantom’s appearance? 310
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You should have helped an unhappy woman,
freed me from my miseries 
and my heavy, long moans,
led me to what would help me,
and not have added to my anguish 315
by deceiving me with an apparition in my sleep.
If you are a god and a son of Zeus,
instruct me whether Charikles still lives,
for yesterday evening you stood by me
and declared that he lived, had been set free 320
along with Kleandros, the stranger, by Chagos himself,
and was being received by the innkeeper Xenokrates. 
But your forecast has proved false.
Now, since Charikles is not there,
he is not living, nor yet is he free, 325
but either he was killed with a sword,
or chains press his neck 
and he lives a painful and piteous life.”

Kallidemos, standing near her,
heard her sad words 330
and, unable to stop himself, spoke thus:
“Your beauty proves, girl, that I’ve been conquered
by attractions to which I’d said an abrupt farewell.
I thought, thrice-foolish man, 
with faulty reasoning, that I’d stayed immune to beauty— 335
I, who hadn’t tasted love-making or experienced desire—
and I spat upon the labors of lovers
and instantly loathed their nuptials. 
But now I’ve been captured, a wretched slave,
forced to be wholly in the service of Love. 340
The former bloom has fled from my cheek,
and the fire of my eye has been quenched 
by a stream of tears, as if by a deluge of waters.
Thus I cannot bear my suffering,
and I blame Homer’s Kalliope,* 345
who said that there was a satiety of all earthly things,
even of love, which is insatiable, I think. 
Eros doesn’t seem to bring satiety,
whether the pleasure is being experienced or spoken of. 
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I will cast, then, as the old proverb goes, 350
the last-chance anchor in my perils again, 
sail a second voyage—for what else am I to do?—
and speak to you, whom I love completely,
for I know that silence nourishes sickness.
You, who possess all of beauty’s graces 355
and strike every part of my heart with darts,
boast a lip softer than a rose 
and a mouth sweeter than honey.
But your kiss, like a bee’s sting, 
is cruel, deadly, poisonous, and painful. 360
How full of poison your mouth is, 
even if outside it is smeared with honey.
Even if I obtain a kiss from you only in fancy,
alas, I receive in turn a terrible load of grief. 
I suffer pain in my chest; I quiver in my heart; 365
I seem agitated in body and mind.
No one will escape—even if one thinks one’s escaped—
Eros, the tyrant armed with a bow,
so long as light and beauty exist on earth 
and the eyes of mortals look upon them; 370
Eros himself, the insolent archer,
is pictured in myth as a handsome young god,
carrying lots of arrows and a quiver.
He takes great pleasure, then, in young men,
and where there’s beauty, he at once pursues it, 375
and he makes both mind and heart take wing.
Against him no one on earth has found a remedy,
except embrace and sweet nuptials.
I at once knew that you were a cruel god, Eros;
I found you to be a creature of the wood, a wild animal’s offspring. 380
How fierce you are, who pretend to be kind.
Listen, then, learn, and understand,
O girl now beside me, with your pearly breasts 
and naturally golden locks of hair—
comprehend the size of love’s waves, rough waters, and storm! 385
I beg you to have in mind the people of long ago
who were united by love into one soul;
consider among the rest 
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the love of Arsake for Theagenes*
and that of Achaimenes for Charikleia. 390
If you don’t wish to consider them since they’re unchaste,
look to those who are chaste in love,
whom proper adherence to an oath
kept away from shame and led with justice
to the secure union of a lawful marriage. 395
Love is just like drunkenness,
but Drosilla is an amethyst stone to me.* 
Love can cause a burning fire,
but I have you as the Indian stone pantarbe,* 
and so the fire will avoid me if I carry you. 400
The pain that consumes me drags my eyes
down to the ground, girl,
but the sight of your charms draws them back up again. 
I can’t control myself when I see you,
and I should really rather not see you 405
so that the flame of desire may never increase
through having your sight for its nourishment—
so inescapable is the net of desire
you have trailing from your eyes to catch me. 
Your mouth’s full of affected indifference, 410
and your hand is loath to save promptly 
one who’s caught in your strange net.
Thus you tyrannize one you’ve caught suspended in your net:
you are not willing for him to be brought to the land,
nor do you instantly save the one you’ve caught. 415
What artifice shall I set in motion, and where,
wretched me, shall I find love charms
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that I may persuade you and force you to feel love
though magic spells that draw and whirl the heart round?*
You are a woman—know your own nature!— 420
and a woman more beautiful than all women of our time,
a marvelous creation of exceptional nature,
a creature as far superior to the female race
as the moon to the rest of the stars. 
Give me all you’ve got. Don’t strike me with words alone 425
(for it’s your way, it seems, to conceal emotion,
and you are striking me further with your words of denial). 
Inviting, in truth, a common kindness,
you said to me, as if you were greatly annoyed,
that you felt much pain in your vexed head— 430
you, the precious head that I love.
And this is nothing strange, Drosilla,
for when you came to an unfamiliar town
and were seen by a crowd of many strangers,
you attracted the evil eye perhaps— 435
only, today I wish that you, who are my sickness, 
may be released from the sickness that troubles you.
But may my sickness also move quickly toward health 
so that we may not both be grievously ill.
Daphnis, that famous boy, and Chloe* 440
united themselves happily in marriage.
Sweet Daphnis, only a herdsman
and ignorant of love’s arrows,
was beloved and returned a greater love 
and knew nothing more of love, 445
for he’d been united from the cradle
to the maiden Chloe, fellow herder, amorous child. 
He loved the beautiful Chloe for a long time,
that unaffected maiden 
whose glance was fire to him; 450
whose words, bow and arrows; whose embraces, missiles.
The earlier generation was golden in matters of love,
for the beloved returned the love even more.
This bronze generation is not the same,
for the beloved does not wish to return the love. 455
What is the reason, the need, the natural cause 
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that we’re tyrannized by the maidens who love us 
when they’re wounded in turn by heart-stinging love? 
Or don’t maidens return our love? 
They love, but are full of affected indifference; 460
they love, but wear out those they love.
They keep the hearts of their lovers hanging,
cause their bodies to waste away, alas, prematurely,
and shoot their souls with arrows—
the situation is like a strangling and death 465
for those who suffer the wound of love.
Alas, how much time has passed
and I haven’t persuaded her iron heart.
How often I have gone to her, but the maiden
with the rock-hard heart has not given me her assent. 470
I am lost, poor wretch, I am ruined 
if not even these things soften your heart.
The unhappy Leander, who loved Hero long ago,*
was found dead, alas, drowned by the sea 
because the lamp had been extinguished, alas, by the winds. 475
Abydos knows this, and the city Sestos.
But although Leander had the sea as a tomb,
still he had his beloved as a tomb-companion
after she threw herself from the wall into the sea,
for whom Love joined into a union 480
he also led into the same tomb.
That death was unfortunate,
but how happy it appeared in another way,
for two like spirits shared the same tomb—
two bodies with one love and one mind. 485
Oh, wind that has blown out two rays of light!
The lamp has been extinguished and the love along with it.
Oh, wind that’s caused two stars—
Hero and Leander—to fall into the abyss!
The pain of memory penetrates deep within my body; 490
my breast burns with the fire of passion.
This, then, was Leander’s fate. But wretched me,
I am not fighting by night or sailing on the sea,
yet I am in danger of being drowned, dearest,
by the storm of desire that’s taken hold of me, 495
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unless you first give me your beloved right hand.
Consider what’s been done; reflect on my desire.
You know well that suffering is born from desire.
Open the doors of your heart to me
and smooth the wave of desire; 500
receive now in your arms, as in a harbor, 
one who’s wandered over the sea. 
You know well how the famous Cyclops once,*
being in love with Galateia,
tried to entice the girl, who refused him, 505
for she loathed his shagginess more 
and fled her lover. But she loved him, I say,
for she was pelting the huge creature with little apples only.
Nevertheless he made extraordinary promises,
for he said that for love of her he’d throw into the fire 510
his hands, feet, and belly 
so as to burn to ashes his shaggy hair, 
also, if possible, his heart 
(if his beloved wanted this too)
as well as that single, wide, round, large eye, 515
which he had for seeing the light.
Thus with his love he was trying to entice her. 
He entreated Galateia to come into his cave,
where he said he was rearing new fawns,
skittish calves, lambs, other animals, 520
and many fierce, wolf-slaying dogs;
and he said that he had sweet vines,
cheese in winter and summer,
pails overflowing with milk,
more than sixty beehives, 525
drinking-cups carved with art,
and countless deer hides.
Thus the Cyclops was trying to charm Galateia,
as he sang a honey-sweet song and gazed toward the sea,
lifting a well-made pipe to his lips. 530
Thus he was charming her and entreating her
to choose his home in a cave
and say farewell to her life in the sea. 
But as for you, you don’t nod or say a word,
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and you aren’t even willing to play with one who’s playing. 535
You don’t have an apple, nor do you laugh sweetly
as the Nereid used to do; 
you think that by smiling you are giving me
a great gift in return for my many words.
How thankful I am for your smile, girl, 540
for, as the popular proverb goes, let a poor raven 
when it’s necessary take his nourishment—
wretched bird!—even from stinking entrails. 
Consent to go to the home of the one who desires you,
and you will certainly see that Kallidemos 545
is more wealthy in property than even the famous Cyclops.
Xenokrates is chief man in the town,
and Kallidemos is not without charm in his appearance:
he is one of the noble, rich people.
If you are united with him, you will not 550
regret it, Drosilla, honorable among women.
Do you wish me to inform Xenokrates?
May he celebrate the nuptials of Kallidemos and Drosilla
with splendid bridal chambers! 
Why do you gently smile, with head down, 555
good, wise, honorable old woman?
Approach the unbending maiden, you too, 
and you shall receive a great reward from Kallidemos!”

Xenokrates’ son was pleased with his words,
but the old woman, interrupting briefly 560
Kallidemos’s speech to the girl, said,
“If Drosilla’s eyes don’t deceive her,
she won’t see another on earth, Kallidemos, 
Xenokrates’ son, more handsome than you.”

But Kallidemos spoke again to the girl: 565
“You give great delight when you are seen,
unspeakable pain when you are hidden from sight.
You alone appeared to me like a meadow full of grace,
but you seem to bring walls with you everywhere.
And now I desire to gather you 570
like ripe fruit at the top of a tree;
open, then, the doors of your garden to me,
and allow me to eat and be sated at last.
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Who of those walking on earth 
was that expert smith who took a flame, 575
kindled a new furnace of Hephaestus,
seized your heart with a pair of fire-tongs,
and revealed it as bronze by placing it amid the coals?
Who dipped in water and tempered for the flame
your hard heart? 580
Oh, what malicious fingers;
alas, what wretched, unlucky labors!
Oh, right hand that created miseries for me,
that forged your breast and heart.
That one was bold, like a young Cyclops,* 585
fierce, strong, bloody, voracious,
who alone, wretched creature, 
made you in bronze for my great grief. 
Who can make the dead man live?
Who tells the man who’s drunk a cup of poison 590
to take part in a charming song?
Behold the corpse that lives. And what is the use?
Thus you rejected me, the one who loves you.
What a stone-hard heart you have!
Wretched, fire-breathing Eros, 595
how your cruel arrows, like coals, alas,
burn me. Ah, surely your bow doesn’t carry fire?
Yes, it does, but what can you do with it?
Not even Herakles can fight against two, as the popular proverb goes.
Against three Graces with strong fingers, 600
you, like a little child, can’t fight;
running here and there, you were caught 
and, like a slave, you endure misery and remain.
Even if you flap your wings and run everywhere on earth,
performing service where there is beauty, 605
the Graces aim their bow at you,
equip you as their slave,
use the fugitive as a trusty servant,
and see you, the runaway, staying. 
How savage you are, even if you laugh sweetly, Eros; 610
I see you hammering together inescapable chains.
How furious you are, even if you seem to play gladly.
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With hands strong for hitting,
you strike without mercy: not even your own mother
escaped the stings of your arrows. 615
A peasant seeing Niobe weeping 
said, ‘Oh, how a stone too lets a tear flow!’
but you, now, girl, a living stone, 
aren’t willing to pity me even a little as I groan.
You appeared suddenly like a bow, with me as your mark, 620
you who surpass the maidens of the land!
If a contest were held regarding your beauty,
Cypris wouldn’t win first prize again* 
even if the judge deciding the case were
the love-smitten, yellow-haired Paris. 625
Your kiss, the plaiting of your hair,
the clasp of your limbs, every part of you is soft,
but your heart is unyielding—spiritual steel. 
I am trapped between Aphrodite and Pallas.
Who can bear the thirst of Tantalus?* 630
And now I accuse Zeus too
of being unloving, since he’s not transformed himself
for the girl among us who’s more beautiful
than Leda, Danaë, Ganymede, and Europa.* 
Your wrinkles, when at last they appear, 635
are preferable, in my judgment, to youth’s sap.
Your autumn is better—what should I say?—
than another’s spring, and your winter is more beautiful
than another fruitful, gentle summer.
But may you be stripped to your very flesh, 640
and may you bring your naked limbs near mine,
for even your thin cloak seems to me
like the wall of Semiramis. May this happen to me!”*

He said these things and returned to his house,
entreating with signs the old woman attending the girl 645
that she persuade her to yield;
and she took hold of the girl and started walking,
for the night was forcing them to turn round.

Meanwhile Charikles, staying at Xenokrates’ house,
towards dawn was responding to the swallows: 650
“For the whole night now I have remained awake,
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and if dawn comes and pours a little sleep over me,
the swallows sing and do not let me sleep.
Cease, worst species of wicked birds.
I didn’t cut out Philomela’s tongue* 655
for fear she’d say something about the intercourse.
Go off in a harsh and gloomy solitude
and lament, yes, the misfortune of Itys,
so that I may sleep a little. And may there come to me,
as I sleep, a dream, which will perhaps enfold me, 660
the lover, in the arms of my beloved!
Tithonos, you grow old: you have driven Dawn,* 
your beloved mistress, from your bed.”

When Charikles had fallen again into sleep,
beautiful Dionysus drew near 665
and revealed that Drosilla was staying in the town
at the house of the old woman Maryllis,* 
and urged him to search for her. 

BOOK SEVEN

Now it was morning, a saffron-colored day,
and bright light poured forth everywhere
from the immense radiant star 
that rose from the ocean and illumined creation
(as learned poetry skillfully describes), 5
and suitably warmed from on high
the tops and shaded feet of mountains
that crops might bear fruit and life be joyous. 
Charikles rose from sleep 
and went forth from Xenokrates’ house, 10
taking with him also his friend Kleandros.

The old woman, then, trying to comfort
the girl, who had been weeping since dawn,
said, “Come here, child, and tell me
where you’re from, who’s your father, what’s your city, 15
and who is this Charikles you invoke, moaning?
Your lament is unseemly and your moaning foolish
since you’ve not accepted marriage with Kallidemos,
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who’s handsome beyond all others dwelling here
and exceedingly rich in gold. 20
You’re not behaving well, poor stranger,
if you now judge that Kallidemos, a noble youth, 
is not worthy of your bed.”

Drosilla began her response,
“Since you seek to learn from me, the stranger, Mother, 25
about my situation and that of Charikles . . . ”
At once Kleandros heard her and halted in his tracks,
for the mention of Charikles’ name stopped him
as he ran ahead of Charikles;
and, turning back to Charikles, 30
he said, “Give pledges of joy, Charikles, 
to me, Kleandros, your companion in misery.”
His speech amazed Charikles—
just the sound of his voice disturbed him.
Then they joined hands with one another 35
and went at once to the house 
in which the compassionate old woman
was fervently conversing with Drosilla.
There were cries full of joy and tears, 
the clapping of hands, murmuring and the sound of kisses, 40
tears flowing from their eyes like torrential rain,
a speech of gratitude to the son of Semele,
fine words from Charikles to the old woman
for her hospitality to Drosilla,
and much gratitude from Drosilla, 45
exceptional maiden, to Kleandros
for being Charikles’ companion in misfortunes.
Such was the noise that rose midst the four of them—
a true mixture of joy and tears. 

But Kallidemos was not ignorant of the situation. 50
Contriving with himself, then, foolishly,
to do a bloody deed against Charikles
without getting wounded or bloody himself,
so that he might marry Drosilla,
he was preparing a noose for himself without knowing it. 55
But when he perceived, in turn, that Charikles knew
of the girl’s arrival in the town, 
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before his own stratagem had moved forward,
made reckless by his mad love, 
he set out to seize her in the pirate manner, 60
for love often does not know shame.
While he was plotting to attack the young men
secretly in the solitude of night,
with the help of his own young comrades, 
in order to steal away the girl 65
(for he was preparing a merchant ship for sailing away),
instead of a flame kindled by desire 
the blazing fire of a tertian fever attacked him;
instead of a ship ready to sail 
his miserable bed seized him; 70
instead of a course to another place 
he found that he couldn’t move.

Charikles, meanwhile, could not get enough
of Drosilla’s dewy kisses—
for if a man should kiss his beloved, 75
his heart cannot be sated,
for his pleasure freely flows out of him; 
thus his lip becomes dry
and loses its natural sweetness 
since his pleasure empties out there. 80
When they had ceased, then, from kisses,
the old woman Maryllis recovered, in turn, and said,
“Charikles, my child, how fortunately you came here 
and found Drosilla saved by the gods,
a girl who until now did not cease from tears 85
and mournful laments for your sake.
How fortunately you came—much thanks to the gods
who brought you safe and sound to us
and united you here with your beloved.
How fortunately you came, child, and may you also recount well 90
how you two came to be united together,
where your fatherland is, what the origin of your love is,
who this Kleandros is, the stranger,
and why you two were separated
and now discovered again by one another. 95
The maiden had begun to speak
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and was about to tell me these things,
yes, to reveal everything in sequence,
just before you arrived at my house.”

“Painfully, then, and with groans 100
(for how could you otherwise?),” Kleandros said, “may you speak well!”

“Since you entered my house (oh golden fortune!),”
the old woman continued, “led here by one of the gods 
that the girl who was weeping night and day
would cease a little from her laments, 105
tell us of your arrival here
and the mystical courage of Eros
with its pleasure and delights.
Indeed, what still distresses Drosilla,
what afflicts her, now that you’ve come, Charikles? 110
Just as in your absence she groaned, cried out,
wept bitterly, lamented grievously, 
so now since you are present and a shared joy
rules over all (oh savior gods!),
let the narrative take a happy course. 115
You will delight the maiden even more
when you open your sweet mouth 
and she hears your voice come out,
and you will rouse me also to sympathize with the troubles 
(once known) that she has suffered up to now.” 120

“I should like first to ask the girl 
myself, dear little Maryllis,”
said Charikles, “how she, though alone, was saved 
when she fell to the sea from the top of a mountain.
How greatly I wonder now, too, 125
whether I’m not seeing a vision when I see Drosilla!
But since it’s your wish, old mother, for me to tell
of our many unhappy turns of fortune,
in exchange for your acts of kindness,
listen—for how could I refuse you, 130
the cause of such great rejoicing
for me, Drosilla, and Kleandros, the strangers?
Know this well: our fatherland is Phthia; 
my mother is Krystale, my father Phrator,
and Drosilla’s father is Myrtion, her mother Hedypnoe. 135
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During a holy festival of Dionysus, 
son of Semele and Zeus, I saw this girl 
outside by the gates of the city,
as she was coming out, together with tender maidens,
I saw her and was conquered; you won’t blame me, woman, 140
for looking at the vision of this girl’s face,
since in the great crowd then flowing together
it was not possible to see a girl more beautiful than Drosilla. 
Being conquered, I addressed her 
and asked her to join me in flight. 145
She consented since she returned my love with great intensity,
and when we found a ship sailing away,
we said farewell to family and fatherland
and entered the merchant ship. 
But after we’d sailed swiftly for a while, 150
we were unexpectedly captured by men
who delighted in piracy, 
from whom we fled at last, with difficulty.
We escaped by hiding in the middle of a forest
and then entered the town of Barzon at a run. 155
But when we emerged from Barzon, since there too
a great banquet for Zeus was being held, 
we encountered a Parthian army 
and became their new booty; bound by our necks,
we were taken to their city. 160
There we filled the course
of many days with great groans,
and we found the noble Kleandros (whom you see here, woman),
who’d been captured earlier by the band of barbarians,
to be an excellent companion in servitude, 165
for we experienced against expectation 
prison, slavery, foreign masters,
and unhappy loves (how many!).
Then we were captured again for a third time,
by Arabs, when the Parthians had been defeated. 170
We were led as captives 
along a road that was narrowed everywhere
by a leafy and thickly shaded forest,
and we were distressed, holding onto one another,
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with the just and reasonable fear 175
that we might slip from a precipice
and be buried in the sea,
which happened to the maiden here with us—
whom I see alive, oh Zeus and all the gods!
The ruler of the Arabs, then, Lord Chagos, 180
noticed me wailing at night for the girl,
and quickly freed me, together with Kleandros (who’s here with us),
out of compassion for our misfortune.
After asking divine providence 
for all that would benefit his life, 185
we were released from the burden of slavery’s yoke.
On the twelfth day, after a difficult journey,
we approached Xenokrates’ house,
and today we had intended
to leave the village and run elsewhere— 190
for we had spent three days 
in Xenokrates’ house to rest from our troubles—
if a dream hadn’t been sent by the gods,
or rather not a dream but the beautiful
son of Zeus and Semele, who stopped me first, 195
saying, ‘Don’t go any further 
until you find Drosilla (whom you wish to see alive)
weeping in this village.’

“You have learned, then, what happened to us,
just as you asked, woman. But for the rest of the tale 200
I think you should ask the maiden herself,
how after being cast into the sea 
she was able to come here to you,
who appeared to her as a second Hedypnoe.”

“Even if, Charikles,” said Drosilla, 205
“the envious thread of avenging Fortune
always wishes to spin painful events,
still, the providence of the savior god, 
which also fortunately 
favored our love (but don’t stop, Lord, 210
protecting, as you will, the one who left her fatherland!),
always wants to bring good things. 
This providence, when I fell—oh, murderous branch,
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which caught my arm by the elbow
and threw me from my seat into the abyss!— 215
saved me, when I’d struck my breast,
belly, and arms many times against the rocks.”
(Having bent forward toward the girl as she was talking,
Charikles was kissing her white and rose 
fingers like crystals and weeping.) 220
“Who put in my hands—which you now kiss
and hold—the gift of bark 
so wide and long that 
it could bring me quickly and safely to land?
Hail, Dionysus, lord of earth, 225
who preserved me from many dangers
and favored me with another, greater gift:
whom I expected among the dead, I see among the living.”

Clinging to one another between speeches,
like ivy to oak, they kissed each other gladly. 230
They looked so hard to separate
that they gave Maryllis the impression 
that the two of them had become one body,
who in conversation had become one soul.
Such is every lover who breathes desire, 235
for if after a time he sees the girl he loves,
he kisses her insatiably to appease his desire.

When Charikles at last composed himself, he said,
“You, great beyond words,
dear light, my breath and heart, 240
how did you complete so long a journey
and arrive at this place?”

“That one himself,” replied the girl,
“guided me to this place,
the one who snatched me up from the sea at flood-tide 245
and allowed me now to see Charikles alive.”

Maryllis, showing her pleasure in these things,
said, “What an extraordinary thing I see, strangers!
I am an old woman, advanced in years,
and I have experienced many things, good and bad, 250
but I certainly haven’t witnessed so great a love,
nor have I seen such a graceful couple 
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come to share pitiably from a young age
such unbearable, unremitting sufferings. 
That the girl, O Zeus, who kept herself a maiden, 255
and this when often made a slave,
has escaped mad loves,
and the boy, who fell among drawn swords
of barbarians as if into summer grass,
is among the living and united with the girl 260
after having been long separated from her,
you say this is a god’s work and you are right,
wise Drosilla. Let Kallidemos be damned!
Who could separate those whom a god has joined?”*

She said this and set a table 265
in the middle, saying, “Today I will celebrate with you, 
strangers. Be my guests,
and I will dance with the god Dionysus,
who has inseparably united those who’ve suffered pitiably.”

They were then occupied with their food 270
and rejoiced even more in their cups,
but the old woman (for she had a good heart),
when she was clearly full of joy and wine,
rose up from her seat,
and having prepared herself 275
by taking napkins in her hands,
engaged in a frenzied, Bacchic dance,
while making a wheezing sound from her nose
that produced joy and caused laughter.
But her continuous twistings and turnings tripped Maryllis up 280
as she moved ceaselessly along,
and the poor woman fell down, 
overturned by an entanglement of her legs;
then she lifted her feet at once to her head
and pressed her head into the dust. 285
Her drinking companions were convulsed in laughter.
As that old woman, Maryllis, lay there after her fall, 
she broke wind three times,
not able to bear the compression of her head.
She didn’t rise up, then, for the wretched woman said 290
that she didn’t have the strength, and so lying in front of them,
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she stretched out her hands to the young men.
Kleandros couldn’t control himself,
fell back with laughter, and lay by himself
as if half-dead, gasping for breath. 295
What about Charikles, then? In the midst of all the laughter
he seized what seemed to him a good opportunity,
and, bending forward toward Drosilla’s neck
to laugh at the good Maryllis,
he was kissing Drosilla insatiably, 300
with their lips stuck fast together.
But Kleandros stood up and with effort
raised to her feet the old woman who’d fallen, 
since he feared from what had just happened, I think, 
that she’d also soil herself 305
or have her head smashed as she lay there,
taking as reward for her hospitality
the painful crushing of her skull.
She sat together with the young men and said,
“By the gods, children, hear my words: 310
ever since Maryllis’s beautiful child Chramos
was buried—it has been eight years—
I have not laughed or danced.
I thank you, then, for these things;
they say that even an old man runs when playing with children.” 315

“By your son,” answered the young men,
“you have given us pleasure, honest Maryllis,
with many things, and especially your food and drink,
but then your dancing—the skill of your twisting movements,
the continuous action of your feet, 320
and your constant, slantwise, nimble quickness—
has given us pleasure beyond food, beyond drink, 
beyond the extravagant table,
beyond the overflowing wine bowl.
And there is nothing strange, mother, in those things you’ve done. 325
Even if we were three times as old,
we would not be afraid to jest together
when the gods give wonderful gifts.”

The young men said these things to the old woman,
and when the table was removed, 330
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Kleandros lay down to sleep,
and the old woman, then, reclined in turn. 

BOOK EIGHT

Charikles, then, gave his hand to the maiden
and at once went with her into the garden
nearby, and stepping forward a little, he gazed
at the trees, the fruit, and the varied flowers,
a beautiful spectacle that delighted those who saw it. 5
And so, sitting down together beneath a myrtle,
they joined in conversation.
Charikles said, “Who, dearest darling,
is that Kallidemos the old woman mentioned while we were drinking? 
Can it be that envious Fortune deemed 10
a terrible, violent man, a cruel-minded tyrant,
worthy to revel in your beauty and marriage?
Surely someone didn’t manage to quench the fire
that you had for Charikles in the depth of your soul?
Oh beloved eye, don’t conceal anything, 15
for you will be speaking to Charikles, not a stranger.”

“What did you say? Be still, Charikles, my spouse,” 
replied the maiden Drosilla to Charikles, 
“for you alone are my husband, 
and I am not speaking falsely. 20
Your thinking and judgment are in error
from the long grief that has enveloped you,
for sorrows unsettle the mind also.
Truly, Father Zeus and council of the gods,
if Drosilla has not remained a virgin up to now, 25
the deed itself will certainly prove it.
What a word, beautiful Charikles, my spouse,
has escaped the barrier of your teeth!
But I will tell you, and let Zeus’s child
be a witness of my word, who day before yesterday 30
stood by me as I lay in bed sleeping
and revealed that you were staying in Xenokrates’ house.
Obeying his command—for how could I not?—
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and filled with much joy, I asked the old woman
whether an innkeeper lived in the village, 35
and when she named Xenokrates,
I followed along with her to his house.
And this woman, knowing Kallidemos, 
Xenokrates’ son, even before she knew your maiden, 
asked the young man to come to us 40
that we might inquire about your arrival here,
for neither of us entered the house, 
and this is proof of my modesty.
If only I had entered the house anyway!
I should have found joy more quickly, 45
and what great happiness I should have had 
when I recognized Charikles, my splendid treasure.
Kallidemos (whom I mentioned earlier), on seeing us,
exited at once from the house
and, refusing to admit to me (by an unlucky fate) 50
your fortunate presence here with me,
denied that he knew even your name, Charikles.
As he stood near, measuring me
from head to foot and examining me closely,
he seemed to have even lost his breath, 55
for if beauty often can attract
even men past their peak,
how much more the young man in his prime? 
What words, then, he spoke in vain,
and how many promises he made, 60
I couldn’t say, Charikles, even if I wanted to,
for how could I when I gave them not the slightest attention?
I know this one thing—and the old woman is witness to my suffering—
that having heard his denial
of your arrival (ah, cruel envy!), 65
I thought I’d had my very heart cut out,
I was being forced at once to disgorge my soul,
I was lifeless, voiceless, altogether a statue,
and I blamed all the gods, alas, 
as I wept warm streams of many tears, 70
lamenting bitterly for my rightful spouse. 
For whom? Ah, for the beautiful Charikles.”
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Charikles replied to these things, “I give thanks to you,
son of Zeus, the greatest of the gods,
for destroying Kallidemos’s 75
jealous attachment to Drosilla
and guiding Charikles
to the house of the old woman Maryllis,
for if Kallidemos had not grudged us our love,
the gods would not have made him sick in return.” 80

He bent forward toward her neck,
kissed her three times, and placing his arm beneath her,
asked to receive in turn the favors wives give.
“You see the trees,” he said and pointed with his finger,
“how many nests of young birds they bear. 85
There the marriage of sparrows is consummated:
the tree is the wedding hall; the branch, the bridal chamber;
and the leaves, the marriage bed—
yes, and the birds flying around the garden
loudly sing out the wedding song. 90
You too, Drosilla, grant me your nuptials,
for which I endured countless sufferings,
flight, slavery, imprisonment,
groans, and seas of tears.
Oh beloved bonds, intertwined arms, 95
interlaced fingers, and interlocked feet!
I know, Ares, from your deeds,*
that not even you would be very distressed
if caught by iron chains, the works of Hephaestus,
when sleeping gladly with the seaborn goddess. 100
But, name that I love, don’t thwart me!
Eros, assist me by breathing love into the maiden;
no one running on foot will escape the winged god.
Oh my light, warm also my heart;
ungracious beauty gives delight but doesn’t hold, 105
like bait without a hook.
Hera and the maiden Pallas, on seeing you,*
said, ‘We do not disrobe ourselves any more, as before,
for one judgment of a shepherd is enough for us.’
If only I were now the west wind, maiden, 110
and you, seeing me blowing gently upon you,
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would strip your breast naked and receive me within.
You, then, blessed Moon with your gleaming light,
look at the stranger, lead him, guide him with your light;
Endymion inflamed your heart too with passion.* 115
Away with silver and brilliant stones,
and gold itself, which mocks hearts;
let these things perish—the riches, the infinite wealth
that Chrysilla promised me long ago;
you are all these things to me, chaste maiden. 120
You boast of yellow hair—away, weight of gold.
You have white skin—farewell, grace of pearls.
The twining of your arms is an ornament for my neck,
and in the fold of your lips is a red ruby stone.
Your wedding is certainly not unadorned: 125
a choir of nightingales in a circle are singing, 
and the swallows sing in response.
These things are your wedding song; grant me your nuptials! 
The sparrow knows love-making and marriage;
but we, who love one another, do not make love?” 130

He said many such things to the girl,
for every lover when he sees his beloved
and directs his whole mind toward her 
judges that all the rest of his life is nothing. 
But Drosilla, although holding the beautiful Charikles 135
and kissing the young man,
welcomed him with her embrace alone
and the sweetness of her kisses. 
“Charikles, my heart,” she said,
“you shall not obtain coition from Drosilla. 140
Don’t complain, use force, or labor in vain,
for it’s not right for a chaste woman to behave shamefully.
I love you! How could I not? For what reason?
I love and desire Charikles more than anything,
but I will not give up my virginity, as a prostitute does, 145
without thought for my family, my parents. 
Have confidence in the foresight of the gods,
for I call the sky, earth, and stars to witness
that I should not be given in marriage to any others 
except Charikles. How could I be? Think about it. 150
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Know, then, that since that very evening 
when a dream came revealing that you,
my husband, my thrice-loved heart, were staying here, 
I have trusted in god’s help 
that I shall see my fatherland and Myrtion 155
and dear Hedypnoe after a time,
join in the dance with my dear fellow-maidens
at the altar of the god Dionysus,
drink the stream of the beautiful Melirroas,
and with you, Charikles, be united in marriage. 160
It is impossible—I will not endure it to be said that 
I wasn’t chaste, especially in foreign lands!”

“Oh, what a prudent mind and what noble counsels,” 
Charikles replied to Drosilla.
“How well your golden mouth now speaks; 165
how well your thrice-blessed tongue resounds.
But these resolutions would be good, would be fine, maiden,
unless, while we are moving together toward Phthia,
Fortune should impede us again. 
You’re not ignorant, I think, of pirate raids 170
that intervene, the sword
of cruel barbarians, the savage
mouth of the sea, for the terrible accidents
of fortune are not unknown to us.
What, then, if—but be gracious, cruel Fortune, 175
and stop at last your fury against us!—
we fall again into a new, 
diverse misfortune of captivity
or even become separated from one another? Tell me.”

“But, Charikles,” replied the girl, 180
“you seem to cherish in your heart
not Drosilla, but the delightful work of wild Eros.”

While the two of them were thus conversing,
Kleandros came, making a third, and groaning softly
said, “Alas, Kalligone is dead.” 185

And the young persons replied, “Who,
dear Kleandros, told you this bitter news?”

“Gnathon, a merchant here from Barzon,”
answered Kleandros. “Oh, what a calamity!”
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they replied with tears. 190
Then Kleandros started to raise a lament
and had the two of them weeping with him in turn.
He spoke, with much groaning, 
such pitiable words as follows (and perhaps only these, 
since the late evening did not permit 195
him to give a long tragic speech): 
“Alas for this day 
on which I, most wretched of men, alone, 
have learned of your death, Kalligone.
I have long been separated from your company, 200
having become a slave, alas, of the treacherous Parthians,
but I had a great hope sustaining my life,
that I should escape the hands of the barbarians
and be able to see you again one day, maiden.
And just now I was rejoicing with more reason, 205
having obtained freedom’s light (oh gods!) to look upon,
for I had in mind to find you when I returned.
Now, my light, you have become darkened all at once. 
How shall I travel? Where shall I go, alone?
Oh earth, fire, water, air, cloud, 210
all-receiving sphere, and light of the sun,
if only I’d not left the womb and come to life!
But if it was necessary that I be born from a mother,
I should have been destroyed through unspeakable misfortunes
and dissolved to ashes 215
before I gained full perception 
and before I saw this day. 
Ah, I bewail the maiden dying like an unripe
bunch of grapes or an immature ear of corn,
gathered in a field by Charon’s hateful hand. 220
How shall I endure this terrible fate,
when one new misfortune after another
encircles my head?*
You escaped the hands of barbarians
but not those of Charon, killer of men. 225
The hope that sustained me until now has perished;
Kleandros too has perished, like Kalligone.
Oh, unlucky Barzon, wretched city 
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in which we were forcibly separated from one another.
How much better it would have been for me 
to have died with the maiden 230
than to live in darkness, groaning from deep within,
and inhabit the earth like a moving shadow.
All of my old hopes are gone.
I didn’t even salute you at the time of your last breath,
Kalligone, wonder of my life, noble maiden. 235
Oh, a great astonishment grips my mind
that so many storms of adversities
did not move Fortune to pity or even compassion, 
Fortune, who, alas, was hostile against us!”

The young people wept with Kleandros 240
as he lamented thus, and consoled him 
with the charm of kind, sweet words.
When night came and day had set,
they went together to Maryllis’s house 
and, finding a table prepared, 245
they reclined, and the old woman again
placed food and wine out for them.
There was, then, a stranger sitting beside them,
for a messenger had come with two pieces of news, 
bitter for Kleandros, sweet for Charikles. 250
They reached out their hands to dinner 
and tried to coerce the old woman to recline with them,
but she, occupied with the lamp
and thinking about lighting it,
said, “Children—you, Kleandros and Gnathon, 255
and you, Charikles and the maiden Drosilla—
you four rejoice and feast for me, 
for I love you as I loved that Chramos, 
who was my only son and was taken from me,
whose gifts I enjoyed but a brief moment, 260
while for a long time I’ve been miserable.
You four rejoice and feast for me; 
you four drink down wine for me;
the sight of you is food enough for me.”

When Gnathon heard the names 265
Drosilla and Charikles from Maryllis, he marveled,
started to speak, and broke off again.
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But looking at them more keenly
and recognizing clearly by their display of mutual love
that they were themselves those fugitives, 270
he spoke with happy excitement:
“What a good day this is, Zeus and the gods!
I am able to obtain, then, from two men
the richest rewards for their joy.
Rejoice, Phrator, and you too, Myrtion; 275
I shall announce to you that your children are alive.”

“Your mouth, Gnathon, is coated with honey,”
they said, and then questioned the stranger,
“Where is Phrator? Where is Myrtion?
And how did you know that we are 280
their children? Please answer!”

“I will teach you what you don’t know,” 
Gnathon said to them as he ate,
“for those men whom I indicated, 
strangers whom I saw, with whom I conversed, 285
had been transported long ago to the city of Barzon, 
sent, they said, by dreams.
They carried with them a heavy weight of gold
and spoke much, in the midst of town,
about Drosilla and Charikles. 290
The old men were very upset,
saying that the son of the god Zeus
had sent them from Phthia to Barzon
to seek their children there. 
When they could find you nowhere, 295
they said, ‘We shall remain here, 
in obedience to the god—for where should we run from here?
Where should we roam? Where should we overtake them? 
Perhaps at length they will arrive at this city, 
for the one who guided us here 300
will compel them to come quickly
and make an end at last of their wandering. 
But you, best of friends, Gnathon of Barzon’—
for they saw that I was loading my asses
and hastening to reach the village— 305
‘take thought for our wandering children, 
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if somehow, with the gods’ help, you may find them,
and when you inform us, you shall receive ten minas of gold.’
And now a good fortune has accompanied you
and made you known to me, as you see.” 310

“But Kalligone, the beautiful maiden, 
is dead. Ah, what a savage Fortune!”
These were Kleandros’s last words,
and with these words he emitted his last breath,
for a sharp grief that has fallen upon one
often has a power to kill beyond that of a sharpened sword. 315
Thus, in the midst of Drosilla and Charikles’ reunion
hostile Fortune did not neglect
to bring a great heap of misfortunes
and avidly mix painful things with the good. 320

BOOK NINE

It was now dawn and the light of day
was illuminating brightly from the east all parts of the earth.
Weeping copiously, as friends are inclined to do,
they burnt up the body in the Greek manner,
both of them pouring libations 5
from roasted meat and honey drink.
There for the stranger’s funeral, came every herdsman,* 
every peasant, every man of compassion,
and every woman prone to commiserate,
among whom Maryllis began the lamentation first. 10
For Kleandros the oak lamented, and the rock,
and streams in deep valleys, and shady glens,
for truly Kleandros could make
even the hard race of rocks feel pity.
Drosilla, although she was a maiden, 15
was lamenting then more loudly than all the women,
for just as, when the south wind disturbs the sea,
the rolling confluence of waves
capsizes a ship overcome by the motion,
even if the ship has a good keel and skilled sailors, 20
for waves come up one after another, 
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with no intermission or limit to their number—
unless there is some raving fool’s son, 
similar to his father in wits,
who tries in vain, for no needful purpose, 25
to measure the countless onslaughts of waves
when towards the end of the autumn season
Poseidon brings on the south wind,*
and the south wind lifts up the sea,
and the sea troubles the boats, 30
and the boats the hearts of those sailing—
thus without measure, countless storms
of seething, relentless misfortunes poured forth
and deluged Drosilla’s heart,
just as a strong wave swamps a ship without ballast. 35

Then, weeping for the young man, she said,
“Oh, Kleandros, who is that strong-handed demon,
that spiteful spirit bringing painful times,
attacking us with violence and anger?
He brings misfortune after misfortune, 40
and the new always exceeds the old.
Why are these things happening, Fortune? Where will they stop?
What end is there for our tears? 
O sweet Kleandros, comrade in captivity 
and in slavery, fellow-worker, agemate, 45
companion in prison and in freedom, stranger,
you are gone before your time, a beautiful unripe ear of corn,
without even having saluted your own father
as you yielded your last breath. 
O branch of a sturdy sapling of Lesbos, 50
you are strong, beautiful, and sweet,
but too soon, as if scorched by a strange flame, 
you’ve succumbed to death.
Yesterday you were with us; now you are among the dead.
Yesterday you were talking with me; today you do not hear. 55
Yesterday your conversation cheered me;
now your silence makes me lose heart. 
There’s no end of terrible things for us—
where are we to escape from evils?
O unlucky Kallistias, 60
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your son Kleandros, the wanderer,
having flown, like a bird, from his father’s arms,
lies dead, most pitiably, in a foreign land. 
How do you maintain happy hopes, wretched man,
that you may find your son, welcome him from his wandering, 65
light the fire and the wedding torches,
and organize a splendid ceremony, with choruses and bridal chamber;
and that Kydippe’s friends may rejoice with her
for having recovered the beautiful Kleandros?
But in the end, you’ll learn of the wandering of his mind 70
and the chaotic impulse of his thought,
you’ll learn that your son has died in a foreign land,
for time is a teacher of all things,
and you’ll lament greatly and groan from deep within,
compelled to shed streams of tears 75
from your eyes (far beyond what flowed before)—
for earlier, perhaps, a modest hope blocked
the infinite streams of tears,
but soon you’ll be dissolved 
by coals of grief, like snow by the sun. 80
Ah, companion in prison, fellow traveler,
if Charikles, then, by unlucky fortune,
may possibly be snatched away yet again
from me, miserable Drosilla, thrice-wretched,
who will relieve the weight of my pain? 85
Who will come to end my sufferings
with honey-sweet word and healing manner?
Comfort, salvation, 
all consolation has perished for me. 
What light breeze and flame-destroying dew 90
could quench the tireless fire and blazing flame 
of my sufferings, which don’t sleep?
What rest, what end of sufferings, what calm mind 
could there be after this third wave of troubles?
Oh, Charikles, who would console you 95
if Drosilla should suffer some terrible misfortune?
Profound night, deep evening’s gloom,
and dark earth—oh, evil fortune!—
hold fast Kleandros’s heart, alas. 
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How will you glorify your mother, Kydippe, 100
now that you’ve been buried, unfortunately, in a foreign land,
how will you cheer her with wreaths and extol
the loins from which you came into this light,
and how will your father have you as a staff and cane
when he’s come to old age years from now? 105
O torch, candle of joy, bright light of the family,
you’ve been quenched, broken, destroyed, and hidden away.”

While Drosilla thus wailed over the stranger,
the merchant Gnathon stood in the middle and said,
“Enough of excessive lamentation for the dead 110
and endless tears and groaning!
If in the midst of joy something painful happens
that stings and grieves the mind,
still the wise man should give himself to joy.
But when distress is unmixed, 115
a man cannot be faulted if he weeps without restraint.
Yet if good things are mixed with sufferings,
one must seize the better part of fortune, I believe,
for misfortunes surpass happier moments, 
and adversities outnumber good things in life. 120
One must think lightly of afflictions, then, 
if something good should slip in the midst—
an unexpected gift of fortune.
Desired fortunes do not bring 
so great a joy to men 125
destined to prosper, if they know
and expect them beforehand, 
as the good that happens unexpectedly, 
for it swells the spirit, expands the heart,
drives out from the depths of thought 130
and the dark recesses of the mind
all the painful things that happened before,
restores those who have suffered 
by wiping out the traces of afflictions
to give another appearance and a new condition, 135
and colors the complexion of the face
to a perfect semblance of beauty.
But cease at last from your great wailings
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and compose yourself, girl.
You too, Charikles, cease your lamentation. 140
Control yourself, that something bad not happen,
for one should bear nobly the accidents of fate.”

Thus they tried to hold up against their troubles.
And two days had not yet passed 
when Gnathon sold to the peasants of the region 145
all the cargo that he’d brought 
and, taking the dear couple with him,
traveled to Barzon with winged speed.
Charikles and the maiden Drosilla
arrived at the entrance gate 150
and saw their wretched fathers
sitting on a rock, a well-polished seat;
and they were amazed, their faces tinged with noble shame. 
But Gnathon, having gone ahead, 
embraced the two old men first, 155
and, informing them of the arrival of their children,
received a gift of ten minas of gold in return.
But what joy the old men felt when they turned
to the children themselves, when they saw 
the lovely pair suddenly treading 160
the earth of Barzon, I cannot say! 
First they wept, as old people do;
then they kissed their children’s heads gladly,
rejoiced, grieved, were cheerful, distressed,
exulted, lamented, and loudly clapped their hands. 165
Tears of joy flowed in abundance,
and lament seemed to surpass the joy.
All the people of Barzon, when they learned from messengers 
what had happened, came running out 
together, rejoicing, from their homes: 170
children, old women, fresh lads, maidens,
youths, wives, tender girls, elderly ladies, 
all were embracing the young persons continuously.
Their laments released a great sound,
and their joy replaced their lamentation; 175
thus the whole community was grieving
and leaping for joy together with the fathers. 
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Phrator embraced the maiden Drosilla
and spoke with her as if she were his own child,
“Be happy, children, having returned safe to your fathers: 180
you are fortunate in having two fathers,
and we are fortunate in having you as children.
How happy is the end of your wandering;
how fortunate the cessation of our tears! 
You’ve been preserved and protected for your nuptials, 185
you whom the gods have united, acting as your bridal escorts.”

After they had conversed with one another 
at length, until nightfall, 
they thought of dinner. Gnathon sat down
and asked that Phrator sit down beside him; 190
Phrator complied with Gnathon’s request
and asked Myrtion to sit with him;
Myrtion asked the bridegroom Charikles,
and then Charikles asked the maiden Drosilla.
The three men reclined on the left, 195
and on the right the beloved couple, 
that is, Charikles and the maiden.
Charikles felt that Gnathon, the evening’s host,
deserved no small blame
but rather insults and jeers 200
since he did not seat Drosilla opposite
Charikles’ eyes, which were melted with love,
but instead placed Myrtion, the girl’s father, 
near his seat
so that, during the celebration of such great joy, 205
Myrtion might gaze at the maiden’s face.
Moreover, Charikles envied—how should one describe it?—
even the cup that touched (most excellently) 
the lovely lips of the maiden;
he felt jealousy even toward the wine being drunk, 210
since it was entering Drosilla’s mouth. 
Thus the lavish banquet progressed,
and black-footed night flowed over the guests,
releasing the tension of their brows
and bringing sweet sleep to their eyes. 215
But towards dawn the very beautiful
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daughter of old Myrtion 
arrived at Kalligone’s tomb
and gave it another bath of tears.
The race of women, full of compassion, 220
is ready to mourn for even the sufferings of strangers
and prone to sudden tears—
for not only in circumstances of misfortunes
are women inclined to lament and weep at length
(particularly if someone should die), 225
but continuously in the course of time,
preserving the memory of evils, they weep profusely.
Thus that maiden, in sympathy,
unseen by the four of them as they slept 
(Gnathon, her father Myrtion, 230
and also Charikles and his father),
moaned loudly as she bowed in sorrow toward Kalligone’s tomb,
beat on her breast, and cried out 
with groans and a shower of tears:
“Oh, envious, cruel Fortune, 235
the painful, bitter things that fell upon 
Drosilla’s heart before weren’t enough for you,
but to them you add the rest: 
you murder the maiden Kalligone,
and Kalligone’s death kills Kleandros, 240
but Kleandros’s death does not kill his friends in turn—
instead he sends to their hearts
the bitterness of great grief. 
I lament for you, then, maiden Kalligone,
fellow-virgin. I weep for you covered with earth, 245
since Kleandros cannot, who left home
and lived in foreign lands with us, among strangers.
I wail for you deprived of mother and father, 
and, alas, dead far from your fatherland—
whom I didn’t see, with whom I didn’t speak, 250
whom I didn’t joyously kiss and embrace,
whom I didn’t have in misfortunes as grief’s remedy.
Oh, if only I hadn’t ever seen Kleandros
and shared with him food and tears!
But you, receive my lamentation, 255
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which I’ve poured forth for you now like mourning libations.”
She said these things, and with proper modesty

entered Gnathon’s house again.
There Gnathon had entertained the old men
with their children the first day, 260
and when they were willing to stay no longer,
he approached at last, addressed them warmly,
gave the men a friendly kiss,
and sent them the next day to their fatherland. 
The sea, then, was calm— 265
winds that destroy ships were not blowing,
and menacing waves were not rolling around;
these travelers met with gentle, quiet sailing
when they set forth toward their beloved land.

After sailing for ten days, 270
they arrived at last in their fatherland
and walked in the places they’d missed;
Charikles’ father, Phrator,
took Myrtion to his home;
and Drosilla’s father, Myrtion, 275
took Phrator in turn to his house.
The mothers of the young couple—
Hedypnoe and Krystale—
when they learned what had happened, 
quickly ran up, embraced the young persons 280
and bathed them with tears of joy.
And the dear families of the fathers and mothers,
and the citizens and fellow-clansmen 
applauded, exulted, and leaped for joy—
with such great enthusiasm they rejoiced! 285

While all this was happening, 
the chief man among them, Dionysus’s priest, arrived,
bid all the people
go to the temple as quickly as possible 
so that he might join Drosilla 290
with Charikles, to be his wife in the union of marriage.

He said these things and at once
gave the bridal couple two vine-branches
and led them into the temple together with the people.
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What then is left? Drosilla was joined 295
to Charikles in marriage, a bride to a groom,
and led to the family house,
with wreaths, applause, and cymbal crashes.

And the girl who was still a virgin in the evening
was a woman when she rose at dawn from her bed. 300





EXPLANATORY NOTES

1.22. “Mysian plunder” was a proverbial expression meaning “easy
prey” due to cowardice or weakness. Cf. Aristotle Rhetoric 1372b20.
Mysia, a region in northwest Asia Minor, had Telephus as one of its
legendary kings (see note 3.251). On “proverbial contempt for the
Mysian character,” see Edward M. Cope, The Rhetoric of Aristotle
with a Commentary, rev. John E. Sandys (1877; reprint, 3 vols. in 1,
New York: Arno Press, 1973), 235–36 (quotation from p. 236). For
Eugenianos’s model here, cf. Prodromos Rhodanthe and Dosikles 1.26
(for discussion see Panagiotis A. Agapitos, “Narrative, Rhetoric,
and ‘Drama’ Rediscovered: Scholars and Poets in Byzantium
Interpret Heliodorus,” in Studies in Heliodorus, ed. Richard Hunter
[Cambridge: The Cambridge Philological Society, 1998], 151). 

1.102–3. Pheidias and Praxiteles were famous Athenian sculptors who
worked in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. respectively. Zeuxis of
Herakleia, a famous Greek painter of the late fifth and early fourth
centuries B.C., is also said to have made statues in clay (Pliny
Natural History 35.66). Zeuxis is often included in trios representing
great artists of the past, e.g., Michael Psellus Chronographia 3.14:
“the workers on these stones were reckoned with the like of
Pheidias and Polygnotus and Zeuxis” (E. R. A. Sewter, trans.,
Fourteen Byzantine Rulers: The Chronographia of Michael Psellus, rev.
ed. [London: Penguin Books, 1966], 72). 

2.203. The Sirens were mythological females whose song lured sailors to
their death. 

2.308. Pandora, the original human female, was created and given gifts by
the gods that she might be a punishment for mankind. For the story
of her making, see Hesiod Works and Days 57–105, esp. 60–82: Zeus
had Hephaestus make her with a goddess’s face and maidenly
form; Aphrodite was to shed grace and cruel desire upon her; the
Graces and Persuasion put gold necklaces on her; the Hours
crowned her with spring flowers; and so forth. 

2.327–28. For Niobe, see “List of Gods and Legendary Figures” (gods and fig-
ures that appear more than once in the novel are identified there). 
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2.329. For Pandion’s daughter, see “List of Gods and Legendary Figures,”
under Pandion.

3.86. While crossing Lydia on his way to attack Greece (480 B.C.), Xerxes,
the king of Persia, came across a beautiful plane tree, which he dec-
orated with gold and furnished with a guardian (thus Herodotus
7.31). This story becomes proverbial. On Asian and Mediterranean
reverence for big, shady trees, see Frank H. Stubbings, “Xerxes and
the Plane-Tree,” Greece and Rome 15 (1946), 63–67. (Like Xerxes’
plane tree, Eugenianos’s too has a guardian assigned.) Plato’s
Phaedrus features another famous plane tree: after leaving the city,
Socrates and Phaedrus come across a tall, shady plane tree by the
banks of a river, sit beneath it, and talk of love. Similarly in
Eugenianos’s novel, after leaving the city, the hero and his friends
sit beneath a large plane tree by the banks of a river and talk of love.
The setting of Plato’s Phaedrus was famous and much-evoked. On its
use during the Second Sophistic, see M. B. Trapp, “Plato’s Phaedrus
in Second-Century Greek Literature,” in Antonine Literature, ed. D.
A. Russell (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990), 141–73; for its use later,
e.g., in the tenth century A.D., John Geometres Progymnasmata, “A
letter describing Geometres’ garden” (text and discussion: A. R.
Littlewood, The Progymnasmata of Ioannes Geometres [Amsterdam:
Adolf M. Hakkert, 1972], 8.23–29, with pp. 48–49 n. 8.23–29).

3.115. Kronos was chief among the “old gods,” the Titans, who were
overthrown by Zeus’s generation of Olympian gods. At 2.365, the
adjective “Kronikos” is translated as “old-fashioned.” For Eros as a
primordial being, see also Hesiod Theogony 116–22, Longus 2.5. 

3.155. Lais, the Corinthian, was one of (at least) two celebrated courtesans
named Lais linked with prominent men of the fifth and fourth cen-
turies B.C. (see, e.g., Athenaeus 13, 570b–e, 588c–589b; Pausanias
2.2.4). On the theme of an aging Lais, cf. Anthologia Palatina 6.1
(Plato), 6.18 and 20 (Julianus, prefect of Egypt). 

3.212. Priapos was a minor, phallic god associated with sexuality and
lewd behavior. For Herakles (3.211), see “List of Gods and
Legendary Figures.” 

3.251. According to legend, Telephus, king of Mysia, was wounded by the
Greek hero Achilles when the Greeks mistook Mysia for Troy.
Having learned that his wound could be cured only by the
wounder, Telephus went to Achilles, who cured him with rust from
the spear that wounded him (Apollodorus Epitome 3.17–20). For the
analogy with love, cf. Anthologia Palatina 5.225.5–6 (Macedonius the
Consul), 291.5–6 (Paulus Silentiarius).

3.264–85. The story of Rhodope is also told at Achilles Tatius 8.12. Barbition
sings two mythological songs (3.263–88, 297–322), both in hexameter
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verse with Theocritean refrains. These are remarkable, both in the
context of the novel (the rest of which is in twelve-syllable verse)
and also in the context of the history of the pastoral in Byzantium.
On these songs, see Antonino M. Milazzo, “Motivi bucolici e tecni-
ca alessandrina in due ‘idilli’ di Niceta Eugeniano,” Studi di filologia
bizantina 3 (1985), 97–114; see also my article in A Companion to Greek
and Latin Pastoral, ed. Marco Fantuzzi and Theodoros Papangelis
(Leiden: Brill, forthcoming).

3.298. For the story of Syrinx and Pan, see also Achilles Tatius 8.6.7–10,
Longus 2.34. Pan, with his goat legs and horns, was a Greek god of
shepherds. 

3.316. Phoebus, “radiant one,” is a synonym of the Olympian god Apollo.
Apollo’s amorous pursuit of Daphne, daughter of a river god,
ended with her transformation into a laurel tree to escape him
(Parthenius 15, Ovid Metamorphoses 1.452–567). 

3.367–86. The hero’s initial impulse here to abduct the maiden even without
her prior consent is unprecedented in the ancient Greek novel (in
which only villains or rogue suitors are involved in such activities).
Eugenianos is following Theodore Prodromos, his Byzantine men-
tor, who has his hero actually carry out a violent, non-consensual
abduction of the heroine. On the significance of this striking inno-
vation in relation both to the ancient novel and also to Byzantine
custom and laws, see Joan B. Burton, “Abduction and Elopement in
the Byzantine Novel,” Greek, Roman, and Byzantine Studies 41 (2000):
377–409; cf. Corinne Jouanno, “Les jeunes filles dans le roman
byzantin du XIIe siècle,” in Les personnages du roman grec, Actes du
colloque de Tours, 18–20 novembre 1999, ed. Bernard Pouderon,
with Christine Hunzinger and Dimitri Kasprzyk (Lyon: Maison de
l’Orient Méditerranéen, 2001), esp. 336–37. 

4.62. In book one, the festival that the Barzians are celebrating when the
Parthians attack is explicitly identified (by the narrator) as the festi-
val of Dionysus (1.113; see also 107, 151). But in telling his story later
Charikles calls it a festival of Zeus (4.62 and 7.157). On the confla-
tion of Zeus and Dionysus, father and son, and Christian resonances
in Eugenianos’s novel, see Joan B. Burton, “Reviving the Pagan
Greek Novel in a Christian World,” Greek, Roman, and Byzantine
Studies 39 (1998): 205–8 (with attention to linkages between
Dionysus and Jesus).

4.145–8. The Peloponnesian river-god Alpheios fell in love with the nymph
Arethusa; she fled to Ortygia, an island near Syracuse, and was
transformed into a spring, but the river Alpheios pursued her
across the sea and mingled his waters with hers. For this story, see
Achilles Tatius 1.18.1–2, Pausanias 5.7.1–3. (Kleinias’s description
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here of Eros’s power [Eugenianos 4.135–48] is modeled on Achilles
Tatius 1.17.1–18.2.) 

4.248–49. The youth Narcissus, a scorner of love, fell in love with his own
reflection in the water and died as a result; his body disappears and
a flower is found in its place. Another version of the story has
Narcissus wasting away beside the water rather than throwing him-
self within (see Ovid Metamorphoses 3.339–510, Pausanias 9.31.6,
Nonnus Dionysiaca 48.581–86). 

4.250–53. This is a reference to the story of Apollo’s tragic slaying of his
beloved youth Hyacinth. In this version, the West wind Zephyros,
Hyacinth’s unrequited lover, in jealousy blows Apollo’s javelin into
Hyacinth while Apollo and Hyacinth are exercising together (see
Lucian Dialogues of the Gods 14: “Hermes and Apollo”). From
Hyacinth’s blood arose the flower named for him. (In other, earlier
versions, Apollo’s javelin kills Hyacinth by accident.) 

4.258. This is a reference to the story of Aphrodite’s love for Adonis, who
dies young. This version of Adonis’s death, with the god Ares
killing him from jealousy and Aphrodite’s blood turning the rose
red, is also given in Aphthonius Progymnasmata 2, late-fourth /
early-fifth century A.D. (Hugo Rabe, ed., Aphthonii Progymnasmata
[Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1926], p. 3.5–19). For this aetiology of the
red rose cf. Philostratus Letters 1 and 4; John Geometres
Progymnasmata, “A Second Encomium of the Apple” (Littlewood,
Progymnasmata of Ioannes Geometres, 21.9–13, with p. 81 n. 21.9–13);
Kallimachos and Chrysorrhoe 834–35 (Michel Pichard, ed., Le roman de
Callimaque et de Chrysorrhoé [Paris: Société d’édition “Les Belles-
Lettres,” 1956], with French trans.). A common earlier version of
Adonis’s story had him die in a hunting accident (Bion Lament for
Adonis 7–66; Apollodorus Bibliotheca 3.14.4; Ovid Metamorphoses
10.709–39). The flower transformations also differed: Ovid has an
anemone arising from Adonis’s blood; Bion, an anemone from
Aphrodite’s tears and a rose from Adonis’s blood (for the sugges-
tion that Bion “perhaps invented the story of the rose,” see J. D.
Reed, ed., Bion of Smyrna: The Fragments and the Adonis
[Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997], 233 n. 66).

4.277–88. On parallels with erotic imagery of the Song of Songs, see Burton,
“Reviving the Pagan Greek Novel,” 201–3 (with notice also of
Eugenianos 6.570–73). 

4.381–86. Polyphemos is the same monstrous Cyclops (one-eyed giant) who
encounters Odysseus in Homer’s Odyssey, book 9. The reference
here, however, is to the adolescent Polyphemos in love with the
Nereid Galateia (a sea-nymph). Charikles is recalling Theocritus’s
Eleventh Idyll (early third century B.C.). On how Charikles’ retelling
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of Polyphemos’s story reveals Charikles as a sophisticated reader of
past texts, see Joan B. Burton, “A Reemergence of Theocritean
Poetry in the Byzantine Novel,” Classical Philology 98 (2003): 253–56.
Cf. the later, more extensive reworking of Theocritus’s poem at
Eugenianos 6.503–46.

5.355. Epaminondas was a famous Theban general of the fourth century
B.C.

5.386. (5.387 in Greek text). The Greek text is uncertain. Conca prints the
reading of MUL, kedr¤nouw, “cedar-wood,” but as a locus corruptus.
P has kvd≈nouw, “trumpets” (but, Boissonade notes, with the
scholium kvd≈nion, d°rma, “hide”; for discussion, see Boissonade1

2:276–77); thus too Boissonade1, with k≈dvnaw in Boissonade2 and
Hercher. Dawe suggests kn≈dontaw for “the ancient equivalent of
barbed wire” (R. D. Dawe, “Notes on Theodorus Prodromus
Rhodanthe and Dosicles and Nicetas Eugenianus Drosilla and
Charicles,” Byzantinische Zeitschrift 94 [2001]: 17–18). I have translat-
ed somewhat ambiguously as “protective coverings” since in any
case the next line describes their purpose as “defenses against
blows.” For descriptions of manuscripts MPUL, see Fabrizio
Conca, ed., Nicetas Eugenianus, De Drosillae et Chariclis amoribus
(Amsterdam: J. C. Gieben, 1990), 7–11. 

6.109. Caria was a mountainous region located in the southwest corner of
Asia Minor. 

6.136. (Greek text). For saf«n read sf«n here (as in Conca, Nicetas
Eugenianus, 149).

6.345. Kalliope was the muse of epic poetry; Homer the epic poet credit-
ed with the two great ancient Greek epics the Iliad and the Odyssey.
Eugenianos is echoing Heliodorus 4.4.3 here; the Homeric refer-
ence is Iliad 13.636–39. 

6.389–90. This is the first of Kallidemos’s awkward series of amatory exam-
ples. The figures named here are all characters in Heliodorus’s ear-
lier Greek novel, The Ethiopian Story (third or fourth century A.D.).
In the tradition of the Greek novel (ancient and Byzantine), this is
the first direct reference to an earlier novel. The examples given are
of unrequited not requited love, however: Arsake is a satrap’s wife,
in love with the hero, Theagenes; Achaimenes is Arsake’s maid’s
son, in love with the heroine, Charikleia. On the stunning inappro-
priateness of Kallidemos’s examples here and his obsession with
fictive love narratives, see Burton, “Theocritean Poetry in the
Byzantine Novel”; cf. Corinne Jouanno, “Nicétas Eugénianos: Un
héritier du roman grec,” Revue des études grecques 102 (1989):
350–51. 
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6.397. The Greek verb meyÊv means “I am drunken with wine”; hence the
adjective a' m°yustow means “not drunken.” On the power of the
stone amethyst against drunkenness, see Heliodorus 5.13.4;
Anthologia Palatina 9.748 (Plato the Younger); cf. Plutarch Table-Talk
647b–c. 

6.399. On the power of the precious stone pantarbe against fire, see
Heliodorus 8.11–12. 

6.419 (Greek text). I read •lkthr¤oiw with Hercher, rather than Conca’s
•lkthr¤ow (M has §kthr¤oiw; P omits this section). 

6.440–51. Kallidemos’s second amatory example is from Longus’s pastoral
novel, Daphnis and Chloe (usually dated to the late second or early
third century A.D.); this is also the second direct reference in
Eugenianos’s novel to an earlier novel. Daphnis and Chloe’s exam-
ple of requited love suits Kallidemos’s rhetorical aim more closely,
and it is expanded further than the examples cited from
Heliodorus’s novel. 

6.473–92 Kallidemos’s third amatory example is from Musaeus’s short hexa-
meter poem Hero and Leander (late fifth or early sixth century A.D.).
The mythological lovers Hero and Leander lived across the
Hellespont from one another, Hero in Sestos and Leander in
Abydos (on the Asian side of the Hellespont). Leander swam across
the Hellespont at night to visit Hero, and when he drowned during
a storm and his body swept ashore to her tower, Hero fell from her
tower to her death. For earlier versions of their story, see Ovid
Heroides 18–19, Virgil Georgics 3.258–63; cf. Marlowe’s Hero and
Leander. 

6.503–46. The primary model for Kallidemos’s fourth and final amatory
example, the adolescent Cyclops’s courtship of the beautiful
nymph Galateia, is Theocritus’s Idyll 11. On the identity of this
Cyclops, see the note at 4.381–86. On how Kallidemos’s lengthy
reworking of the Cyclops’s courtship reveals his own lack of liter-
ary and social sophistication (with attention to issues of intertextu-
ality), see Burton, “Theocritean Poetry in the Byzantine Novel.” 

6.585–86. Kallidemos introduces a new, monstrous mode of Cyclops here; he
does not look to Theocritus again. For discussion of how
“Kallidemos can be seen as a fictive character trying out roles,” see
Burton, “Theocritean Poetry in the Byzantine Novel.” 

6.623–25. This is a reference to the famous beauty contest between the three
goddesses Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite. The judge, the Trojan king
Priam’s son Paris, awarded the prize to Aphrodite because she
offered him as bribe the beautiful Helen (which led to the Trojan
War). See 8.107–9 for another reference to the judgment of Paris. 
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6.630. For a crime against the gods, Tantalus is punished in Hades with
eternal thirst and hunger: he stands in a pool of water that drains
whenever he tries to drink; fruit hangs before him but moves away
whenever he tries to seize it (see, e.g., Homer Odyssey 11.582–92;
hence the word “tantalize”). For a similar comparison of love to
Tantalus’s thirst, see Anthologia Palatina 5.246.5–6 (Paulus
Silentiarius). 

6.634. The god Zeus, a notorious philanderer, transformed himself into a
swan to seduce Leda, a shower of gold to seduce Danae, and a bull
to seduce Europa. In one version of Ganymede’s abduction, Zeus in
the form of an eagle carries him off. For a similar comparison, see
Anthologia Palatina 5.257 (Palladas). 

6.643. On the magnitude of the walls around Babylon, see Herodotus
1.178–81, Diodorus Siculus esp. 2.7.2–5 (whose account reflects the
tradition that Queen Semiramis built these walls). For a similar
comparison, see Anthologia Palatina 5.252.1–4 (Paulus Silentiarius). 

6.655. For the story of Philomela, Itys, and the swallow, see “List of Gods
and Legendary Figures,” under Pandion (Philomela’s father). 

6.662–63. Dawn, having fallen in love with Tithonos, a mortal youth, asked
Zeus to make him immortal but forgot to ask that he not age. For
their story, see Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite 218–38. 

6.667. (Greek text). Conca has Baryllis as the old woman’s name; I use the
name Maryllis instead (as in manuscripts PUL and editions prior to
Conca). Conca, with hesitation, follows manuscript M in using the
name Baryllis; he suggests the name may underscore the old
woman’s crude character (Conca, Nicetas Eugenianus, 26; see also
Andrea Giusti, “Nota a Niceta Eugeniano [Dros. et Char. VII
247–332],” Studi italiani di filologia classica 3 [1993]: 220 n.16). The
name Maryllis, however, has its own resonance, as Beaton notes: “a
comical transformation of Theokritos’ Amaryllis” (Roderick
Beaton, The Medieval Greek Romance2 [London: Routledge, 1996],
77). For the name Amaryllis used of lovely young girls in a bucolic
context, see Theocritus Idylls 3, 4.36–40; Longus 2.7.4–7 (with 2.7.7
echoed at Eugenianos 6.377–78); cf. Virgil Eclogues 1.5. In light of
Eugenianos’s repeated echoes of Theocritus’s poetry and Longus’s
pastoral novel, an ironic evocation of the memorable bucolic name
Amaryllis, featured in both their works, does not seem out of place
(Maryllis, an Amaryllis grown old). 

7.264. On how “Eugenianos is having Maryllis respond to the lovers’
embrace and reunion in Christian terms, with Christian imagery,”
see Burton, “Reviving the Pagan Greek Novel,” 203–4 (quotation
from p. 204); on the old woman’s echo at 7.264 of the famous bibli-
cal line “Therefore what God has joined, let no one separate”
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(Matthew 19.6, Mark 10.9), see also Alexander P. Kazhdan,
“Bemerkungen zu Niketas Eugenianos,” Jahrbuch der österreichis-
chen byzantinischen Gesellschaft 16 (1967): 116. 

8.97–100. For the story of how the god Hephaestus trapped with bonds his
wife, Aphrodite, and her lover Ares as they slept together in
Hephaestus’s bed, see Homer Odyssey 8.267–366. 

8.107–9. A second reference to the famous beauty contest between the three
goddesses Hera (Zeus’s wife), Pallas Athena, and Aphrodite (cf.
6.622–25). While shepherding flocks on Mount Ida, Paris was cho-
sen to be judge. 

8.115. The reference is to the moon-goddess’s love for the handsome mor-
tal Endymion. 

8.223. (Greek text). The Greek should read katastefoÊshw here (as in
Conca, Nicetas Eugenianus).

9.7–14. On the significance of Kleandros’s pastoral funeral and Drosilla’s
excessive lamentations (9.15–107, 216–56) for the ending of the
novel, see Burton, “Theocritean Poetry in the Byzantine Novel.” 

9.28. Poseidon, Zeus’s brother, god of the sea, both stirs up storms at sea
and also stills waters. 
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